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NOTICE

During the review of the Preliminary Draft Final Report for this project several comments were
made by the NCHRP Technical Oversight Panel pertaining to the research findings. The reader

should be aware of the reservations expressed by some of this group of experts assembled to
oversee the research project from its inception to completion.

o The report is not the definitive answer to the problem presented because of the low
percentage of satisfactory investigative results. While there were several inconclusive test
results, the probability of incorrect test results with no viable conformation methodology
available is of even greater concern.

r I seriously question the choice of I37o +/- or I5Vo +/-as being acceptable accuracies. A
review of the spreadsheet titled 'Data from Table Vl-Summary of Predicted Depths'
indicates, for blind test results only, the predicted depth accuracy within +/- l57o of the
actual depth was realized in 57 Vo of the Parallel Seismic (PS) investigations and in 397o af
the Ultraseismic (US) investigations, an observation not included in the report. Further
review indicates successful percentages of accuracy, for blind tests only, to be in the order
of 477o (PS)and337o(US)fora+/-l}Volimitor3TVo (PS)and I77o(US)fora5Volimit,
perhaps more realistic expectations for investors in these technologies.

The results of Project 2l-05(02) will not be published in the NCHRP report series. Instead the
research results are being released only in this unedited repoft and accompanying guideline
document completed by the principal investigator,Larry Olson, of Olson Engineering. The
NCHRP feels that even though the research results from Project2l-05(02) are interesting, they are

inconclusive and are not of sufficient accuracy and reliability to be implemented in normal practice
at this time by state DOTs.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the test results of a research study on the feasibility of using

nondestructive test (¡,rDT) methods for the determination of unknown depths ofbridge foundations.

Of the over 480,000 highway bridges over water in the National Bridge Inventory, gl,0g4 of these

bridges are over water and have unknown foundations and consequently, unknown foundation scour

risks. Foremost is the need to determine the foundation depth and then foundation type (footings

orpiles), geometry, and subsurface conditions. In Phase I research, a comprehensive evaluation was

made of potential NDT technologies at 7 bridges in Colorado, Texas and Alabama. Prior to this

research, only the surface-based Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Wave methods for

timber piles, and the borehole-based Parallel Seismic and Induction Field methods had been used

to determine unknown foundation depths. In Phase IIA research, a total of 2l bridges were selected

to evaluate the validity and accuracy ofNDT methods identified during Phase I research as potential

methods for determining unknown bridge foundation depths. The foundation conditions were

known to only DOT engineers, but not to the research team until all depth predictions were made.

Phase IIB of Project 2I-5 (2) dealt with theoretical modeling of the Ultraseismic and Parallel

Seismic methods with additional experimental work performed on two Colorado bridges. In

addition, several types of sources were evaluated as part of the energy generation for the Parallel

Seismic tests. Case history results from independent consulting projects performed by Olson

Engineering are also presented to illustrate the applications of the NDT technologies to unknown

bridge foundations.
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This study documents the results for six acoustic and two electromagnetic NDT methods

(Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending (Flexural) Wave, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves

(SASV/) and Ultraseismic surface methods, the Parallel Seismic, Ground Penetrating Radar and

Induction Field methods in a borehole) performed on the selected bridges, whenever the testing

method is applicable. The surface Ultraseismic test method and the borehole method of parallel

Seismic were found to have the broadest application to the investigated concrete, timber, masonry

and steel bridge substructures. In addition to NDT testing , software and hardware were developed

including prototype systems for Parallel Seismic, Ultraseismic and Induction Field systems. The

software development included an upgrade of Olson's TFS software for analyzing Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response, Bending Waves data and the development of a new software program

called "Bridgix", devoted to the analysis of Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic experimental data.



SUMMARY

There are approximately 481,000 highway bridges in the National Bridge Inventory. The

best estimate of the population of bridges over water with unknown foundations, as of April 15,

2000, is about 91,094. These unknown bridge foundations pose a significant problem to the state

DOTs because of scour vulnerability concerns. The foundation depth information in particular is

needed to perform an accurate scour evaluation at each bridge site, along with as much other

information on foundation t1pe, geometry, materials, and subsurface conditions as canbe obtained.

The National Cooperative Highway Research Program CNCHRP) 2 1 -5 and 2l-5 (2) proj ects

"Determination of Unknown Subsurface Bridge Foundations and Unknown Subsurface Bridge

Foundation Testing" were introduced to evaluate and develop existing and new technologies that can

determine subsurface bridge foundation characteristics, where such information is unavailable. The

2 I -5 Phase I research focused on the identification ofpotential NDT methods for determining depths

of unknown bridge foundations at7 bridge sites in Colorado, Texas and Alabama. The 2l-5 (2)

Phase II research focused on evaluating the validity and accuracy of the identified NDT methods for

determiningdepths ofunknownbridge foundations at2l bridge sites inNorth Carolina,,Minnesota,

New Jersey, Michigan, Oregon, Massachusetts and Colorado. Phase II research also involved the

development of hardware and software needed to perform the NDT testing.
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Phase I research involved field nondestructive testing (NDT) investigations of bridges with

detailed foundation plans, and frequently, as-built foundation depth information. The work also

involved theoretical modeling of selected bridge substructure responses for the Sonic Echo/Impulse

Response, Dynamic Foundation Response, and Parallel Seismic tests for comparison with field data.

Nondestructive testing was performed at seven bridge sites with four bridges located in Colorado,

two in Texas, and one in Alabama under NCHRP 2l-5. Also, results of two investigation case

histories to determine unknown bridge foundation depths and conditions were reported. The field

work included the performance of the seven selected NDT methods (where possible) at each bridge

site. They included the four surface techniques of Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending

(Flexural) Wave, Ultraseismic and Dynamic Foundation Response; and the three borehole

techniques of Parallel Seismic, Borehole Sonic and Borehole Radar. Additionally, the surface

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) method was found to have some specific applications

for wall-shaped substructures. The surface techniques require access from the exposed parts of the

bridge substructure as opposed to the borehole methods that require access from a nearby boring.

Phase II research involved the performance of 5 acoustic and 1 electromagnetic NDT

methods (Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending (Flexural) Wave, Spectral Analysis of Surface

'Waves (SASW) andUltraseismic surfacemethods, andtheboreholebasedParallel seismic, Ground

PenetratingRadar andlnductionFieldmethods onthe selectedbridges, wheneverthe testingmethod

was applicable.
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BriefDescription of Surface Methods. In the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response test, the source

and receiver are placed on the top and/or sides of the exposed pile or columnar shaped substructure.

The depth of the reflector is calculated using the identified echo time(s) for SE tests, or resonant

peaks for IR tests' The Bending Wave test is based on the dispersion characteristics and echoes of

bending waves traveling along very slendermembers like piles. The method was first developed for

timber piles. The method involves mounting two horizontal receivers a few feet apart on one side

of an exposed pile, and then impacting the pile horizontally on the opposite side ofthe pile a few feet

above the topmost receiver. The Ultraseismic test involves impacting exposed substructure to

generate and record the travel of compressional or flexural waves down and up substructure at

multiple receiver locations on the substructure.

The Spectral Analysis of Surface Wave (SASW) test involves determining the variation of

surface wave velocity vs. depth in layered systems. The bottom depths of exposed substructures or

footings are indicated by slower velocities of surface wave travel in underlying soils. The Dynamic

Foundation Response test was proposed mainly in an attempt to differentiate between shallow

foundations and foundations with piles (or other deep foundations) underlying the visible bridge

substructure. The method is based on the differences in the dynamic vibration responses of a

shallow footing on piles (pilecap) and without piles (footing alone) subjected to vertical and

horizontal modes of vibrations.

Brief Description of Borehole Methods. A Parallel Seismic test consists of impacting

exposed foundation substructure either vertically or horizontally with an impulse hammer to generate
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compressional oT flexural waves which travel down the foundation and are refracted to the

surounding soil. The refracted compressional (or shear) wave arrival is tracked at regular intervals

by a hydrophone receiver suspended in a water-filled cased borehole (past procedure) or by a

clamped three-component geophone receiver (new procedure-better for shear) in a cased or uncased

borehole (if it stands open without caving). The Induction Field method is similar in its application

to the Parallel Seismic method, but employs the use of electromagnetic waves instead of stress

(sound) waves. The Borehole Sonic test is a proposed new method which involves lowering a source

and a receiver unit in the same or separate boreholes and measuring the reflections of compressional

or shear waves from the side of the bridge substructure foundation using essentially horizontal

raypaths. The Borehole Radar test uses a transmitter/receiver radar antenna to measure the reflection

of radar echoes from the side of the bridge substructure foundation.

Summary of Phase I Results ßroject 21-5). The results of this research indicate that of all

the surface and borehole methods, the Parallel Seismic test was found to have the broadest

applications for determining the bottom depth of substructures. Of the surface tests (no boring

required), the Ultraseismic test has the broadest application to the determination of the depths of

unknown bridge foundations, but provides no information on piles below larger substructure

þilecaps). The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests, Bending Wave method, Spectral Analysis of

Surface Wave (SASW) method, and Borehole Radar method all had more specific applications.

Summary evaluations of all tested NDT methods are presented in Tables I and II below for the

surface and borehole tests, respectively.
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Table r- sùmmary Evaluation of the Applicabte surface NDT Methods.

Ability to ldentify
Foundation Parameters

Sonic Echo (SE)/Impulse
Response (IR) Test
(Compressional Echo)

Bending Wave (BW)
Test
(Flexural Echo)

Foundation Parameters:
Depth of Exposed Piles
Depth of Footing/Cap
Piles Exist Under Cap?
Depth of Pile below Cap?
Geometry of Substructure
Material Identification

Fair-Good
Poor-Good

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

poor-good
Poor-Fair?

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Access Requirements:
Bridge Substructure
Borehole

Yes
No

Yes
No

Subsurface Complications:
Effect of soils on response Low-High Medium-High

Relative Cost Range:
Operational CosVSSU-
Equipment Cost

$500-$2,000
$6,000-$16,000

$5,00-s2,000
s10,000-$20,000

Required expertise:
Field Acquisition
Data Analysis

Technician
Engineer

Technician
Engineer

Limitations: Most useful for columnar or
tabular structures. Response
complicated by bridge
superstructure elements.
Stiff soils and rock limit
penetration.

Only useful for purely
columnar substructure,
softer soils, and shorter
piles. Response
complicated by various
bridge superstructure
elements, and stiff soils
may show only depth to
stiffsoil layer.

Advantages: Lower cost equipment and
inexpensive testing. Data
interpretation for pile
foundations may be able to
be automated using neural
network. Theoretical
modeling should be used to
plan field tests.

Lower cost equipment and
inexpensive testing.
Theoretical modeling
should be used to plan field
tests. The horizontal
impacts are easy to apply.

: Substructure USSU:SubstructureUnitcostisforconsultantcostonly-DoTtstimates
are for testing few to many SSU's per conhact. N/A:Not Applicabie
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Ultraseismic (US)
Test (Compressional and
Flexural Echo)

Spectral Analysis of Surface
Wave (SASW) Test

Surface Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) Test

Fair-Excellent
Fair-Excellent

N/A
NiA
Fair
N/A

N/A
Fai¡-Good

N/A
N/A

Poor-Good
Good

N/A
Poor

Fair-Poor
Poor

Poor-Good
Poor-Fair

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Low-High Low High

s1,000-s2,500
$17,000

$1,000-$2,500
s20,000

$1,000-$2,500
$20,000-$30,000+

Technician
Engineer

Technician-Engineer
Engineer

Technician-Engineer
Engineer

Cannot image piles below
cap. Difficult to obtain
foundation bottom
reflections in stiff soils.

Cannot image piles below
cap. Use restricted to
bridges with flat, longer
access for testing.

Signal quality is highly
controlled by environmental
factors. Adjacent substructure
refl ections complicate data
analysis. Higher cost
equipment.

Lower equipment and
testing costs. Can identifu
the bottom depth of
foundation inexpensively
for a large class ofbridges.
Combines compressional
and flexural wave
reflection tests for complex
substructures.

Lower equipment and
testing costs. Also shows
variation of bridge material
and subsurface velocities
(stiffnesses) vs. depth and
thicknesses of accessible
elements.

Fast testing times. Can
indicate geometry of
accessible elements and
bedrock depths. Lower
testing costs.

Table I- Summaryl,valuation of the Applicabte Surface NDT Methods (cont).
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Table II- Summary Evaluation of the Applicable Borehole NDT Methods.aDle u- summ alua e

Ability to ldentify
Foundation Parameters

Parallel Seismic (PS)
Test

Borehole Radar (BHR)
Test

Induction Field (lF)
Test

Foundation Parameters:
Depth of Exposed piles
Depth of FootinglCap
Piles Exist Under Cap?
Depth of Pile below cap
Geometry of Substructure
Material Identi fication

Good-Excellent
Good
Good

Good-Excellent
Fair

Poor-Fair

Poor-Excellent
Poor-Good
Fair-Good
Fair-Good

Fair-Excellent
Poor-Fair

None-Excellent
N/A

None-Excellent
None-Excellent

N/A
Poor-Fair

Access Requirements:
Bridge Substructure
Borehole

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Subsurface Complications:
Effect of soils on response Medium High Medium-High

Relative Cost Range:
Operational CoslSSU*
Equipment Cost

$2,000-$4,000
$15,000-$25,000

$2,000-$4,000
$35,000+

$2,000-$4,000
$20,000

Required expertise:
Field Acquisitior/SSU-
Data Analysis

Technician-Engineer
Engineer

Engineer
Engineer

Technician
Engineer

Limitations: Difficult to transmit
large amount of
seismic energy from
pile caps to smaller
(area) piles.

Radar response is highly
site dependent (very
limìted response in
conductive, clayey, salt-
water saturated soils).

It requires the
reinforcement in the
columns to be

electrically connected to
the piles underneath the
footing. Only
applicable to steel or
reinforced substructure.

Advantages:' Lower equipment and
testing costs. Can
detect foundation
depths for largest class

ofbridges and
subsurface conditions.

Commercial testing
equipment is now
becoming available for
thispurpose. Relatively
easy to identify
reflections from the
foundation; however,
imaging requires careful
processing.

Low equipment costs

and easy to test. Could
work well to
complement PS tests

and help determine pile
type.

SSU: Substructure Unit cost is for consultant cost only - DOT to supply l-2 people + does not
include drilling costs. Operational cost range estimates are for testing few to many SSU's in a
contract.
N/A: Not Applicable.
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Summary of Phase II Results (Project 21-5 (2)). During Phase II research, 2l bridge sites

were selected in the States of of North Carolina, Minnesota, New Jersey, Michigan, Oregon,

Massachusetts and Colorado (another bridge was selected in the State of Texas, but no bridge plans

are available) to evaluate the accuracy ofthe NDT methods identified in phase I research as potential

methods for the unknown foundation problem.

The field work included the performance of the selected methods (where possible) from the

research planning stage at each bridge site. They included the fotx surface techniques of Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response, Bending (Flexural) Wave, Ultraseismic and Spectral Analysis of Surface

waves tests; and the two borehole techniques of Parallel seismic and Induction Field tests. The

surface techniques require access from the exposed parts of the bridge substructure as opposed to

the borehole methods that require access from a nearby boring. Table III is a summary of the results

of tests performed at the 21 bridges including blind predictions and post-processed predictions.

Results from Spectral Analysis of Surface Vy'aves (SASW) tests performed at two bridges,

one in New Jersey and one in Michigan, were inconclusive. Due to limited lateral access,

wavelengths in SASW tests greater than the depth of the wall-shaped foundations were not

generated, thus, the results are considered to be inconclusive.
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Table III- Summary of Results of the NDT Methods performed.

Test
Method

Blind Predictions Post-Processed Predictions

Parallel
Seismic

Depths of 12 out of the 19 bridges tested were
predicted to within * l3%o of the actual
bottom of foundation depths. Bottom
foundation depths of the other 6 bridges were
incorrectly predicted

Depths of 16 out of the 19 bridges tested were
predicted to withiri + l3%o of the acfual
depths. There was no indication in the PS test
results to support the actual depths fo¡ the
remaining three bridges

Ultraseismic Results were inconclusive on 6 out of the 18
bridges tested. Depths of 8 out of the 18
bridges were predicted within + l4To of the
acnral depths. Depths of the other 4 bridges
were incorrectly predicted

Test results were inconclusive on 6 out of the
18 bridges tested. Depths of I I out of the 18
bridges were predicted within + 14% of the
actual depths. There was no indication in the
US data to support the actual depth reported
for the Johnston County Bridge # 33.

Sonic
Echo/Impulse
Response

Results were inconclusive on 14 out of the 15
bridges tested. Only one bridge with timber
piles foundation in North Carolina showed an
echo which corresponded to the tip of the pile

Results were inconclusive on 14 out of the 15
bridges tested. Only one bridge with hmber
piles foundation in North Carolina showed an
echo which corresponded to the tip of the pile

Bending
Waves

Results were inconclusive on all 7 timber pile
bridges tested with the BW method

Results were inconclusive on all 7 timber pile
bridges tested with the BW method

Induction
Field

Tests were performed on two bridges, one in
Colorado and one in Texas. The IF results
showed a drop in amplitude below the tip of
the steel pile at the Colorado bridge with good
agreement with the depth predicted from
Parallel Seismic tests. The IF results at the
steel-pile bridge in Texas were inconclusive

Tests were performed on two bridges, one in
Colorado and one in Texas. The IF results
showed a drop in amplitude below the tip of
the steel pile at the Colorado bridge with good
agreement with the depth predicted from
Parallel Seismic tests. The IF results at the
steel-pile bridge in Texas were inconclusive
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In addition to the blind testin g of 2l bridges, Phase II research involved development of related

hardware and software' Olson's TFS software was improved for Sonic Echo/Impulse Response,

Bending 'Waves, 
Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves and Parallel Seismic test data analysis. The

"Bridgix" software was developed by Interpex House. The "Bridgix" software is fully dedicated to

the analysis ofParallel Seismic and Ultraseismic test data. In relation to hardware development, a

protoþpe battery operated field computer was designed and manufactured. Also, developed was a

prototype 8-channel hydrophone string for rapid field Parallel Seismic data collection. Two

prototype systems for Ultraseismic and Induction Field tests were developed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

1.1 INTRODUCTION.

The NCHRP 2T-5 andzl-s (2) Phase I and Phase II researchprojects for "Determination of

Unknown Subsurface Bridge Foundations and Unknown Subsurface Bridge Foundations Testing"

were conceived to evaluate, develop, and test concepts, methods and equipment that will allow the

determination of subsurface bridge foundation characteristics where information is unavailable,

unknown, oruncertain. The2l-Sprojectobjectiveis toprovidepractical, accurate andcost-effective

means to determine unknown foundation conditions for as many different bridge types as feasible.

The foundation data will be used as input into scour evaluation studies of existing bridges over

water. This report presents the combined results of Phase I and II research.

There are approximately 481,000 highway bridges in the National Bridge Inventory that are

over water. It is estimated that9l,094 of these bridges have unknown foundations in terms of the

type and/or depth (1). For alarge number of older non-federal-aid bridges, and to a lesser extent

federal-aid bridges, there are no design or as-built bridge plans, and there is little or no information

available to document the type, depth, geometry, ormaterials incorporated in the foundations. These

unknown bridge foundations pose a significant problem to state DOT's from a scour safety

evaluation perspective. Because of the risk of scour undermining bridge foundations and the threat

to public safety, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and state transportation departments

face the need to screen and evaluate all bridges, over rivers, streams and in coastal areas, both on-



and off-state systèms, to determine their susceptibility to scour. The problem is that foundation type

and depth information is needed to perform an accurate scour evaluation of each bridge. State bridge

engineers are faced with the dilemma that their budgets cannot support the required investigations

with conventional excavation, coring orboring methods to determine unknown bridge foundation

conditions and simultaneously support normal maintenance operations at required funding levels.

Substantial progress has been made in the use of nondestructive testing (NDT) methods for

the determination ofunknown depths ofbridge foundations in Phase I Research. Accomplishments

in the application of NDT methods for unknown foundation depth determination included the

following: i) development of the new Ultraseismic method, ii) a new application of the Spectral

Analysis of Surface'Waves method, iii) finite element modeling of compression and flexural wave

travel for bridge substructures, iv) the use of geophysical processing, 3-component geophone

recording, and finite element modeling in the borehole Parallel Seismic method, v) the application

of Borehole Radar to the unknown bridge foundation problem for the first time, vi) research on a

new Borehole Sonic method and vii) initial studies of the use of NDT to determine the type of

foundations.

Based on the results of the Phase I research, additional Phase II funding was provided to

evaluate the validity and accuracy of some of the NDT methods researched during phase I and to

develop instrumentation for use by highway departments and agencies. This was accomplished by

initial blind testing of 21 bridges, and through additional research on the Ultraseismic and parallel

Seismic methods.



1.2 UNKNOWN FOUNDATION PROBLEM DISCUSSION.

Before nondestructive testing methods to detect unknown bridge foundations can be selected

and studied, a general framework for the problem needs to be established. This framework is set

forth in this section. The fypes of bridge superstructures and substructures which make up the

population of bridges with unknown foundation conditions are discussed in Section I.2.1.

Representative unknown bridge foundation conditions are discussed in Sectionl.2.2. The physical

properties of interest for unknown bridge foundations and their relation to NDT methods are

presented in Section 1.2.3.

1.2.1characteristics of rhe unknown Bridge Foundation population.

A national status report for the scour evaluation progrÍlm was prepared by Pagan-Ortiz (1)

of the Federal Highway Administration on April 15, 2000. The following information from the

Pagan-Ortiz study was gathered from the National Bridge Inventory NBÐ of approximately 48 1 ,000

bridges over water.

1. Unknown foundations are considered by states as a foundation whose type is known, but its

bottom elevation is unknown, or a foundation whose type and elevation are unknown. The

study further char actenzedfoundation units as either piers on land or in water, or as abutments.

2. Approximately 481,000 bridges are built over waterways. For the bridges over water, about

332,000 bridges (69.0%) are at low risk for scour.



J.

4.

91,094 bridges (I8.9%) have unknown foundation depths.

susceptible and24,83l bridges (5.2%) are scour critical.

32,553 bridges (6.8%) are scour

Most states have completed the evaluation of at least 90%

susceptible.

of the bridges that are scour

1.2.2 Bridge Superstructure, Substructure, Geology, And Channel Variables.

Before discussing possible approaches to the problem of unknown bridge foundations over

water, it is useful to consider the components of the bridge system. The bridge superstructure is

defined as all structure above the bridge bearing elevation and bridge substructure consists of

everything below the superstructure. Therefore, bridge substructure incorporates all foundation

elements such as columns, wall piers, footings, pile caps, piles, drilled shafts, etc. In this report, the

terms "bridge foundation" and "bridge substructure" are used interchangeably. The challenge of

nondestructive determination of unknown bridge foundation characteristics can be appreciated by

considering the multitude of variables that could impact a given NDT method as listed below:

l. The bridge maybe a single span with abutments only, ormultiple spans with abutments

and piers.

2. Foundation materials may be concrete, steel, timber, or masoffy.

3. The tops of footings and pile caps may be buried below riprap, backfill and/or channel

4



soils

4. The bridge channel conditions may range from dry riverbed to marsh to flowing water

with water conditions ranging from fresh to brackish to saltwater.

5. Subsurface conditions may range from soft silts, clays and loose sands to very stiff and

dense soils to bedrock.

6' The foundation types may be shallow footings or deep foundations. Footings are most

likely square or rectangular with some massive cofferdam footings, but pedestal stone

footings may also exist. Such masonry foundations are older and will typically not have

piles underneath. Piles mightbe timber, concrete (round, octagonal and square), or steel

(H and round pipe sections); with or without concrete pile caps; and may be battered or

vertical. Other deep foundation types used for bridges recently are concrete drilled shafts

and even more recently auger-cast concrete piles. However, because of their

comparatively recent use, few bridges of the unknown bridge foundation population are

believed to have drilled shafts and almost none of them will have auger-cast piles.

7 ' The bridge substructure and superstructure are highly variable in geometry and materials.

The superstructure may consist of steel, concrete, timber, or a combination of materials.

The substructure is generalized herein as an abutment or pier, which can be made of steel,

concrete, masonry and./or timber.



As a typical example, Mr. William L. Moore, III of the North Carolina DOT provided a

detailed list and drawings of bridge substructures that was prepared by the NCDOT Bridge

Maintenance Unit. They categorized North Carolina bridge substructure into three categories: l.

Abutments, 2.EndBents, and 3. Bents and Piers. Abutments were subcategorized as Full Height

or Stub. End Bents were subcategorized as Reinforced Concrete, Pile or pile Footing (capped piles).

Bents and Piles were subcategorized as Concrete, Mass Concrete, Post and Beam, Steel Bent, Sill,

Pile Bent, Hammerhead, Single Column, Bascule Pier, Lift Span pier, Swing Span, Other, Steel

Rigid Frame, Post and Beam with Concrete Piles, Pile Bents, and Repair pile Bents. All told, 6

pages of differing substructure were required to list the various types of North Carolina bridge

substructures. This listing shows the wide variation ofbridge substructure conditions that must be

considered in the application of NDT methods.

1.2.3 Physical Property Considerations of NDT of Unknown Bridge Foundations.

The following items are considered important information to be ideally determined by the

nondestructive testing (NIDT) methods:

1. Foundation Depth - bottom of footing, pile or combined system;

2. Foundation Tlpe - shallow (footings), deep (piles or shafts) or a combination;

3. Foundation Geometry - buried substructure dimensions, pile locations;

4. Foundation Materials - steel, timber, concrete, and masonry;

5. Foundation Integrity - corroded steel, rotted timber, cracked concrete, etc.
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The foundation depth and the foundation type (if unknown) were consistently indicated by

the NCHRP panel members and others to be the two most critical items on which bridge engineers

want accurate data for input into scour studies. The other items may be judged to be of secondary

importance, since the evaluation of scour susceptibility is less dependent on these variables, although

knowledge of the foundation substructure geometry is certainly useful in scour evaluations.

In order to decide which nondestructive testing CNIDT) methods might be useful in

determining unknown bridge foundation conditions, one must first consider which physical

properties can be nondestructively detected to delineate the unknown bridge foundation components

from the water and earth environments around the foundation substructure. Secondly, one must

consider what positive or negative impacts the differing geometry and materials of the bridge

superstructure and substructure will have with varying water and subsurface geological conditions

on the potential NDT methods.

An unknown bridge foundation almost always has different material properties from the

surrounding geological and hydrological environment in which it is constructed. The foundation

material may be steel, wood, concrete, or masonry. The bridge foundation shape may be that of a

footing, a pile or a combination of the two. The environment around the bridge substructure is

composed of air, water, riprap materials, soils, and/or rock and is generally approximated by a

horizontally layered medium of these various materials. Thus, methods to detect and delineate a

bridge foundation need to primarily consider the wide ranges of substructure, geological and

hydrological conditions at a particular bridge site. Depending on the NDT method, consideration



may also need to'be given to the superstructure conditions of a bridge as well.

The differing material types and geometries of foundations are the two most important factors

to be considered in nondestructively determining bridge foundation data for widely varying

geological and hydrological conditions. Superstructure can have an adverse effect on the results of

some NDT methods also. However, it is not as important a factor because since the superstructure

is visible and known,

. The above characteristics of the unknown bridge

foundation environment provide the background used to identiry NDT methods with potential

applications for foundation type and depth determination. Any NDT methods must delineate

between foundation substructure and surrounding subsurface conditions. Accordingly, a wide range

of possible NDT technologies based on stress waves, electricaVelectromagnetic, magnetic, and

gravity measurements to sense the difference between the foundation and its environment were

reviewed and investigated. Existing NDT methods that have been applied to unknown bridge

foundations prior to this research are introduced below.

1.3 PROVEN AND POTENTIAL NDT METHODS F'OR UNKNO\ilN FOUNDATIONS

Four existing NDT methods were identified that had been used to investigate depths and

conditions of unknown bridge foundations. In addition, a wide-ranging review was conducted of

civil, aerospace, industrial and medical NDT, and geophysical technologies to identiSz methods that

potentially could be useful for investigating unknown foundations. A summary evaluation and

discussion is presented in SectionI.3.2 following the discussion of existing NDT methods below.



1.3.1 Summary Classification of Considered NDT Methodologies.

A summary of all the methodologies considered in this research to evaluate their potential

application to unknown bridge foundations is presented in Table 1V. The methods are categorized

based on four general Geophysical/NDT techniques of Stress Wave, Electric/Electromagnetic,



Table IV. Sumrirary of Proven and Potential NDT Methods for Determination of Unknown
Bridge Foundations.

Proven/Potential
Application A. Stress Wave Techniques
to Bridge
Foundations: 1. NDT Stress Wave Methods from Substructure or Superstructure
Proven* a. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response with CompressiorruiWuu.s for piles
Proven* b. Dispersion of Bending'Wave Energy (recent research by others and in

this study)
Proven* c. Ultraseismic (new research after Sonic Echo and Bending'Wave tests)Potential* d' Dynamic Foundation Response (new research for shallow/deep).

2. surface Seismic Methods for bridge substructures and ground
a. Refraction (more for soils)
b. Reflection (footing/cap top at best)
c. spectral Analysis of surface waves (independent study case history)

3. Borehole Methods
a. Parallel seismic (for foundation depth with hydrophones and new

research with geophones)
Potential* b. Borehole sonic (new research for substructure image)
Potential c. Crosshole Seismic Tomography/Imaging (multiple boreholes for

image of substructure and soils/bedrock)

None
Minimal
Proven**

Proven*

None

Minimal
Proven*
Proven

Minimal

B. Electrical and Electromagnetic Techniques
l. DC-Resistivity Method on Ground surface (supporting soils data)
2. Ground Penetrating Radar (GpR)

a. Surface GPR (footinglcap top at best)
b. Borehole GPR (substructure image)

3. Induction Electromagnetic Field Method with Borehole (steel rebar/pile
required)

4. Time Domain Reflectometry from substructure (steel rebar required
- may not worþ

C. Magnetic Techniques
None 1. surface Magnetic Surveys (not applicable by modeling)
Minimal 2. Borehole Magnetic Surveys (steel only - other methods better)

D. Gravity Technique
None 1. Micro-Gravity surface survey (not applicable by modeling)

(*NCHRP 2l-5 research - **Olson Case History only)
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Magnetic, and Gravity methods. Each method is identified as having proven, potential, minimal,

orno potential (None) by the research team for the determination ofthe unknown depth of the bridge

foundation problem.

The methodologies are further sub-categorized in Table IV on the basis ofthe physical access

required to apply the method. Possible test locations include: (1) the top of the bridge

super/substructure or exposed sides, (2) the surface of the water or the riverbed surface, and (3) a

nearby boring.

1.3.2 Discussion of Proven and Potential NDT Methods.

Obviously, methods that allow analyses from the surface of the exposed

superstructure/substructure are the simplest and in most cases the least expensive tests to perform.

Some methods, like the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending 'Wave Methods had already been

successfully performed prior to this research for the determination of unknown lengths of deep

foundations under existing bridges when the substructure was columnar.

Due to the predominantly vertical orientation of most foundations, borehole methods are

most suited for a high-resolution characterization of the bridge substructure. Specifically, for near-

vertical piles underneath pile caps, it is doubtful that any usable reflection data can be acquired with

surface reflection or radar methods in most cases. In general, borehole methods are most useful for

discerning pile/shaft depths, pile geometry and distribution, and a general image of the subsurface

condition including riprap and scour. However, the additional cost of borings would be incurred.
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Most tests require drilling only one boring, but a few, like Crosshole Seismic Tomography surveys,

need two or more boreholes for the investigation to be performed. The drilling for borehole methods

generally involve shallow geotechnical borings.

Generally, stress wave methods seem to offer the best combination of high resolution and

low attenuation under the range of conditions found in the bridge substructure environment. They

can, therefore, be more universally applied than the other NDT/geophysical methods in many

different bridge, water and subsurface conditions. The advantages ofstress wave (seismic) methods

lie in their potential ability to image the bridge substructure directly (for Borehole Sonic, and

Crosshole Seismic Tomography methods). An image of the substructure may also be able to be

directly obtained from application ofBorehole Radar in reflection and Crosshole Tomography tests.

However, the depth of penetration of this method is very restricted by the presence of conductive

materials, clayminerals, andbrackish/saltwaterinthe subsurface soils, whichlimits its applicability.

ElectricaVelectromagnetic methods are best applied when steel materials are used in the

bridge. Pile depths below concrete caps can be assessed by the electric/electromagnetic methods

only if reinforcing steel can be attached to in the superstructure/substructure and are electrically

connected to steel piles orreinforced concrete piles. Borehole magnetic methods may also be useful

in computing the depth of steel piles as the Induction Field method is known to work in this

application. Some techniques (such as gravitational prospecting and surface magnetic methods) do

not appear to be particularly well suited to the application at hand.
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1.4 RESEAIiCH AND DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES.

Phase I research dealt primarily with the identification of the most promising NDT

techniques for determining unknown bridge foundations. Phase II research dealt primarily with the

verification and the accuracy of some of the NDT methods identified in Phase I research and

instrumentation development.

Phase I- A literature search was performed to document the NDT methods that

used for determining unknown bridge foundation conditions. The literature search

have been

led to the

development of a research approach on which methods need to be investigated and improved in

relation to the unknown foundation bridge problem.

Several NDT methods were investigated as part of Phase I research. Of all NDT methods

researched, the borehole Parallel Seismic method was found to be the most applicable for a wide

range of bridge foundations. Of the surface methods, the Ultraseismic method was found to be the

most applicable for certain types of foundations. The results of Phase I research led to Phase II

research continuation.

Pha."g-IlA- For Phase II, it was first recommended that the surface and borehole NDT

technologies with the greatest application range be fully validated. This was achieved by testing

2l bridges (20 bridges were originally proposed) with known bridge foundations to DOT engineers,

but not to the NDT research team. The blind predictions and the subsequent feedback would clearly

indicate the accuracy of the various NDT methods for a wide range of bridge substructures. This
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also allowed for öontinued advancement in the understanding of the NDT methods, and served to

indicate where improvements are needed during the course of the research.

From the bridge substructure, Ultraseismic echo tests (including Sonic Echo/Impulse

Response (SE/IR), Bending Waves (B!Ð and Ultraseismic (US)) were recoÍrmended and used,

when applicable. From boreholes or driven/jetted access tubes, the Parallel Seismic (pS) method

using hydrophones and 3-component geophones with limited Induction Field testing were

recommended and used at bridges with boreholes drilled adjacent to the foundations. The testing

was supported with limited analytical modeling in conjunction with Ultraseismic and parallel

Seismic testing.

Secondly, prototype testing systems were developed for a surface system of Ultraseismic

(US) and a borehole system of Parallel Seismic (PS) and Induction Field (IF) tests. The aim of

developing the prototype hardware and software systems is to make instruments that are user

friendly so that technicians can acquire field data and engineers can analyzethe results. The system

development included software packages for the us, sElIR, BW and ps methods.

Coordination with State DOT's who were interested in the unknown foundation problem was

critical to the success of the performed research. The research was performed to evaluate the actual

capabilities ofthe NDT methods for determining unknown foundations by applying them to bridges

with known substructure conditions (known only to DOT engineers until predictions were made).

Also the interested State DOT's provided the boreholes needed for PS and IF testing at no cost to
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the project.

Phase IIB- This phase initially involved testing of 20 bridge sites around the country to

demonstrate and apply the technology developed during this research. The Phase IIB research was

modified and approved by the panel members to include evaluation of energy sources for the PS

method and theoretical modeling for the PS and US methods.

l.s NCHRP 21-5 AND 2t-5 (2) RESEARCH OBJECTIVES.

1.5.1 NCHRP 2L-5 Research Objectives - Tasks I Through 7.

The initial phase of the research, Tasks 1-4, was to determine the feasibility of

adapting/developing practical methods and equipment for the determination of subsurface bridge

foundation characteristics such as type, depth, geometry, and material type where little or no

information is available. The second phase of the research, Tasks 5-7, involved the performance of

the resea¡ch recommended in Task 4 in the Interim Report. The tasks set forth in the NCHRP 2l-5

request for proposals are presented below.

Task I (begun April 26, 1992). Review and summarize existing, proposed, and conceptualized

domestic and foreign technologies having promise for use in determining unknown subsurface

bridge foundation characteristics such as t¡rye, depth, geometry, and materials. The review should

be interdisciplinary, comprehensive, and consider technology transferable from other sources in

addition to the highway industry.
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Task 2. Develoþ an anal¡ical process for screening and evaluating concepts, methods, and

equipment which can be applied to the determination of unknown subsurface bridge foundation

characteristics. As a minimum, the process must consider the ability of the concept, method, or

equipment to identiff the foundation type, foundation material, and geometry (including depth, size,

and number of elements) under differing geology, hydraulic, and hydrologic conditions.

Task 3. Evaluate the concepts, methods, and equipment that were identified in Task 1 using the

screening and evaluation process developed in Task 2 noting advantages, limitations, developmental

costs, initial and operational costs, md other important features and considerations. provide

recommendations on the concepts, methods, and equipment that show promise for further

development and testing.

Task 4. Document the findings of Tasks 1 through 3 in an interim report to be submitted not later

than 10 months after initiation ofthe study. The interim report shall include a detailed research plan

for evaluating and testing as many of the recommended concepts, methods, and equipment as are

feasible under the remaining proj ect budget. The detailed research plan may require the performance

ofmathematical orphysical model studies, and/or field evaluations. NCHRp approval ofthe interim

report and the detailed research plan shall be required before proceeding with the remaining tasks.

Task 5 (begun August, I993). Perform the studies and evaluations in accordance with the NCHRP

approved research plan.
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Task 6. Summarize the results of the studies and evaluations conducted under Task 5. Recommend

concepts, methods, and equipment that provide a means for determining subsurface foundation

characteristics, specifically noting the advantages and limitations of each. Provide an estimate of

the initial and operational costs for those methods and equipment that can be readily implemented

in the field. Provide a plan which includes estimates of the cost and time necessary to fully develop

and validate the recommended concepts, methods, or equipment which cannot be readily

implemented in the field at this time.

Task 7' Submit a final report documenting all research findings. The final report for phase I

research was submitted in August, 1995.

1.5.2 NCHRP 2l-S (2) Research Objectives - Tasks 1 Through 5.

The initial phase of the research (Phase IIA), Tasks 1-3, was to determine the feasibility of

adaptingldeveloping practical methods and equipment for the determination of subsurface bridge

foundation characteristics, particularly the depths of the foundations. The second phase of the

research (Phase IIB), Tasks 4-5, involves the performance of the semi-blind study of additional20

bridges. The tasks set forth in the NCHRP 2l-5 (2) request for proposals are presented below.

Task I . Submit a research worþlan within 2 weeks of funding start. Evaluate in greater detail those

methods that were identified in the Phase I study as having most promise to the unknown depth of

bridge foundation problem. Perform the research planning and evaluations in accordance with the
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NCHRP approved research plan. Conduct initial "blind" NDT studies of 20 bridge sites with known

foundations to determine accuracy of methods. Task 1 was further subdivided into the following

subtasks:

Subtask

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

t.4

V/orkplan

Administratior/Travel/Research planning

Ultraseismic (including SE/IR and BV/ methods)

Parallel Seismic (PS)

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASV/)

Induction Field (IF)Ælectromagnetic logging

Task 2' Develop prototype Ultraseismic, Parallel Seismic and Induction Field instrument systems.

Task 3. Submit an interim report documenting all research findings (report submitted in April,

1998). Summarize the results of the studies and evaluations conducted under Task 1. Report

developments of specific concepts, methods and equipment that provide a means for determining

subsurface foundation characteristics, for the selected methods in Phase I. Propose a plan for the

demonstration project of 20 bridge sites in 5 regions.

Task 4. Execute the semi-blind demonstration study of 20 bridge sites in 5 different regions. This

task was modified and approved by the panel members to include evaluation of energy sources for

the PS method and theoretical modeling of the PS and US methods.
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1.6

Task 5. Submit a final report documenting all research findings and the results of the demonstration

study and other DOT case histories. This task was also slightly modified to include a guidelines

document that can be used by state DOT's and other agencies on their applications for determining

unknown bridge foundations.

REPORT ORGAIIIZATION.

Chapter 2 of the report presents an overview ofthe NDT methods used in the research. The

intent was to give the reader an insight on the NDT methods used during this research.

Chapter 3 contains the results and conclusions ofPhase I research. Chapter 4 represents the

results and conclusions of Phase II research. Recommended future research and conclusions are

presented in Chapter 5. Appendix A contains descriptions and photographs of the bridges tested

during Phase I and Phase II research. Also show in Appendix A are photos of many of the NDT

methods that were used in the research.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHODS

The state-oÊpractice fornondestructive determination ofunknown foundation conditions has

primarily involved two methods: the surface Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests, and the borehole

Parallel Seismic method. The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests involve measurement of the

echoes (reflections) of compression (longitudinal) stress waves from foundation bottoms that are

generated by as vertical an impact as possible to rod-like shaped concrete piles, timber piles, drilled

shafts, and other columnar shaped foundation elements. The SE/IR method has been used on bridge

piles and shafts by the authors and others (2). Reflection times and frequencies measured by

receivers mounted on the tops and/or sides of the deep foundations are used with the compression

wave velocity to calculate foundation bottom reflector depths. The Sonic Echo test for piles and

shafts was first developed for quality assurance of the integrity and length of newly constructed

driven piles (concrete and timber) and drilled shafts (concrete). The Parallel Seismic method has

broad applicationto awide range ofsubstructure foundations since itinvolves impactingthe exposed

substructure to generate seismic wave energy that travels down the foundation that is sensed by a

receiver in a nearby borehole. The seismic wave energy travels faster with more energy when the

receiver is next to or parallel to the unknown foundation than when it is below it. Conversely, as the

wave energy reaches the bottom of a foundation and is transmitted into the underlying soils, the

wave velocity and energy of the waves sensed by the nearby borehole receiver are much lower at

depths below the foundation bottom than when the receiver is in the same depth range as the

foundation. Plots of the $/ave arrival and/or energy thus indicate the foundation depth.
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Two additional methods have also been used to indicate unknown foundation depths for

specific types of piles: the borehole Induction Fieid method for piles with steel in them, and the

surface Bending Wave (Flexural Wave) method for timberpiles. The Induction Field method is the

electromagnetic analog to the Parallel Seismic method and involves generating an electromagnetic

field with a source which is electrically attached to steel foundation substructure and then measuring

the magnetic field in aborehole adjacent to the unknown foundation. This method is only applicable

to foundations of steel (H-piles, pipe piles, and reinforced concrete piles and shafts), and will not

work on timberpiles, plain concrete or unreinforced masonry foundations because these foundations

are non-conductive. Mr. Graeme Beattie ofWorks Consultancy Services, LowerHutt, New Zealand

indicated that the Induction Field method (l) was researched about 15 years ago by the New Zealand

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (Ð. He stated that the method is typically applied

about once a year in New Zealand, and he was unaware of any other NDT methods for determination

of unknown bridge foundations.

A research study on determining lengths of timber piles with dispersive bending wave

propagation methods has recently been conducted at North Carolina State University (I_ti). The

Bending Wave method is limited to more slender piles such as timber piles, and is similar to the

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests in that one uses the bending wave velocity and the reflection

time for the bending wave energy to return from the pile bottom to calculate its depth. Horizontal

impacts are applied to the exposed portion of the timber pile and bending wave travel is monitored

by horizontal receivers þreferably mounted below the impact point). During the course of this

research, the Spectral Analysis of Surface 
'Waves 

method was used on a limited basis on wall-shaped
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bridge foundations. Brief descriptions of the NDT methods are presented below (for a detailed

description of the NDT methods, see Olson et al. (7).

2.1 soNrc ECHO (SE)/TMPULSE RESPONSE (rR) METHOD.

The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) method was developed for testing the integrity

and length of single, rod-like, columnar shaped deep foundations such as drilled shafts and driven

piles. A schematic of the SE/IRmethod is shown in Fig. la. The method is based on the principle

that stress waves will reflect from significant changes in stiffrress (i.e., changes in acoustic

impedances which is velocity x mass density x cross-sectional area for foundation substructures).

events as to whether they are coming from above or below the source/receivers locations. and then

in stiffness).

The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response method classically involves impacting the top of a deep

foundation with a hammer to generate a downward traveling compressional wave (IO; See Fig.

A.3a for an actual SE/IR test on a timber pile. The wave energy reflects back to the surface from

changes in stiffrress, cross-sectional area, and density (i.e. the reflections are from changes in

acoustic impedance). A neck or break has lower impedance relative to a sound pile section while

a bulb or a much stiffer soil or bedrock layer has a higher impedance. The arrival of the reflected

compressional wave energy is sensed by a receiver (accelerometer or vertical geophone). Analyses
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are done in the time domain for the Sonic Echo test and in the frequency domain (mobility transfer

function, i.e. velocity/force) for the Impulse Response test.

A reflection from a change in impedance (velocity * density * area) is seen as an increase in

amplitude and change in phase of the receiver response versus time in the Sonic Echo test. The same

reflection event is seen as evenly spaced frequency peaks that correspond to the resonant echo in the

Impulse Response test. Test equipment typically includes an impulse hammer (measures impact

force), accelerometer (acceleration) and vertical geophone (velocity) receivers, and a micro-

processor based recording and processing system, o.g., a dynamic signal analyzer,or a cornmercial

SE/IR system.
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Impulse Response Method.

Timber Pile
igure lb- Schematic of the

ing'Waves Method.
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The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response method is most applicable to columnar substructures on

drilled shafts, or deep foundations that are exposed above the ground or water. Side-mounting

receivers and setting nails, screws, blocks or other impact contact points can be accomplished

without much effort for such conditions. Ideally, the compressional wave velocity is measured

between the two side-mounted receivers to improve the accuracy of the length prediction. Using two

receivers when testing on the sides of substructure is highly recommended in order to determine

whether wave reflection events are coming from the bottom or top of the substructure.

For concrete and steel piles, lengths can be predicted to within 5%to l0%.

estimate that the lengths of timber piles can be conservatively predicted within

greater variation of compressional wave velocity in wood than in concrete.

Brooks et. al. Q)

15% due to the

In most cases, exponential amplification with time ofthe receiver trace is required to enhance

weak echoes and compensate for the damping of the wave energy as it travels up and down a

foundation Q). For wavelengths that are long relative to the foundation diameter, then for rod-like

foundations the bar compression wave velocity, V, is equal to the square root of young,s modulus,

E, divided by the square root ofmass density (p, unit weight divided by gravity) or V: (E/p)0.5. The

depth of the reflector is calculated as follows:

D:At*Vlz

where D is the reflector depth, At is the time interval between two echoes and V is the bar velocity

of compressional waves.
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The Impulse Response (also called Sonic Mobility and Transient Dynamic Response) test

is similar to the Sonic Echo test, but analysis of data is performed in the frequency domain (!). The

transfer and the coherence functions, and the auto power spectrum of the receiver are typically

recorded in an Impulse Response test. The transfer function or the auto power spectrum is used to

calculate the depth of reflectors. The coherence function is used to judge the quality of data. The

depth of reflector is calculated as follows:

D:Vl(2*^Ð

where Âf is the frequency interval between two or more evenly spaced resonant peaks (1't, 2nd and

3'd modes, etc.)in the transfer function or the auto power spectrum plots.

SE/IR Example Results The source/receiver layout for Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests

on Pile 1 of Bent 4 of the Wake County bridge # 207 ,North Carolina is shown in Fig. 2. The Sonic

Echo test results form Pile I of Bent 4 are presented in Fig. 3. A possible echo was identified at a

depth of 7.22 m (23.7 ft) for an assumed compression \ryave velocity of 3,660 m/sec (12,000 ff/sec).

The upper trace in Fig. 3 represents the accelerometer output and the lower trace represents the upper

trace after integration and exponential amplification. This echo was calculated based on a At: 3.95

ms as shown in Fig. 3. The actual length of the pile was equal to 7.6 m (25 ft) based on drilling

information. The difference in length between the predicted and actual length of the pile was equal

to 0.4 m (1.3 ft), a good agteement of -5Yo difference. This was one of the rare cases where Sonic

Echo tests were able to determine the depth of a timber pile.
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Pilecap

Source \
Receiver

Bent 4, Pile 1 (Tirnber
Pile)

Figure 2- Source/Receiver Layout for Sonic Echo/Impulse Response Tests performed
at Bent 4, Pile 1, wake county Bridge # 207,North carolina.
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Comments:
Receiver and source are placed at 1 ft below the top of the pile
Possible echo identified at At:3.95 ms
Assumed wave velocity of 12,000 ft/sec
Bottom depth: (V*AU2):23.7 ft (reference is top of pile)

ClilD: ñccept Reiect Loop Prt $ub }leas Chen Uer Filter zoon Îoggle Outfile Nxtset

Figure 3- sonic Echo Test Results using a 3-lb vertical Hammer Hit
and a PCB 308802 Accelerometer, Bent 4, Pile 1, Wake County Bridge #
207, North Carolina.
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The Impulse Response test results from Pile 1, Bent 4 are presented in Fig. 4. A possible

echo was identified at a depth of 6.9 m (22.6 ft) for an assumed wave velocity of 3,660 m/sec

(12,000 fl/sec). The upper trace in Fig. 4 represents the coherence function and the lower trace

represents the mobility function (velocity/force). This echo was calculated based on a peak Af :
265 '5 Hz as shown in Fig. 4' The actual length of the pile was equal to 7 .6 m (25 ft) based on

drilling information. The difference in length between the predicted and actual length ofthe pile was

equal to 0.7 m (2.4 ft), a good agreement of -r0% difference.

2.2 BENDING WAVES METHOD.

This method was first researched for timber piles for depth prediction by Dr. R.A. Douglas

ofNorth Carolina State University and Dr. J.D. Holt who performed a North Carolina DoT research

project to predict timber pile lengths on bridges. The method is based on the principles of bending

wave propagation in slender, rod-like media. The method involves exciting dispersive bending

(flexural) waves in a pile, measuring the varying (dispersive) bending wave velocity, using

horizontal receivers to track bending wave reflections in time from boundaries (head, toe, stiff soil

interfaces, other significant stiffüess, or "impedance" changes) and calculating the depths of the

reflectors (5J), see Fig. lb for the Bending \{'aves Schematic and Fig. 4.9 for an actual test on a

timber pile. Recent research on the Bending Waves method included work by Chen (!!), eian and

Kim (-LL) and Hughes et al. (12). Chen performed theoretical modeling to better characterize the

dispersive characteristics of bending waves. Qian and Kim used the Bending Waves method to

predict the remaining cross-sectional areas of timber piles while Hughes et al performed modal

analysis using bending waves. The Bending'Waves method involves horizontally impacting the pile
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Comments:
Receiver and source were placed at I ft below the top of the pile.
A possible echo was identified at Âf : 265.5 Hz. Then for
an assumed wave velocity of 12,000 fVsec, a predicted pile bottom is at

depth : (V I Af*z) : 22.6 ft (reference is top of pile)

Cl,llt: âccÊt¡t nË.ject Loop Prt Sub lleas Chan Uar Filter Zoo¡r Toggle Outfile Nxtset

Figure 4- Impulse Response Test Results Using a 3-lb Vertical Hammer Hit
and a PCB 308802 Accelerometer, Bent 4, Pile l, Wake County Bridge #
207, North Carolina.
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to generate flexural or bending waves that travel up and down the pile. The bending wave

propagation is monitored by two horizontal accelerometer receivers mounted on the same side of the

pile from the.

Both methods involve determining the

velocity of wave travel, then identifl,ing initial wave arrivals and subsequent reflections (echoes)

from impedance changes to calculate the depths and locations of pile foundation bottoms.

Douglas and Holt (5J) detail the research and development of the use of dispersion of

bending (flexural) wave energy to predict pile depths. Dispersion of stress waves means that the

velocity of wave travel is not a constant, but is a function of frequency or wavelength. Stress wave

velocity (v), frequency (Ð and wavelength (Â) are related by the following equation.

V:fÂ

Bending waves in piles are highly dispersive. The bending wave velocity decreases with

increasing wavelength (lower frequency) with most of the velocity decrease occurring at

wavelengths that are longer than the pile diameter, and these longer waves propagate as flexural or

bending wave energy. Correspondingly, as wavelengths become shorter than the diameter of a pile,

the bending wave velocity limit is approximately that of the surface (Rayleigh) \Mave velocity, and

this wave energy propagates as surface waves. Compressive waves a¡e also dispersive in piles, but

in a different way that in practice results in a bar velocity decrease only when a deep foundation has

a low length to diameter ratio (slenderness) of about 2:l or less which is uncommon for deep
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foundations (13;1¡Q.

Douglas and Holt used the Short Kernel Method (SKM) to analyzethe data. The method is

similar to narrow band cross-correlation procedures between the input (the hammer blow) and the

ouþut (receiverresponse(s)). However, instead ofmeasuring the hammerblow, aperiodic function

of 1 or more cycles is used as a "Kernel Seed", and a number of seeds of frequencies ranging from

500 to 4000 Hz may be cross-corelated with the receiver responses. The SKM corelation

procedure amplifies bending wave energy responses with the selected seed frequency and in a way

bandpass filters the response data since frequencies higher and lower than the seed frequency are

filtered out. Two receivers are used in order to measure the bending wave velocity (distance divided

by elapsed time for between the bending \ryave arrival peaks) between them as determined from the

peak responses in the cross-correlated data ofthe ¡wo receivers. The use of two receivers also allows

one to determine whether the reflections of the bending wave energy are traveling back up the pile

(the bottommost receiver senses the wave energy first) after reflection from the pile bottom, or if the

bending wave energy is traveling back down the pile (the topmost receiver senses the wave energy

first) after reflection from the pile top or beam. This is identical to the procedures used in Sonic

Echo tests when 2 receivers are used. The dispersion ofthe bending wave velocity is thus accounted

for by calculating the bending wave velocity for each Kernel seed frequency.

Bending \üaves Example Results. The source/receivers layout forBending Waves (B\Ð

tests on the east Pile of Bent 1 , 
'Wilson 

County Bridge No. 5, North Carolina is shown in Fig. 5. The

Kernel seed used in the analysis was l-cycle of a 1000 Hz sine wave. The bending wave velocity
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Timber Pilecap

Figure 5- SourcelReceiver Layout for Bending Waves Tests Performed at Bent 1, East
Pile, Wilson County Bridge # 5, North Carolina.

Bent l, East Pile (Timber pile)

Receiver I

Receiver 2
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Comments:
Distance between receivers : 3.5 ft
At:1.28 ms (Using a Kernel of 1000 Hz)
Velocity : 3.5 I (1.52* I 0¡) : 2,300 ft/sec

Cl'lD: ficcePt [e.ject Loop Prt Sub I'leas Chan Uer Fitter Zoon foggle 0utfile Ì{xtset

Figure 6- Velocity Calculation from Bending Waves Tests
V/ilson County Bridge # 5, Bent l, East Pile, North Carolina.
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was found to be 700 m/sec (2,300 ft/sec) for the initial bending wave arrival time peaks in the short

Kemel Method cross-correlation records presented in Fig. 6. No apparent echoes from the tip ofthe

pile are present in Fig. 7 . For all of the BW tests performed on 7 timber pile bridges during phase

II research, the results were inconclusive. This is due to the difficulty in identiffing a reflection

based on two traces only and the severe attenuation of bending wave energy in stiffer soils.

Reflections from other boundaries are present in the data which obscured the interpretation of the

BW results' These reflections may be caused by surface wave energy reflected from many

boundaries in a bridge substructure and reflection of bending waves at the airlground surface

interface' Based on this limited study of BW tests, the BW method cannot be considered as a

reliable method for the determination ofunknown bridge foundations, except for cases of short piles

in soft soils.

2.3 ULTRASEISMIC METHOD.

The Ultraseismic (US) method was researched and developed during the NCHRp 2l-5

research for determination of the unknown depth of bridge foundation . The Ultraseismic method

is a sonic reflection technique that uses geophysical digital data processing techniques to analyze the

propagation of induced compressional and flexural waves as they reflect from foundation

substructure boundaries (impedance changes, i.e. changes in the multiple ofwave velocity x density

x cross-sectional area). This is the same principle that the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and

Bending'Wave methods rely on as well, but the data acquisition and processing for the US method

involves recording and display ofmultiple channels of data as discussed below. A schematic of the

Ultraseismic method is shown in Fig. 8 (See Fig. A.5b for an actual US test on a steel pile). The
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Comments:

No echoes from the bottom of the shaft, Results are inconcrusive

Cl'lD: ficcept le.iect Loop Prt $ub llees Çhan Uer Filter Zoor Ïoggle outfile Hxtser

Figure 7- Bending Waves Test Results
wilson county Bridge # 5, Bent 1, East pile, North carolina.
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Ultraseismic method was researched and developed by Olson Engineering in response to the

difficulties encounteredbythe Sonic Echo/ImpulseResponsemethod and theBending'Wave method

tests on non-columnar and complex columnar bridge substructures. The Ultraseismic method is a

broad application ofgeophysical processing to both the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending

'Wave 
tests in that the initial arrivals ofboth compressional and bending waves and their subsequent

reflections are analyzed to predict unknown foundation depths. Two types of Ultraseismic test

geometries have been specifically introduced for this problem:

l. For a one dimensional imaging of the foundation depth and tracking the upgoing and

downgoing events, the term Vertical Profiling (VP) test method is used. In this method, the

bridge column or abutment is hit from the top or bottom (both vertically and horizontally)

and the resulting wave motion is recorded at regular intervals down the bridge substructure

element. Typically, three-component recording of the wavefield is taken in order to analyze

all types of ensuing wave motion. A VP line can be run in both a columnar (like a bridge

pier or pile foundation) and a tabular (like a wall shaped bridge abutment) substructure.

2. For two-dimensional imaging ofthe foundation depth, the term Horizontal profiling (Hp)

test geometry is used. In this method, the reflection echoes from the bottom are analyzed to

compute the depth of the foundation. The source and receiver(s) are located horizontally

along the top of accessible tabular shaped substructure, or any accessible face along the side

of the substructure element, and a full survey is taken.
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The Ultraseismic method uses multi-channel, 3-component (vertical and two perpendicular '

horizontal receivers, i.e. triaxial receiver) recording of acoustic data followed by computer l

processing techniques adapted from seismic exploration methods. Ultraseismic records were

collected by using 0.1, 0.5, 1.5 and 5kg(0.2,1, 3, and 12[b)impulse hammers as the source and

accelerometers as receivers that are mounted on the surface or side of the accessible bridge

substructure at intervals of 0.3 m (1 ft) or less. The bridge substructure element is used as the 
i

medium for the transmission of the seismic energy. All the usual wave modes traveling down or

reflected back (echoes from the bottom) can be recorded by this method. The seismic processing

can greatly enhance data quality by identiffing and clarifuing reflection events that are from the

foundationbottom andminimizingtheeffects ofundesiredwavereflections fromthe foundationtop 
l

and attached beams. For concrete bridge elements, useful wave frequencies up to 4-5 kHz are

commonly recorded. All data are de-biased to remove any DC shift, bandpass zero-phase filtered

(0-0.5-3-4 kÍIztrapezoidal filter), and Automatic Gain Controlled (AGC) as desired.

Ultraseismic Example Results. The source/receiver layout for Ultraseismic Vertical

Profiling tests on one of the pier columns of Bridge No. 5188, Minnesota Highway 5g in Zumbrota l

is shown in Fig. 9. The source was located vertically on top of the concrete beam using a 1.36 Kg

(3 lb) hammer. A 3-component accelerometer was mounted on the side of the exposed portion of

the column at intervals of 15 cm (6 in) from 1.5 m (5 ft) below the top of the beam to near the i

ground surface. Field data for a Vertical Profiling test done to measure flexural waves is shown in 
1

Fig. 10. The depth shown in Fig. 10 represents the depth below the top of the concrete beam. All
Idata were de-biased to remove any DC shift and f-k filtered to enhance upgoing waves. A clear
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Concrete Beam

East Column

V: Vertical Hammer Hit Location
24 Accelerometer Receiver Locations at Intervals of 0.5 ft

Figure 9- Source/Receiver Layout for Ulhaseismic Tests Performed at Bridge No.
5188, Minnesota Hwy 58, Zumbrota,Minnesota.
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Comments:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of pier
Depth of first reflector: 16.5 * 6.5 : 23 ft (reference is top of pier)
Depth of second reflector: 16.5 + 14:30.5 ft (reference is top of pier)

€
otÊ

Flexural Wave Velocity =
5,800 fVsec

Ultraseismic Data from a 3-lb Vertical Hammer Hit
and Radial Component Recording
f-k Filtered to Enhance Upgoing Waves
Bridge No. 5188, Minnesota Highway 58, Zumbrota, Minnesota.

17.5

Figure 10-

-2.5
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reflector at a depth of 2 m (6.5 ft) below Receiver 24 at a depth of 5 m (16.5 ft) below top of

concrete beam was identified. The flexural wave velocity of I,770 m/sec (5,800 ftlsec) was

determined from the slope of the initial downgoing and reflected upgoing waves. This reflection

corresponds to a depth of 7 m (23 ft) from the top of the concrete beam. The actual depth of the

foundation was equal to 9.4 m (31 ft). The difference in length between the predicted and actual

depth of the foundation was equal to 2.4 m (8 ft), a differenc e of -25o/o.

By inspecting Fig. 10, there is another reflector at a depth of 4.3 m (14 ft) below Receiver

24 at a depth of 5 m (16.5 ft) below top of concrete beam. This reflection corresponds to a depth of

9.3 m (30.5 ft) from the top of the concrete beam. The actual depth of the foundation was equal to

9 .4 m (3 1 ft). The difference in length befween the predicted and actual depth of the foundation was

equal to 0.1 m (0.5 ft), a difference of -2%o. The first reflector at a depth of 7 m (23 ft) that was

reported may have corresponded to a change in the material properties at this elevation. It is difficult

in this case to make a final determination on the depth of the foundation based on the US results.

If a borehole had been drilled at this site, PS tests would have given additional information.

2.4 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE WAVES METHOD.

Research on the SASV/ method was initiated at the University of Texas at Austin By Dr.

Kenneth H. Stokoe, II and his colleagues in the late 1970's with primarily funding from the Texas

DOT (15.16). The SASV/ method has unique capabilities to nondestructively determine layer

thicknesses and velocity (stiffrress) versus depth for soft over stiff over soft layers that othermethods

such as Seismic Refraction are not capable of doing unless velocity increases with depth. One
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advantage of the SASW method for investigation unknown foundation depths of bridges is that

measurements are performed using a source and two receivers which can be placed on top of a

horizontal surface such as the exposed surface of an abutment. In the last 16 years, active research

has been conducted at the UT Austin and other universities to improve the theoretical and practical

aspects of the method GLI-E Ð. The method has been successfully applied for the determination

of shear wave velocity profiles for soils (29) and for pavement systems (21). Lately, the SASW

testing has been adopted for offshore/underwater use @). Aschematic of the SASW method is

shown in Fig. 11.
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When SASWmeasurements areperformed, a source and two receivers are placed in-line on

the surface such that the distance from the source to the first receiver (D) is equal to the distance

between the two receivers. Testing is performed by impacting the surface and recording the passage

ofpredominant Rayleigh (surface) wave energy past the two receivers. A series of receiver spacing

is used, and testing is performed in forward and reverse directions at each receiver spacing.

A dynamic signal analyzer is used to capture and process the receiver ouþuts denoted as x(t)

and y(t) for receivers I and 2, respectively. The time domain ouþuts x(t) and y(t) are then

transformed to the frequency domain (X (Ð and Y(f)) through the employment of a Fast Fourier

Transform. X(Ð and Y(f) are used to calculate the cross power spectrum between the two receivers

denoted by G*" (Gxv: X(Ð- . Y(Ð; * denotes the complex conjugate). The surface wave velocity

and wavelength associated with each frequency, V¡(f) and À*(f), respectively, âre then calculated

from the following equations:

t(Ð:0""(Ð t(360.Ð

v*(Ð:D/(Ð

À*(Ð: VR(Ð i f

where t(f): time delay between receivers as a function of frequency t

0*"(Ð : phase shift of the cross power spectrum in degrees, and

D : distance between receivers.
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A plot of the surface wave velocity versus wavelength is called a dispersion curve. Once the

dispersion curve is determined, one can obtain the shear wave velocity profile of the structure or soil

being tested. This is accomplished through a process called forward modeling. Dr. Jose Roesset and

his students at UT Austin have developed computer programs for the forward modeling procedure

Ø-24)' 'When 
a good match is obtained between the experimental and theoretical dispersion

curves, the assumed profile is considered to be a good representation of the actual profile.

Accuracies of velocity profiles and layer thicknesses vary with the variability of the

pavemenlsoil/bedrock or other layers being tested, but theoretically modeled values are typically

accurate to within 10 to 15 Yo of acþnl values.

Spectral Analysis of Surface'Waves Example Results. Initially, the Spectral Analysis of

Surface'Waves (SAS'W)methodwasprimarilyviewed as asupportingmethodto determine the shear

wave velocity profile versus depth from the ground surface without drilling a boring. Subsequent

independent consulting experience by the authors for determining unknown foundation depths has

shown that SASW tests can be quite useful in determining the depths of more massive abutments,

piers and footings provided the substructure geometry allows for proper access. Access for the

SASV/ test in terms of unknown bridge foundations means that the foundation is more massive (a

wall, abutment, pier, or exposed footing/pilecap) and has an exposed fairly flat ledge or top surface

on which impacts are applied and a pair of receivers placed.

The SASW test was successfully used to predict the depths of foundations for 2 of the 5

Connecticut DOT bridges (Olson Engineering's case study presented in Phase I report submitted in
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August, 1995 QÐ. Since 2 out of 5 bridges could be tested with the method, and the results were

very good, the SASV/ method is now considered to have real applications to some of the bridges

with massive abutmen tl pier unknown foundations.

A typical phase plot of the cross power spectrum and the coherence function is shown in Fig.

12 ror a receiver spacing of 3 ft used in SASW measurements at the Hamden Bridge in Connecticut.

Spacings of 3, 6 and 12 ft between receivers were used to obtain the SASW phase data. A measured

dispersion curve (velocity versus wavelength from the phase data) for the Hamden bridge is

presented in Fig. 13' Examination of Fig. 13 indicates an average velocity of 7,700 ff/sec for

wavelengths of I to 9 ft which is indicative of concrete velocity. For wavelengths greater than 9 ft,

there is a sharp velocity drop until for wavelengths of 10 ft and longer there is a constant velocity

layer of approximately 4,000 ft/sec which is indicative of a medium hard bedrock. There is no need

to model this dispersion curve since the concrete layer has a relatively uniform velocity, then

wavelengths are equal to depth, and the depth of the abutment is inferred to be approximately 9 ft.

One limitation ofthe SASW method could occur if a bridge substructure is much deeper than

its width available for testing. In this case, the width of the substructure may be too small to

generate the required longer wavelengths necessary to reach the bottom of the foundation and

penetrate into the supporting strata.
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Figure 12- Coherence Function and Phase Shift ofthe Cross Power Spectrum between the Two
Receivers Determined from SASW Measurements, R1-R2:3 ft, West Abutment,
Hamden Bridge, Connecticut.
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2.5 PARALLEL SEISMIC METHOD.

The borehole Parallel Seismic (PS) method was researched and developed specifically to

determine the depths of unknown foundations by the CEBTP research organization headquartered

in Paris, France (ã). The Parallel Seismic method is based on the principle that an impact to the

exposed structure generates wave energy that travels down the foundation and can be tracked b)¡

depth with receivers in a nearbv parallel boring to determine when the sienal weakens. and slows

down which indicates the receiver has gone beyond the bottom of the foundation. and the depth is

determined. The method has been previously used in a number of consulting projects to determine

the depths of unknown foundations below buildings and bridges (25 .26). The method has been used

with good success for determining the unknown depths of rod-like deep foundations, like driven

piles and drilled shafts, but not as much was known about its capabilities for the ful1 range of

substructure types that make up the unknown bridge foundation population at the start of the

research.

A schematic of the Parallel Seismic method is shown in Fig. 14a (see Fig. A.5a for an actual

PS test on a steel pile). Typical Parallel Seismic (PS) test equipment includes an impulse hammer,

hydrophone or geophone receiver, and dynamic signal analyzer or oscilloscope. A portable PC -

based digital oscilloscope was used to record the Parallel Seismic data in this study.
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The Parallel Seismic (PS) method involves impacting the side or top of exposed bridge

substructure with a 3 lb or 12 lb þreferred for larger foundations) hammer to generate wave energy

which travels down the foundation and is refracted to the adjacent soil. The refracted wave arrival

is tracked by a hydrophone receiver suspended in a water-filled cased borehole in the conventional

approach to the test. A hydrophone receiver is sensitive to pressure changes in the water-filled tube,

but it is also subject to contaminating tube wave energy. PS research was performed for the first

time during this project on the use of clamped three-component geophones in empty PVC cased and

grouted borings to better examine the wave propagation behavior with reduced tube wave energy

noise. The boring is drilled typically within 0.9 to 1.5 m (3 to 5 feet) of the foundation edge and

should extend at least 3 m (10 feet) (a.5 m (15 ft) is prefened) deeper than the anticipated and/or

minimum required foundation depth for the depth to be determined.

It is preferred that all borings for the Pa¡allel Seismic (PS) test to be cased (either with plastic

or steel) with an inside casing diameter of 50 mm (2 inches) or larger. Open hole PS testing is also

acceptable but this requires mechanical clamping geophones and the user runs the risk of losing the

tool due to soil caving. The casing and boring must be filled with water before testing if

hydrophones are to be used for compression wave arrivals. The casing should be dry if geophones

are to be used for shear and compression wave arrivals. It is also important for the pS test that

borings be drilled with as little deviation from vertical as possible. The void between the soil and

casing should ideally be cement-grouted for obtaining the best PS results with geophones. Grouting

should be done in compliance with the ASTM D44281D4428M standard for Crosshole Seismic

Testing. Basically, the grout mixture needs to be non-shrinking with a density and strength similar
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to the material that is removed during drilling.

For fully saturated sites below the water-table, the use of geophones and grouting is not as

critical; and we have performed number of PS tests with hydrophones in slotted plastic casing and

no grouting at these sites. This is because the water couples the compressional wave energy through

the soils to the hydrophones in the water-filled boring and casing. In partially saturated soils, we

have also poured loose sand to fill the void between the soil and the casing but this practice is

obviously not as satisfactory for the use of geophones as grouting with a cement-bentonite mixture.

The PS test typically involves lowering the receiver (hydrophone or geophone) to the bottom

of the borehole, impacting the substructure as close to the ground surface as practical, recording the

receiver response and then raising the receiver to the next test depth, typically in 0.3 to 1 m (l to 3

ft) increments depending on the desired accuracy. This test sequence is repeated until the top of the

cased boring is reached. Downward, vertical impacts are ideal to generate compressional waves, but

angled to horizontal impacts to substructures work also. A horizontal impact is used to generates

flexural and shear waves, and a second opposing horizontal impact may be used to cause a reversal

of polarity in the soils shear wave arrival at the receiver to enhance its identification. Geophysical

seismic processing was used to display and analyze the data in this study.

Parallel SeÍsmic Examule Results. Figure 15 shows the source receiver layout for pS tests

performed at Wilson County Bridge No. 5, North Carolina. Both hydrophone and geophone

receivers at depth intervals of 0.3 m (1 ft) were used in the data collection with a 5.4 kg (12-lb)
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horizontal and vertical hammer hits.

Figure 16 shows the vertical component recording ofthe geophone due to an upward, vertical

hammer hit to the bottom of the timber beam. Note that the depth shown in Fig. 16 is the depth

below the top of the borehole. By inspecting Fig. 16, one can easily notice the drop in amplitude

below a depth of 7.3 m (24 ft), which corresponds to the tip of the pile in our interpretation. It is

preferred to measure the depth of a foundation with respect to a fixed reference point. In this case,

the top of the borehole was 0.8 m(2.6 ft) below the top ofpile. Thus, the total length of the pile is

equal to 8.1 m (26.6 ft) with a reference point as the bottom of the timber beam. The actual length

of the pile was equal to 7 .7 m (25.4 ft). The difference in length between the predicted and actual

length of the pile was equal to 0.4 m (l .2 ft), an excellent agreement of +5o¡ difference.

I

ì'
I
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Tirnber Pilecap

Pile)

3-C Geophone clarnped to borehole rvalls or
Hydrophone suspended in rvater-filled borehole

V: Vertical Hammer Hit Location
H: Horizontal Hammer Hit Location
33 geophone locations were used at intervals of I ft (from 4 to 36 ft below top of borehole)
32 hydrophone locations were used at intervals of I ft (from 5 to 36 ft belowìop of borehole)

source/Receiver Layout for Parallel seismic Tests performed at Bent 1, East
Pile, Iù/ilson County Bridge # 5, North Carolina.

\ Bent (Tirnber

Figure 15-
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Comments:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of borehole
Drop in amplitude below a depth of 24 ft
Bottom depth :24 ft (reference is top of borehole)
Top of borehole is 2.6 ft below top of pile
Pile length :24+2.6:26.6 ft (reference is top of pile)

Figure 16-

ø f t

Parallel Seismic Data from a l2-lb Vertical Hammer Hit
and Vertical Component Recording of Geophone
\ù/ilson County Bridge # 5, Bent l, East Timber Pile, North Carolina
(True Amplitude Plot).
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Figure 17 shows the same results presented in Fig. 16 but with traces adjusted to represent

the maximum amplitude of each trace. The tip of the pile acted as a point energy emitter, from

which the apparent shear wave velocity of the soil below the tip of the pile at a depth of 7 .3 m (24

ft) was calculated to be equal to 350 m/sec (1,150 ff/sec).

Figure 18 shows the PS results using a hydrophone receiver. The results are plotted using

the maximum amplitude of each trace. Note the well defined velocity of 1,490 m/sec (4,900 ft/sec)

below a depth of 7.3 m (24 ft) measured from the top of the borehole. This velocity corresponds to

the compression wave velocity of water. Thus, the point at which the velocity starts to correspond

to the velocity of water is interpreted to correspond to the tip of the pile at a depth of 7.3 m (24 ft),

a result consistent with the geophone PS test results. The velocity above a depth of 24 ftwas equal

to 3,700 m/sec (12,000 ft/sec), which is the velocity of the timber pile. It is difficult in the

hydrophone data to determine the shear wave velocity of soil below the tip of the pile due to the

dominant tube wave energy.

2.6 INDUCTION FIELD METHOD.

In the Induction Field (IF) method, an AC current flow is impressed into a steel pile (or the

rebar in a reinforced concrete pile) from which the current couples into the subsurface and finally

to a retum electrode (see Fig. 14b for a schematic of the IF method). The return electrode can be

another pile, or it can be a pipe or piece of rebar driven into the ground. A receiver coil which is

suspended in a nearby boring is then used as a sensor ofthe magnetic field induced by the altemating

current flow between the pile and return electrode. The basic limitation of this method is that the
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Comrirents:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of borehole
Bottom depth :24 ft (reference is top of borehole)
Top of borehole is2.6 ft below top of pile
Pile length :24+2.6 :26.6 ft (reference is top of pile)

Figure 17-

Pile tip at a depth of 24 ft

Parallel Seismic Data from a l2-lb Vertical Hammer Hit
and Vertical Component Recording of Geophone
V/ilson County Bridge # 5, Bent 1, East Pile, North Carolina
(Amplitude Plot adjusted to reflect the maximum of each trace).
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Comrhents:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of borehole
Bottom depth :24 ft. (reference is top of borehole)
Top of borehole is 2.6 ft below top of pile
Pile length :24+2.6 :26.6 ft (reference is top of pile)

Compression Wave Velocity in pile: 12,000 ftlsec

7.5 1ø

ïime (mSec)

Compression Wave Velocity in Water (4,900 fVsec)
below Tip of Pile at a Depth of 24 ft)

Tube Wave Velocity:
1,700 fi/sec

Figure 18- Parallel Seismic Data from a l2-lb Vertical Hammer Hit and Hydrophone Recording
Wilson County Bridge # 5, Bent l, East Pile, North Carolina
(Amplitude Plot adjusted to reflect the maximum of each hace).
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foundation substructure must contain electrically continuous steel for its entire length, and the steel

used must be accessible at the top to allow the electrical connection. Steel pile and reinforced

concrete pile depths can be obtained from this type of survey. However, it is doubtful that the

distribution ofpiles canbe discerned. In addition, piles which are not electrically connected to a pile

cap will not be seen unless some other electrical connection can be made to the pile steel directly.

This method was developed in New Zealand for foundation length determination of

reinforced concrete piles and steel piles (3;1). The method is the electromagnetic analog to the

Parallel Seismic (PS) test. A cunent is passed down the reinforcement or steel of a deep bridge

foundation to a return electrode which can be a metal object with an area of about I m2 (1 I ft2) or an

adjacent deep foundation having no direct electrical contact with the test foundation. A magnetic

field is generated alongside the pile, by the current flowing vertically down the pile steel, that is

measured using a search coil in aboring. This search coil is then connected to a detecting instrument

which shows the relative field strength of the magnetic field. As the depth of the search coil

increases, the induced voltage decreases linearly down the length of the pile, provided there is a

constant current leakage down the pile.

By plotting the magnitude of the induced voltage versus the depth of the search coil, an

indication ofthe length ofthe pile is provided. The presence of a ground water-table will somewhat

effect the results of this measurement, but as long as the foundationbottom is not at the exact depth

of the water-table, this should not be a big factor. Once the search coil is below the bottom of the

foundation, the measured induced voltage tends to stabilize at a low value because of the residual
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conductivity of the soil or bedrock.

Capabilities. As seen from the discussion above, the Induction Field method is a proven

technology for the determination of the depth of steel piles and reinforced concrete piles. One

important consideration with respect to unknown bridge foundations is that while the method could

detect the presence ofpiles under a buried footing, it requires that the piles be electrically connected

through the footing to the bridge substructure or some other accessible element to allow connection

of the current source. Another important consideration is that the method requires a pVC plastic

cased boring (metal casing absorbs the magnetic field). However, the method could be performed

in conjunction with the Parallel Seismic method, which also requires a borehole.

Limitations. Interpretation of the data from the Induction Field method is complicated by

the existence of ferrous or other conductive materials in the bridge structure, and can be further

complicated by the presence of conductors (such as cables or pipes) in the ground around the pile.

Also, these tests can only work for reinforced concrete or steel piles that have electrically connected

rebar which is accessible at the ground surface. The boring should be drilled within I m (3 ft) or less

of the foundation and extend about 3 m (10 ft) below the bottom of the foundation.

Induction Field Example Results. Figure 19 shows the source/receiver layout for IF tests.

Figure 20 shows the Induction Field results from tests performed on one of the steel H-piles. The

IF measurements were performed at intervals of 0.3 m (1 ft) using a 3-axis magnetometer to measure

the strength ofthe magnetic field generated around the steel pile by an AC current flow through the
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Figure 19- Source/ReceiverlayoutforlnductionFieldTestsPerformedatBridge on US
287, Structure # C-16-C, over Little Thompson River, Near Longmont,
Colorado.
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Comments:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of borehole
Drop in Amplitude below a depth of 27 ft
Bottom depth :27 ft (reference is top of borehole)
Top of borehole is 4.7 ft below top of pile
Pile length :27+4.7 : 31.7 ft (reference is top of pile)

ã- zo
oo

Pile tip at 27 ft

40
o aoo I zto IBOO 2400 3000

Amplltude (mV)

Figure 20- Induction Field Test Results
Bridge on US 287, Structure # C-l6-C, over Little Thompson River, Near
Longmont, Colorado.
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pile. The current was generated by a function generator operating at a frequency of 5 kHz, and then

and through the soil to a reference pile spaced 4-5 m (13-16 ft) away. The depth shown in Fig. 20

is the depth from the top of the borehole. The predicted depth was equal to 8.23 m (27 ft). This is

the depth at which there was a drop in amplitude below the tip of the pile. In this case, the top of

the borehole was I .43 m (4.7 ft) below the top of the pile. Thus, the length of the pile is equal to

9.66 m (3I.7 ft) with a reference point as the top of the pile. The actual length of the pile was equal

to 10.5 m (34.5 ft). The difference in length between the predicted and actual length of the pile was

equal to 0.84 m (2.8 ft), a good agreement with a difference of -8yo.

Other NDT methods that were used in this research on a limited basis include the Dynamic

Foundation Response, Borehole Sonic and Borehole Radar methods. Brief descriptions of these

methods follow.

2.7 DYNAMIC FOUNDATION RESPONSE METHOD.

None of the other surface methods discussed to this point, Sonic Echo/Impulse Response,

Bending Wave, Ultraseismic, and Spectral Analysis of Surface 'Waves, were able to detect the

presence of piles underlying pilecaps. The Dynamic Foundation Response (DFR) method was

proposed by Drs. Stokoe and Roesset of the University of Texas at Austin in an attempt to address

this problem and differentiate between shallow, footing foundations, and shallow pilecaps (similar

to footings) supported on piles for more massive bridge substructures. The method is based on the
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A.2a for an actual DFR test).

The method is unproven for this use in bridges, but is based on the dynamic analysis theory

for vibration design of foundations (soil dynamics) and geotechnical analyses of foundations

subjected to earthquake loading based on the theoretical work presented by Novak (27). Novak

analyzedthe problem of a simple shallow footing foundation with and without piles for vertical and

horizontal modes ofvibrations on the ground surface and embedded. Novak found that the vibration

response of the pile foundations differ from the response of shallow foundations. The pile

foundation is more rigid and exhibits higher amplitudes of vibrations than the shallow foundations.

The pile supported foundations also have a much higher natural frequency than the footing. The

initial NCHRP research lead to a related research project for the FHWA entitled, ..D¡mamic Bridge

substructure Evaluation and Monitoring system" by olson and Liu (3!).

BOREHOLE SONIC METHOD.

The Borehole Sonic (BHS) method was proposed for research as a promising, but unproven

approach for application in the determination of unknown bridge foundation depths, and perhaps

even foundation geometry.

2.8

The

complication is that soil is a highly attenuative media for stress wave travel, even when saturated,
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which limits the bandwidth of the received signal. The method involves lowering a source and a

receiver unit in the same borehole and measuring the reflection echoes from the sides of the bridge

foundation substructure using near horizontal raypaths.

Two potential systems for performing Borehole Sonic tests were evaluated in field tests of

the concrete caisson and pile foundations of the Old Bastrop bridge and the drilled shaft foundation

of the New Bastrop Bridge. The first system evaluated was a mocked-up prototype made up of

University of Texas at Austin Geotechnical Engineering Center source and receiver components for

Crosshole Seismic Testing. The source used a solenoid impactor to strike a casing wall to generate

compression and shear wave energy. The receiver was a 3-component geophone that was also used

in the Parallel Seismic tests. The second system evaluated was a commercial full-waveform,

singlehole sonic logging tool known as the PS Suspension logging tool by the OYO Corporation of

Japan. 'We 
understand a new Borehole Sonic tool is made by a firm in Finland, but it was not used

in this research.

BOREHOLE RADAR METHOD.

The Borehole Radar method was unproven in its application to the determination ofunknown

bridge foundations.

ProPerties is not stiffrress. but dielectric constants that cause reflections (281. Ground Penetrating

Radar (GPR) employs radio waves in the frequency range of I to 2,000 MegaHertz (MHz) to map

structures in the ground and man-made structures. Surface radar studies have been done to

2.9
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investigate conditions of scour around bridge piers (29), but surface radar has limited application to

unknown foundation depth determination because the reflecting targets tend to be largely vertical.

In addition, adjacent substructure can complicate the results and make resolution of even shallow

footings difficult. Borehole Radar is unproven in its application to the determination of unknown

foundation conditions, but it has the promise of being able to obtain direct reflections from the

vertical foundation substructure. Borehole Radar has been used in Europe for mining studies with

a directional tool in both singlehole and crosshole studies, and newer equipment is now

commercially available.
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CHAPTER 3

SUMMARY OF NCHRP 21.5 PHASE I RESEARCH

DETERMINATION OF UNKNOWN SUBSURFACE BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS

Prior to this research, only four NDT methods had been previously used to determine

unknown foundation depths. At the conclusion ofthe research, 3 of the 4 existing methods had been

advanced (Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending'Wave, and Parallel Seismic - no research on

Induction Field), 3 methods extended (Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves, parallel Seismic with

geophones, md Borehole Radar), and I new method developed (Ultraseismic Vertical and

Horizontal Profiling) for unknown foundation depth determination. Significant advances were also

made in the use oftheoretical modeling of compressional and flexural wave travel in substructures,

which is useful for several ofthe NDT methods. This chapter is focused on the current status of the

applicable NDT methods in terms oftheir capabilities, limitations, applications, and implementation.

The results of this research \ryere summanzed,in an NCHRp results digest in 1996 (30).

Significant advancements have been made in our understanding and ability to use NDT

methods to accurately determine unknown depths of many more tlpes of bridge foundations than

was previously available. The research findings are examined from an overall perspective in this

chapterin orderto comparatively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses ofthevariousNDT methods

for determining unknown foundation conditions of depth, t)?e, geometry and materials for different

substructure types. Detailed presentations of the NDT results of Phase I research can be found in

the final report submitted in August, 1995 e).
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A summáry interpretation of the findings for the nondestructive testing CIrIDT) methods is

presented by substructure in Section 3.L A review of the capabilities and limitations of the NDT

methods is presented in Section 3.2. Guidelines to the performance of unknown foundation

investigations are given in Section 3.3 for the NDT methods with immediate applications at this

time. Implementation requirements in terms of equipment costs, training, and operational costs are

discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 INTERPRETATION OF NDT RESULTS BY SUBSTRUCTURE.

A comparisonofthe actualplan or as-built foundation elementdepthsversustheNDT-based

depth predictions is presented in Table V. The results are ananged by NDT method for the seven

Phase I study bridges. Brief descriptions of the bridges are presented in Appendix A, which shows

photographs of the tested bridges along with a sunmary ofthe foundation t1pe. NDT results from

the 7 bridges are further discussed below.

North Pier. Golden Bridge. Colorado. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) tests from the

top of the beam over the east column were unsuccessful due to the trapping of the wave energy in

the large beam. However, Ultraseismic (US) Vertical Profiling tests on the column with

compressional and flexural waves predicted the footing bottom to be at 12.8 m (42 ft) and 13.1 m

(42.9 ft) below the top of the beam, respectively (4.3 m (14.0 ft) and 4.5 m (14.9 ft) below grade).

This compares very well with the plan dimension of 13 m (42.8 ft) from the top to the bottom

(footing depth of4.5 m (14.8 ft)). The US Vertical Profiling (VP) tests are geophysically processed
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Table V- Known Foundationo\ryn ¡oun s vs. NDT Predicted Depths by Substructure.
Substructure

& Bridge
Substructure
Description

Plan
Depth

(m)

NDT Foundation Element Depths (below-grade in meters)

SE IR USC USF BW PS BHR BHS

Concrete
North Pier

Golden, CO

Columns on
footings with
breast wall

4.5 Lnc lrtc 4.3 4.5 nb nb nb
nla

Pier 4
Coors, CO

Concrete col-
umns to pilecap

1.5 tnc lnc 1.5 1.0 inc tnc nla

Columns to pile-
cap to steel piles

8.8 nla nla nla nJa n/a 8.8n

8,2,
lnc n/a

Pier 2
Coors, CO

Concrete col-
uÍìns on footings

1.4 inc inc lnc 1.3 lnc nla

NE Wing/
Middle Pier
Franktown,
Colorado

Exposed timber
piles in wingwall

6.4 6.9 6.4 lnc lnc 6.2 nb nb nb
nla

Cap beam on
timber piles

7.6 6.3 6.2 6.1 inc nb nb nb
nla

West
Abutmenl
West Pier
Weld, CO

Stubwall on H-
piles (top @0 ft)

1.8 2.0 2.0 nb nb nb

Concrete wall on
pilecap H-pile

rnc 3.0 nb nb nb
nJa

Steel Pile
Substructure

Bent 4
Alabama

East Battered
Steel BP pile

I 1.9 inc tnc 9.1, 9.4 nla

Center Vertical
Steel BP Pile

11.9 mc lnc 10.4-
t0.7?

t0.7? 10.5h

9.6,
8.6 nla

Concrete
Caisson

Old Bastrop,
Texas

N. Column top to
Bell top @0 ft

0 0.6 lnc nla nla nla

bottom of bell
shaped section

5.5 lnc 5.7? nJa lnc mc lnc

bottom ofrec-
tangular footing

10.4 tnc ll.4? n/a tt.4h
10.58

lnc 10.1-
10.0?

Piles
Old Bastrop,

Texas

Column on ex-
posed pilecap on
concrete piles

10.1 inc lnc nla nla nJa 10.1h

9.8,
ulc tnc

Drilled Shaft
New Bastop,

TX

Concrete Beams
on columns on
shafts

11.6 l 1.6 rnc mc I r.6? nla tt.7h
10.9s

lnc lnc
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Legend for Table V

SE - Sonic Echo

IR - Impulse Response

usc - ultraseismic Vertical Profiling with compressional waves

USF - Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling with Flexural Waves

BW - Bending Wave with Short Kernel Analysis

PS - Parallel Seismic with hydrophone (h) or geophone (g)

BHR - Borehole Radar

BHS - Borehole Sonic

inc - inconclusive test results for foundation element depth prediction

nla - the method was judged to not be applicable for depth prediction of the substructure

nb - indicates no borehole tests were performed because no boreholes were drilled

-- - indicates the nondestructive test was not performed for that substructure

? - tentative, weaker prediction that may or may not be accurate

*- distance above top of bell

8.8n - denotes a foundation element depth prediction from a hydrophone PS test

8.2r- denotes a foundation element depth prediction from a 3-component geophone pS test
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multiple channel results that are based on the same raw compressional and flexural wave data from

substructure side used in the SE/IR, and Bending (flexural) Wave tests. No boreholes were drilled

at this site.

Pier 4. South Column. Coors Bridge. Colorado. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests were

unsuccessful from the top of the beam over the South Column of Pier 4, againdue to the large beam

trapping the wave energy. Ultraseismic VP compressional tests on the column showed the shallow

pilecap to be at 9.5 m (31.1 ft) below the top of the beam (1.5 m (4.8 ft) below-grade) which agrees

with the plan dimension of 9.5 m (31.1 ft) (pilecap bottom at depth of 1.5 m (4.8 ft)). Ultraseismic

VP flexural tests showed the shallow pilecap to be at I m (3.4 ft) below-grade which is 0.4 m (1.4

ft) short ofthe actual depth. As expected, none of the surface tests provided any information on the

steel BP piles. The pilecap provides a large stiffness (impedance) contrast between the column and

the 4 steel piles that reflects most of the energy back up the column, with little reaching the pile

heads.

Results of the borehole Parallel Seismic tests showed pile depths of 8.8 m(29 ft) and 8.2 m

(27 ft) below-grade for hydrophone and geophone receivers, respectively. These depths compare

well with the plan depth of 8.8 m (28.8 ft) in Table V. No indication of the pilecap was apparent in

the data. The prototype tool used in the Borehole Radar tests did not indicate the presence of either

the pilecap or the steel BP piles due to man-made sources of noise (buried power lines).
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Pier 2. North Column. Coors Bridge. Colorado. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests were

unsuccessful from the North Column of Pier 2 due to the energy being trapped in the large beam.

Ultraseismic VP flexural v/ave tests on the column indicated a reflector depth of 7.9 m (25.9 ft)

below the beam top (1 .3 m (4.4 ft) below-grade) which agrees very well with the plan dimensions

of 7.9 m (26 ft) (footing bottom depth of 1.4 m (a.5 ft)). Borehole Radar did not indicate the

presence of the shallow footing due to cultural noise from buried power/utility lines.

Northeast Wing. Franktown Bridge. Colorado V/ing. Sonic Echo and Impulse Response tests

from the accessible top of the Northeast Wing timber Pile 2 indicated the bottom of the pile was 9.1

m (29.8 ft) and 8.5 m (27.9 ft) below the top of the wall, respectively, (6.9 m (22.8 ft) and 6.4 m

(20.9 ft) below-grade). Bending (flexural) V/ave tests of this pile with the Short Kernel Method

predicted apile depth of 8.3 m(27.3 ft) below the top of the wall(6.2m (20.3 ft) below-grade). As

shown in Table V, these results compare well with the plan depth of 8.5 m (28.0 ft) below the top

ofthe wall (6'4 m (21.0 ft) below-grade). Ultraseismic VP compressional and flexural wave results

were dominated by reflections from the grade.

Center Pier. Franktown Bridge. Colorado Pier. Sonic Echo and Impulse Response tests from

the accessible side and top of Pile 1 indicated the timber pile was 7 .3 m(23.8 ft) andT .l m (23.2 ft)

below the bottom of the beam (6.3 m (20.8 ft) and 6.2 m (20.2 ft) below-grade). Ultraseismic Vp

flexural wave results were inconclusive, but a tentative bottom reflection was identified in the

compressional results that predicts a pile length of 7 m (23.0 ft) (6.1 m (20.0 ft) below-grade). As

shown in Table V, these results do not compare well with the plan pile length of 8.5 m (28.0 fr) (7 .6

I

I

I
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m (25.0 ft) below-grade). It is possible that the piles of the center pier were driven to the same depth

as the Wing piles, and their tops cut off by 1.2-1.5 m (4-5 ft) at the pier, since that is the elevation

difference between the higher V/ing versus the lower Pier piles. No borings were drilled at the

Franktown bridge site.

V/est Abutment. Weld Count]¡ Bridge. Colorado. Sonic Echo and Impulse Response tests

predicted stubwall abutment depths of 2 m (6.6 ft) below the top of the wall. This compares

reasonably well with an as-built abutment depth of 1.8 m (6.0 ft). The surface tests did not provide

any information on the 10.7 m (35 ft) deep steel H-piles under the abutment. This bridge was

designed by Loris and Associates, and NDT was able to be done while it was being built. No

borings were drilled at this site.

West Pier. V/eld Countv Bridge. Colorado. Ultraseismic VP tests with flexural waves

predicted apilecap bottom at 5.5 m (18.0 ft) below the top of the pier (depth of 3 m (9.7 ft)below-

grade). Thiscompareswellwithanas-builtpilecapdepthof5.8m(18.9ft)belowthetopofthepier

(3.3 m (10.7 ft) below-grade). The Ultraseismic tests did not provide any information on the 7.6 m

(25 ft) long steel H-piles (embedded 0.3 m (1 ft) in the pilecap). In addition, Sonic Echo/Impulse

Response tests on the tops of the driven H-piles (0.3 m (1 ft) exposed) before construction of the

pilecap and pier wall also did not show any echoes indicative of the pile tips. As shown by

modeling, the damping of the compressional wave energy is very high per unit length for H-piles

because of their large surface areas and small cross-sectional areas. Consequently, only shallower

H-piles are likely to reflect sufficient energy back up the pile to predict their lengths with the low-
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strain Sonic Echtr/Impulse Response tests. No borings were drilled at this site.

East and Center Piles. Bent 4. Alabama Bridge. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests on the

small protective concrete caps of the East (battered) and Center (vertical) steel Bp piles were

inconclusive. Ultraseismic VP compressional tests of the CenterPile tentatively showed apossible

bottom echo at a depth of 10. 4-10.7 m (34-35 ft), but the data quality was poor. Ultraseismic Vp

flexural tests also tentatively showed a possible bottom reflection corresponding to 10.7 m (35 ft)

deep, but it may also be due to a multiple reflection event from the column top. Because of the

length of these piles, it is doubtful that the identified echoes are from the pile bottoms, but more

likely they are from flexural wave reflections in the columns (from the top, or just below the ground

surface). The predicted depths are short by up to l.2m (a ft) to 1.5 m (5 ft) from the as-built driven

depths of about 11.9 m (39 ft) below-grade for the piles.

Parallel Seismic results with the geophones predicted a depth of 9.1 m (30 ft) below-grade

for the East pile and 9.6 m (31.6 ft) below-grade for the Center pile. The hydrophone parallel

Seismic results were unclear for the battered East pile, but predicted a center pile depth of 10.5 m

(34.6 ft) which is closerto the as-builtpile lengths of about ll.9 m (39 ft). It appears rhat the

attenuation of the signal was sufficient to prevent the energy from propagating to the pile bottom

with sufficient strength to be sensed in the nearby boreholes. If this is indeed the case, then stronger

hammer blows might help to mitigate the problem in the future, which was found to be the case in

Phase II research. Borehole Radar tests indicated depths of 9.4m (31 ft) and 8.6 m (28.1 ft) for the

East and Center Piles, respectively. This poor agreement with the as-built depths of about l l.9 m
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(39 ft) below-grade may be due to severe attenuation of the radar signal in a more conductive clayey

zone. The boring logs show that close to the bottom of the pile there is a layer of dense sand with

some clay.

Caisson. Old Bastrop Bridge. Texas. A Sonic Echo test from the top ofthe column predicted

a depth of 10.9 m (35.9 ft) to the top of the embedded bell of the caisson (about 0.3 m (l ft) below

the ground surface) which agrees fairly well with the actual dimension of 11.6 m (38.0 ft). The

Impulse Response tests were inconclusive, probably because of complex vibrations of the column,

wall and caisson substructure combination. Ultraseismic flexural results from the north side of the

north column tentatively showed possible reflections from 5.7 m (18.6 ft) and 1 1.4 m (37.3 ft) deep

below the top of the bell which are possibly the first and second echoes from the bottom to the top

of the bell, or echoes from the bottom of the bell and bottom of caisson. Use of the Ultraseismic

flexural wave method to test such large, massive substructures is complicated, so the confidence

level in the above interpretation is low.

Parallel Seismic results with a geophone indicated the caisson bottom was at 10.5 m (34.3

ft) in Borehole I and 10.4 m (34 ft) below the bell top in Borehole 6. The hydrophone tests in

Borehole I predicted a depth of 1 1.4 m (37 .3 ft) below the bell top for the caisson bottom. These

predictions show good to excellent agreement with the plan caisson depth of 10.4 m (34 ft) below

thetopofthebell. Boreholesonictestsindicatedcaissondepthsof l0.l m(33.3 ft)and l0.0m(33

ft) from the top of the bell for the north and east sides of the caisson, respectively. However, since

the shale bedrock is at these same depths, it is not conclusive that the Borehole Sonic tests found the
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bottom of the foundation. The Borehole Sonic test results would have been more definitive if the

caisson had not extended into the shale bedrock. Borehole Radar tests were inconclusive,

presumably because of the moist-to-saturated, likely conductive clay soils, and possibly also due to

the bentonite-cement grouting of the pVC casings.

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response tests were

performed on the exposed top of the 0.9 m (3 ft) thick pilecap over the west concrete pile (14"x14")

of the north column. The tests were inconclusive. The large impedance contrast between the thick,

large pilecap and the small pile trapped the energy in the pilecap and no echoes from the pile bottom

were apparent. Only unwanted, strong echoes from the column and beam above the pile cap were

apparent in the results.

Parallel Seismic tests with hydrophones and geophones indicated pile bottom depths of 10.0

m (33 ft) and 9.8 m (32 ft) below-grade, respectively. These depths agree very well with the plan

pile depth of 10.1 m (33.3) ft below-grade. Borehole Sonic tests were unsuccessful, most likely

because of the smaller size of the concrete pile vs. the massive caisson. Borehole Radar tests were

unsuccessful for the same reasons given above for the caisson.

Drilled Shaft. New Bastrop Bridge. Texas. Sonic Echo tests predicted a depth of 1 1.6 m (3g

ft) below-grade. Impulse Response test results were inconclusive, presumably because of multiple

resonance effects from the beam, column and shaft. Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling tests with

flexural waves indicated atentative, possible bottom echo, but again, multiple reflections from the
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beam, column and shaft elements may have created the echo rather than the shaft bottom. The actual

shaft plan depth is 11.6 m (38 ft) below-grade as shown in Table V.

Parallel Seismic tests with the hydrophones and geophones predicted depths of I 1.7 m (3g.3

ft) and 10.8 m (35'3 ft) below-grade. These depths show good to excellent agreement with the plan

shaft depth of 11.6 m (38 ft) below-grade. Borehole Sonic tests were unsuccessful, most likely

because of the smaller size and round shape of the shaft vs. the massive caisson. Borehole Radar

tests were unsuccessful for the same reasons given above for the caisson.

3.2 APPRAISAL OF'NDT METHODS CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS.

NDT methods researched in this study, and other methods applicable to the unknown bridge

foundation problem, are discussed below in terms of their capabilities and limitations. The six

surface methods are discussed in Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.6 (Sonic EchoÆmpulse Response,

Bending Wave, Ultraseismic, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves, Ground penetrating Radar and

DynamicFoundationResponse). ThefourboreholemethodsarediscussedinSections3.2.Tthrough

3.2.10 (Parallel Seismic, Borehole Radar, Borehole Sonic and Induced Electromagnetic Field).

Most of the methods are primarily used for unknown foundation depth determination, but some of

the methods can be used to provide additional information on foundation type, geometry and

materials.
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3.2.1 Sonic Echo/Impulse Response Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. These two tests are best used for determining the depths of

rod-like, columnar substructure shapes such as timber piles, concrete piles and drilled shafts that

extend up above the ground or water surface. The Sonic Echo test can also be used to determine the

depths of shallow, wall-shaped abutments and piers. Iftests are performed on the side of a pile, then

the Sonic Echo test should be used with 2 receivers to track upgoing vs. downgoing wave reflections.

This also permits the measurement of compressional wave velocity, which is used to calculate

reflector depths such as the pile bottom. Bottom echoes can be obtained for embedded length to

diameter ratios of 20:l or less in most soils, but results have been obtained for slenderness ratios

greater than 50:1 in extremely weak, soft soils. Use of theoretical models allows one to evaluate the

likelihood of success with the methods prior to going to the field, and modeling also aids in

interpretation of results. Reflector depths can generally be predicted within 5Yo of actual values if

the wave velocity is known, and within l0o/o of actual values if the velocity is estimated for a given

foundation material. Impulse Response tests will generally only be useful when performed near the

tops of piles and shafts as the resonant responses are clearest there. The two methods are fairly fast

as both tests can be done by a two-person crew in 15 to 30 minutes depending on bridge access

conditions and difficulties of mounting receivers.

Limitations. The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response methods will not work well when tests are

attempted through more massive and complex members, such as beams and pilecaps, to detect

echoes from smaller, columnar piles and shafts. Modeling and field tests have shown that the

compressional wave energy is trapped in the larger element because of the impedance contrast
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(larger cross-sectional area). Bottom echoes will likely not be measured for embedded length to

diameter ratios much greater than 20:1 to 30:1. Reflections will also not be identified when the

stiffiress of soils and bedrock begins to approach that of the foundation element. Complex

substructure shapes can cause multiple reflections that make interpretation of the data difficult, and

even impossible. Generally, no reflections will be identified below the first major change in stiffrress

(impedance). Thus, if one is testing a column on a buried pilecap on piles, one would only typically

be able to identify the pilecap, but would not know ifthe piles were even present, let alone how deep

they were.

3.2.2 Bending \üave Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. This method uses bending (flexural) waves instead of the

compressional wave energy used in the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response methods. It is limited to

applications on rod-like deep foundations such as timber piles, concrete piles and drilled shafts that

extend above the surface and water. Experimentally, it has been applied to largely timber piles, but

will also work on other, more slender members. The method has been used on timber piles of up

to 60 ft in length in research by Douglas and Holt (Z). The main advantage of the method is that

only a horizontal blow is required, which is easy to apply to the side of a substructure.

Limitations. For a 12 m long, 1 m diameter concrete shaft, theoretical studies show that

depth predictions may not be made for depths greater than 5 m due to the high attenuation associated

with flexural waves as compared to compressional waves traveling down arod. Stiff soil layers can

also result in false apparent short pile lengths. More experimental and theoretical research is needed
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to compare the câpabilities of the Bending Wave method to the compressional wave based Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response methods, but the BW method is most applicable to short piles in soft soils.

Ground reflections also mask pile bottom echoes in stiffer soils in BW tests.

3.2.3 Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. This method has all the capabilities of the Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response method with compressional waves, as well as the capabilities ofthe Bending

Wave method with flexural waves. The method was found to be less affected by the presence of

large beams on top of columnar substructure than the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response methods. The

advantage of this method, as compared to the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Wave

methods, is that it uses multiple receiver (or source) locations to perform multi-channel, geophysical

processing of the data. The additional data is processed to separate out upgoing and downgoing

waves' to minimize noise from attached substructure reflections, and to permit "tracking" the wave

travel to determine the reflector locations. The Ultraseismic method worked much better than the

other methods for determining the depths of shallow abutment walls and pier walls, and also was

much more useful for columnar substructure on footings with large beams on top. A typical dataset

requires about I hour in the field to collect, depending on access.

Limitations. The method will not work well for foundations embedded in very stiffmaterials

since little energy, if any, will be reflected. It also showed difficulties in identiffing flexural wave

reflections from more massive, deep foundations. It requires only a little more time to acquire and

process data than the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Wave tests, and data reliability is
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typically increased. An accessible vertical surface of at least 4-5 ft or more in length is needed for

testing. Like the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending V/ave methods, Ultraseismic tests will

not generate sufficient energy to penetrate below significant changes in stiffrress (impedance). Thus,

it will not detect piles below a buried pilecap.

3.2.4 Spectral Analysis of Surface \üaves (SASW) Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. Geometry. and Materials. The SASW method has been

found to be capable of determining the depths of shallow abutments, pier walls and other solid

substructures with a flat surface from which testing can be performed. Such flat surfaces could be

the top of an abutment between girders, a ledge or step, or even the top of an exposed footing or

pilecap' It can also be used to determine unknown thicknesses of abutment breastwalls and

wingwalls, exposed footings and pilecaps, and indicate material properties in terms of stiffness

(velocity) for substructures and surrounding soils and rock. It is estimated that SASW tests cannot

penetrate depths that are much greater than the longest substructure dimension available for testing.

Where substructure geometry has enabled the SASW test to be used, clear indications have been

provided as to the depth (boundary) of the substructure abutments (faster velocity), and the,

underlying soils and bedrock (slower velocity).

Limitations. The main limitations of the method are geometric. Flat access is required to

generate the surface wave energy. Maximum foundation depths that can be determined are estimated

to be not much deeper than longest test horizontal surface available on the tested substructure. The

substructure must also be solid for the surface wave energy to travel down through it and interact
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with the underlying soils.

3.2.5 Surface Ground Penetrating Radar (GpR) Method.

Capabilities - Geometry. The surface GPR method is mainly useful for determining the

thicknesses of abutments from the wall surfaces, or the roadway. It can also be used to attempt to

penetrate through the earth to detect the fooþrints of reinforced concrete footings or pilecaps, and

perhaps the tops of steel piles themselves, but this will be highly site dependent in terms of its

success and noise will occur from nearby exposed bridge substructure.

Limitations. The main limitations on the use ofradar are environmental effects that attenuate

or complicate the GPR signals. Radar is severely attenuated by salt water, brackish water,

conductive clays and other soils, moisture in the ground, and man-made sources of noise such as

buried power lines and adjacent bridge substructure. Consequently, the use ofradar is best at sandy

sites and others with low conductivity.

3.2.6 Dynamic Foundation Response Method.

Capabilities - None Confirmed, Some Potential. This test was proposed in an attempt to

distinguish whether or not piles were present below a footing by vibrating a bridge substructure to

measure its natural frequencies. Footings have lower resonant frequencies than pilecaps on piles in

soils. It was hoped that this difference would be substantial enough to discriminate between shallow

and deep foundations from the surface for substructures like walls (none ofthe other surface methods

can do this). Although some promise was shown in the experimental, theoretical modeling, and
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dynamic analysis results, the method is still considered unproven in its potential for indicating

foundation type, i.e., shallow or deep.

Limitations. Some promise was shown in the research, but additional work is needed before

the feasibility of this method is established in being able to be used to detect the presence of piles

below a footing/pilecap. One problem encountered was the difficulty in exciting the bridges at their

very low natural frequencies with 12 lb impulse sledgehammers. The use of large, truck-mounted

geophysical vibrators (a Vibroseis) as vibration sources was researched in the FHWA study that

came out of this work (3!).

3.2.7 Parallel Seismic Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. This borehole based method has the widest range of

application of any ofthe methods for determining unknown foundation bottom depths regardless of

depth, substructure type, geology and materials. The use of geophones was found to extend the

range of the method to identiff foundation bottoms under a wider range of conditions than with

hydrophone.s alone. Both compressional and shear waves can be used with the geophone pS method

as generated by vertical and horizontal impacts. The method can be used to depths of 100 ft, or

more, ifrequired.

Limitations. The main limitation of this method is that currently a borehole must be drilled

and cased to protect the tools and keep the hole open. This can be quite costly in the river

environments of bridges. Highly variable soil velocity conditions also complicate the results, but
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this can be compénsated for in the future (regardless, foundation bottoms were accurately identified

at all bridges tested with this method in Phase I). Also, larger impact forces were investigated in

Phase II so that greater energy is transmitted through pilecaps to piles.

3.2.8 Borehole Radar Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. Tlpe. and Geometry. Borehole Radar can provide a great

deal of data if subsurface conditions are conducive to the radar signal, i.e., low conductivity (high

resistivity) subsurface conditions which allow good penetration of soils by the electromagnetic wave

energy. Radar also works well at detecting steel and reinforced concrete because the steel reflects

the signal strongly. It can be used to estimate the thicknesses of toes and heels of footings, as well

as indicate depths of unknown foundations. The testing is fast and data can be digitally recorded.

Limitations. The main limitation for the Borehole Radar test is that the radar transmission

is highly environmentally dependent. Radar is severely attenuated by salt water, brackish water,

conductive clays and other soils, and moisture in the ground. Consequently, the use of radar is best

at sandy sites and others with low conductivity, and where the reflections targets include steel, which

strongly reflects the signal. A borehole must be drilled and cased with a 4 inch diameter, PVC

casing. Finally, since an omni-directional prototype radar transmitting and receiving antenna was

used in this study, received signals were the average of all reflections coming from around the

borehole. The use of a directional, focused radar antenna could potentially improve the results.

Unfortunately, the only available directional radar system is currently quite expensive, on the order

of $250,000.
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3.2.9 Borehole Sonic Method.

Capabilities - None Confirmed. Some Potential. Only basic feasibility research was done

on this method. Some promise was shown, but reflections were measured from only a very large

caisson target. No reflections were measured from a 1.2 m (a ft) diameter drilled shaft or a 36 cm

(14 inch) square concrete pile.

Limitations. Some promise was shown in the research, but additional work is needed to

evaluate possibilities of high frequency sources before the feasibility of this method in being able

to determine depths of unknown foundations is established. For small targets, such as concrete or

steel piles, it is difficult to obtain reflections without generating higher frequency, shorter

wavelengths in the soils. This problem can be even more severe when one does not know where to

drill to look for piles. The location and orientation of piles are generally not known in unknown

foundation substructure investigations. The use of Borehole Sonic requires a PVC-cased boring.

We are aware of a borehole sonic tool that is manufactured in Finland, but was not used in this

research because of budget limitations.

3.2.10 Induction Field Method.

Capabilities - Unknown Depth. The Induction Field method is a proven technology for the

determination ofthe depth of steel piles and reinforced concrete piles. One important consideration

with respect to unknown bridge foundations is that the method requires a non-ferrous cased boring

(typically plastic PVC pipe). The method could be performed in conjunction with the parallel

Seismic method or the Borehole Sonic method, which also require a borehole. The method works
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best in soils of more uniform conductivity.

Limitations. Interpretation of data from the Induction Field method is complicated by the

existence of ferrous materials in the bridge structure and soils. Also, these tests can only work for

reinforced concrete or steel piles that are electrically connected to rebar or other metal rvhich can be

accessed at the surface. It will not work for unreinforced concrete, masonry, or timber. The boring

must be drilled within 1 m (3 ft) of the foundation and should extend about 3 m (10 ft) below the

bottom of the foundation.

3.3 RECOMMENDED NDT METHODS FOR UNKNOWN FOUNDATIONS.

In this section, general nondestructive testing approaches are outlined for NDT investigations

of unknown bridge foundation conditions. There are two classes ofnondestructive testing methods

that can be utilized at a given bridge site: l. those that require access from the exposed parts of the

bridge substructure elements (surface methods); and,,2. those methods that require access from a

nearby borehole (borehole methods). Discussions are presented below in Sections 3.3.1 for

recommended surface NDT methods and in Section 3.3.2 for the recommended borehole NDT

methods. The discussions are presented in terms ofidentiSing unknown bridge foundation depths,

types, geometry and materials. A discussion of NDT investigation approaches to determine

unknown foundation conditions is presented in Section 3.3.3. The best technical approach would

If the PS

and US tests agree, the cheaper surface US test could be used on more substructures to check for

varying foundation depths.
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3.3.1 Recommended Surface NDT Methods.

The recommended surface methods are Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending Wave,

Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves, and Ground Penetrating Radar.

The recommended applications of these methods are discussed in terms of the NDT "target" of

interest below.

3.3.1.1 Unknown FoundatÍon Depths. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending'Wave

methods are both applicable to determining the depths of timber and concrete piles. concrete-filled

steel pipe piles. and drilled shaft foundations that extend above the ground or water surface that are

shorter and in softer soils þarticularly so for the BW method). Since the tests can be

complimentary, and use similar equipment, it is suggested that both tests be performed together

using two vertical receivers and two horizontal receivers to better track wave travel up and down

piles. It is also expected that the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response method with compressional waves

will be able to identi$ greater pile bottom depths than the Bending Wave method. In addition, the

Sonic Echo method is applicable for determining the depths of shallow, wall-shaped and more

massive abutments and piers.

The processing ofthese two methods can be combined with the geophysical processing and

display of the Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling method to provide detailed, accurate, and economical

testing in one system. Ultraseismic testing could also be of use on piles, particularly if there is a

need to track more complex reflections and arrivals than is possible with the SE/IR and BW

methods. The determination of unknown depths of steel H-piles is likely to be limited to very
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shallow depths at most sites. This is because of the high attenuation of stress wave energy over the

large surface areaofH-piles. Finite element modeling of wave propagation behavior in foundation

substructure was found to be of real value in planning NDT programs and analyzing NDT results

for compressional and flexural waves (ZS).

Ultraseismic Vertical Profiling with compressional and flexural waves is recommended for

determining the depths of the more complex columnar- and wall-shaped piers and abutments.

Ultraseismic Horizontal Profiling was also found to be useful for these types ofbridge substructures.

Ultraseismic tests are also recornmended forcombined shalloddeep foundation substructureS, e.g.,

columnar or wall substructures on pilecaps in order to determine the pilecap depth. However, for

more m¿rssive and deep substructures, Ultraseismic tests are in need of more research.

For the special case of bridge substructures with exposed footing/pilecap tops, the two

surface methods of surface radar and the spectral analysis of surface wave (SASV/) methods can be

employed in determining the depth of the footing/pilecap, using different physical principles (see

Appendix E case histories in Phase I final report (Z) for unknown foundations of Connecticut DOT

abutment substructures). The SASW method uses the dispersive properties of Rayleigh surface

waves to determine the concrete-soil depth (bottom of the footing). Spectral Analysis of Surface

'Waves (SASV/) tests can work very well for foundation depth determination of concrete and

possibly masonry bridge substructures that are more massive and wall-like in shape. A horizontal,

flat access area is needed for testing, and the substructure should be of solid construction. For

example, the SASW method may not work well for a bridge substructure that consisted of a layer
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of masonry above earthfill, followed by a bottom layer of masonry. Also, the bottom depth of the

substructure that can be detected with the SASV/ tests is likely to be not much greater than the

longest accessible horizontal test surface of the substructure.

Surface ground penetrating radar records the reflection echoes from the concrete-soil

boundary to determine the unknown depth. However, because ofreflections from adjacent, exposed

substructure, it can be difficult to determine the depths of even shallow footing foundations with

radar.

To summarize, a goodmeasure of the unknown depth of the foundation can be obtained in

alarge subset of bridges by utilizing the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response/[Jltraseismic, SASW and

Ground Penetrating Radar methods. However. it should be noted that none of these methods are able

3.3.1.2 Foundation Type. The next question concerns detecting the possible existence of

piles underneath a footing/pilecap, in other words, determining whether the substructure foundation

system is shallow (footing), deep þile) or a combination (pilecap on piles). The dynamic foundation

response (DFR) test was proposed to determine whether a substructure element is on a footing or on

a pilecap supported by piles. The surface methods, discussed above in Section 3.3.1.1, can

determine theunknown depth ofshallowbridge foundations or exposedpiles, butnot ofburiedpiles

underneath a footing. These methods can, therefore, be used for the bridge substrucfures that do not
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contain piles or have exposed piles and are susceptible to scour. For the other bridges with footing

on pile substructure, the borehole methods must be used. The Dynamic Foundation Response test

shows some potential, but the method is not yet conclusive in this regard. For a complex bridge

structure, the foundation system typically exerted a relatively minor influence on the total dynamic

response of the system (31).

None of the researched surface methods can directly determine whether piles exist

underneath a footing at this time. However, there are other criteria that can aid in the selection of

a subset of bridges that require subsequent borings. For example, the depth to bedrock can be

obtained near a bridge abutment or pier using surface radar, SASV/, or seismic refraction tests. This

information, combined with the results of the Ultraseismic and/or SASV/ methods, can determine

whether the footing rests on bedrock. A bridge engineer can then assess the susceptibility of the

foundation to scouring using this and otherhydraulics parameters. Obviously, if a footing is resting

on competent bedrock, it is very unlikely that piles were driven into the bedrock below the footing.

3.3.1.3 Geometry. Several NDT methods are applicable to the problem of determining

unknown subsurface bridge substructure geometry. The nondestructive testing investigation to

determine unknown foundation conditions of the Connecticut bridges was performed to determine

unknown foundation depths. The investigation was also performed to determine as much other

unknown abutment geometry as possible, such as thicknesses of stem walls and the extent of a

footing heel and toe, ifpresent. For the Connecticut bridges, this was attempted with surface ground

penetrating radar with some success. Surface radar test methods can be used to determine stem wall
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thicknesses and inclinations. This can be done by running two or more test lines across the

(exposed) front side ofthe stem wall of an abutment and recording the echoes from the (soil covered)

back side. Similarly, the extent ofthe toe can be determined by running a surface radar line over the

top of the bridge and also along the ground near the base of the existing substructure (abutments or

piers). The signals are examined for the reflection event from the top of the toe, although

interpretation of these results is a more challenging task because of reflections from the adjacent

substructure. However,radar will not work well at sites with conductive soils, and its use on more

reinforced abutments and piers, or around steel piles may produce data dominated by echoes from

the steel.

Stress wave based tests such as Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves and Impact Echo

(essentially high frequency Impulse Response testing (3.1)) can also be used to indicate the

thicknesses of exposed substructure of abutments. Ultraseismic tests with high frequency impacts

are also applicable to thickness measurements.

3.3.1.4 Materials. The Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves test can provide data on the

change inthe stiffness offoundationmaterials with depthwithout drilling aboringbymeasuring the

dispersion curve (velocity versus wavelength). No other NDT methods provide such direct data on

changes in subsurface substructure properties.

The other aspect of the unknown foundation problem concems the local soil and bedrock

geology conditions. The SASIù/ method is useful in this regard as one can determine layer
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thicknesses and the shear wave velocity profile vs. depth without drilling a boring. Shear wave

velocity of the soil is a key input into the finite element modeling of compressional and flexural

wave propagation behavior for bridge foundation substructure. The faster the shear wave velocity,

the stiffer the soil and the greater is the attenuation of the stress wave energy. The SASW method

is also uniquely capable of being able to measure the velocity of soft soils underlying stiffer soils.

Surface Seismic Refraction surveys can also indicate the variation of velocity with depth, but only

if the soil velocity increases with depth. Electromagnetic Induction surveys can be run to measure

the ground water-table depth, bedrock and soil conductivity in order to predict the depth of radar

penetration prior to radar measurements.

3.3.2 Recommended Borehole NDT Methods.

The recommended borehole methods are Parallel Seismic, Radar, and Induction Field. The

recommended applications of these methods are discussed by the NDT "target" of interest below.

3.3.2.1 Unknown Foundation Depths. Of all the NDT methods, the Parallel Seismic

method was found to most accurately indicate unknown foundation bottom depths for the broadest

range of bridge substructures and subsurface geologic conditions. The borehole should be drilled

within I to 2 m (3 to 6 ft) of the substructure and extend at least 3 to 4.5 m (10-15 ft) beyond the

minimum acceptable foundation depth from a scour and capacity standpoint. Parallel Seismic tests

with hydrophone or geophone receivers produced good to excellent depth predictions for every

Phase I bridge foundation tested as shown in Table V. Hydrophone receivers will work well in

saturated soils and other uniform velocity soil conditions where compressional wave first arrival
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times are a linear function of the foundation depth. Geophone receivers should be used in grouted,

cased holes in variable velocity soil conditions, or if the arrivals of both compressional and shear

wave energy are to be determined. Underideal circumstances ofuniform seismic soil velocities, the

Parallel Seismic test canprovide an "image" ofthe shape and orientation of a foundation. However,

such subsurface uniformity occurs rarely in nature for any significant depths. An image can be

provided in non-uniform soils by correcting for varying soil velocities vs. depth based on the results

of Downhole Seismic or SASW tests.

The Borehole Radar method produced results ranging from excellent to none in terms of

foundation depth predictions at the study and case history bridge sites. The method will work best

where some steel is present in the foundation; and soils, water and groundwater all have low

conductivity. Attenuation of the radar signals is severe in salt water, conductive clays, and other

conductive soils, to the point where the radar penetration may be only a foot or two. However,

Borehole Radar worked well in 3 of 5 sites in Connecticut where local geology conditions were

favorable. Electrical conductivity surveys of the ground can indicate whether a site is suitable for

radar or not. Analogous to the Parallel Seismic method, Borehole Radar will work best in soils with

near-constant electromagnetic wave velocities. At sites with such uniform conditions, Borehole

Radar can even provide an "image" of subsurface foundation elements that vary in shape (i.e. footing

heel beneath abutment wall) and orientation (i.e. battered steel BP-pile). With directional Borehole

Radar (as opposed to the omni-directional tool used in this study), one might be able to check the

depths of several piles from the same borehole under ideal test conditions. However, if the pile

shape is such that it is not round, or square to the measurement, little energy may be reflected back
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towards the tool.

The Induction Field test is the electromagnetic analog to the Parallel Seismic method. It is

only applicable to steel piles or reinforced concrete piles that are able to be electrically connected

to the surface. It also requires the boring to be PVC-cased and drilled within less than 1 m (3 ft) of

the pile for the search coil. It should be noted that for embedded pilecaps on steel H-piles, the steel

H-piles would not be detected by this method unless they were electrically connected to the

reinforcing of the pilecap up to the exposed substructure. Consequently, this method is much more

limited in its application.

3.3.2.2 Foundation Type. The next question concerns detecting the possible existence of

piles underneath a footing/pilecap, i.e., determining whether the substructure foundation system is

shallow (footing), deep (pile) or a combination þilecap on piles). To answer this question, it is best

that an appropriate surface NDT method be used in conjunction with Parallel Seismic tests (or

Borehole Radar tests if subsurface conditions are favorable). However, in a simple sense, drilling

the boring and performing the borehole NDT will indicate whether a foundation is deep or shallow

simply by the indicated bottom depth.

3.3.2.3 Geometry. The nondestructive testing investigation to determine unknown

foundation conditions of the Corurecticut bridges also involved attempting to identiff if a footing

heel and toe were present. Borehole radar measurements gave a fair indication of the extent and

thickness of the footing heel.
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3.3.2.4 Materials. Both the Borehole Radar and Induction Field method are sensitive to

steel in foundations. However, for that sensitivity to translate into differentiation between steel H-

piles, reinforced concrete piles, and timber piles would require the performance of at least one of the

two tests in conjunction with the Parallel Seismic method. Even then, local conditions may prevent

a definitive answer.

3.3.3 NDT Investigation Approaches to Unknown Subsurface Foundations.

It is recommended that the interpretation of all the NDT and geophysical results be done by

a specially trained engineer/geologisVgeophysicist within a DOT or in conjunction with an

independent consultant. Although many challenges still remain in determining all the unknown

bridge parameters under all geologicaVhydraulic conditions, it is hoped with more research, these

methods can be used routinely at many bridge sites.

Generally speaking, the most critical item to be determined is the unknown depth of the

bridge foundation to compare with predicted scour depths in scour vulnerability analyses.

Consequently, the selection of the NDT methods should reflect knowledge of the exposed

substructure, local geology conditions, and the criticality of the bridge. Surface NDT methods will

generally be more economical than boreholes because there are no drilling costs. Although the

borehole methods are generally considered to be more expensive due to the associated cost of a

boring, there are other means to mitigate their costs. For example, Parallel Seismic tests can now

be run from 2 inch slim holes. Portable light-weight drilling units exist that can be mounted on the

back of pick-up trucks. These units can be operated by DOT personnel in drilling slim holes
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economically at'large number of bridge sites. Jetting, drilling and/or driving of probes and/or

casings may be possible in the future.

As an unknown foundation investigation is planned, one must first decide what needs to be

learned' Is the most important parameter the: depth of an abutmentþier, pile depths, foundation

type, subsurface substructure geometry, material types, geotechnical data on subsurface conditions,

or geophysical surveys for soil velocity and bedrock depths. For the sake of economy, only the

depth information may be needed for many bridges with unknown foundations, and engineers will

be left to make reasonable assumptions about other variables in their scour vulnerability analyses.

Critical bridges may require as much information as possible. Also, in general it is good practice

in nondestructive testing to use two or more NDT methods to check the results to veriff that they

are consistent. This approach was taken for the unknown foundation conditions investigation ofthe

Connecticut DOT bridges (Olson's independent consulting job presented in the final report of

August, 1995). It is strongly recommended that the borehole PS test be done for at least one

pier/abutment on a bridge for comparison and ground-truthing of any other NDT method.

3.4 NDTIMPLEMENTATION-EQUIPMENT,TRAINING,OPERATIONS.

In this section, the applicable surface and borehole NDT methods are appraised in terms of

their system costs, training requirements, time required to complete a test (including the analysis

time), and level of expertise needed. The implementation requirements for surface NDT methods

arepresentedin Section3.4.l forthe Sonic Echo /ImpulseResponse/BendingV/ave/Llltraseismic,

Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW), and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) tests. The
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implementation requirements for the borehole NDT methods of Parallel Seismic, Borehole Radar

and Induction Field are presented in Section 3.4.2. A distinction is made below in terms of

"commercial" equipment, i.e., a coÍrmercial system which is available for purchase designed

specifically for the method, versus "custom" equipment, i.e., a custom system which can be

assembled by purchasing individual system components, and writing any software needed to process

the data.

All the surface tests (Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending 'Wave, Ultraseismic, and

Spectral Analysis of Surface Wave methods) require accelerometers or geophones that are coupled

or hand-held on the top or the side of the bridge substructure. Ordinary water-pump grease as a

couplant can be used. In one Ultraseismic experiment on the Golden bridge, we bolted the triaxial

accelerometers directly into the bridge column to study the effects of receiver coupling. When

comparing the data from that test with another where only hand-held, grease-coupled accelerometers

were used, the results were found to be comparable. Bolted accelerometers tend to pick the low

frequencies below 80 Hz and high frequencies above 2 kflz better. Since most of our useful

amplitudes lie between 80 Hz to 2Þ'ÍIz,no clear advantage in bolting the receivers at each location

was noted, and the use of hand-held accelerometers with good couplant was concluded to be

adequate in most concrete structures-and probably the same in stone, timber or steel structures.

The surface tests require access to the top and the side ofbridge substructures. Ifnecessary,

man-lifts are needed to lower the field engineer from the bridge deck to the side of the bridge

abutment or column and boats and ladder to test from the water level. These support costs (where
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necessary) for man-Iift, boats, ladders, generator, and traffic control are not included in the cost

estimates below. Drilling and coring through bridge decks may be the most economical means to

install casings for the borehole methods.

3.4. I sonic Echo/rmpulse Response/Bendin g wave/ultraseismic Tests.

The Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Wave tests are generally limited in their

applications to determining unknown depths of timber and concrete piles, drilled shafts, and

columnar substructure exposed above the ground or water surface. The Ultraseismic test will work

on columnar substructure and piles as well, but will also indicate unknown depths of abutments and

piers that are wall-like in shape. The Ultraseismic tests use compressional and flexural waves.

Commercial and custom equipment is available for the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response,

Bending Wave and Ultraseismic systems. Most SE/IR systems have only 2 channels - one.for the

impulse hammer input and one accelerometer input. It is likely that the desired additional receiver

channel(s) could be added by the manufacturers if the market demand wananted it. The costs for

commercial Sonic Echo/Impulse Response systems are on the order of $10,000 to $20,000. The

micro-processor based digital data acquisition systems typically include an impulse hammer and

accelerometer, and may include an optional geophone, and analysis and modeling software for rod-

like deep foundation shapes.

Custom equipment can be readily assembled for the Bending Wave method. The system

includes impact sources, accelerometers, and data acquisition hardware plus some software
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programming. ihe costs for the custom system are estimated to be on the order of $ 15,000 to

$20,000. Commercial equipment is also available should the BV/ method prove to be more

applicable than it currently appears to be.

Custom equipment and software was used in the research on the Sonic Echo/Impulse

Response, Bending Wave and Ultraseismic Vertical and Horizontal Profiling methods with

compressional and flexural waves. Ultraseismic testing requires the use of fast sampling, multi-

channel digital data acquisition cards. These methods require impacts to the substructure to generate

\ryave energy that travels down into a foundation and up into the superstructure. However, reflections

may occur from the bottom of a foundation and the top of the superstructure. When this occurs,

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Wave records can be greatly complicated by the

simultaneous reflection of energy up from the foundation and back down from the superstructure.

Because of this and other problems, the multi-channel Ultraseismic method ,was proposed and

developed as part of this research.

A commercial system has since been developed which would allow all three tests to be

performed since they are all based on either compressional or flexural waves and use similar

hardware to perform. The custom equipment used for all three tests in this research included 1.4

or 5.4 kg (3- or 12-lb) impulse hammers, 2- three component triaxial accelerometers (or more as

needed) and conditioners, an analog filter/amplifier, and a dynamic signal analyzer card,(4 channel)

or digital oscilloscope card with processing software for each of the tests. The estimated

commerciaVcustom system cost to perform all three tests is on the order of $25,000 to $30,000
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including a portable PC with a card which acts as a digital oscilloscope. The analysis of the

Ultraseismic data requires the use of commercially available, specialized geophysical software. A

complete system for the three tests would therefore cost on the order of $30,000 to $35,000. The

estimated custom system cost for the Ultraseismic equipment alone is $20,000.

Training on the equipment and tests is estimated to require from a few days to 2 weeks

depending on the equipment and NDT methods. The training should also include field NDT of

suitable bridge substructures. Training costs are not included in the above cost estimates. A trained

technician with previous NDT, instrumentation and PC expertise within the owner's organization

(DOT) is a suitable candidate for collecting the field data.

The cost of performing the NDT with one of these surface NDT methods by an outside

consultant is estimated at $2,000 - $2,500 per bridge substructure units for % day of fietd testing and

% day of analysis plus report time. These cost estimates assume that the DOT provides the necessary

support personnel (1-2 persons depending on the bridge conditions). All consulting costs presented

in this section assume that at least a few bridges would be tested in a single contract. Costs can

likely be lowered significantly by testing a greater number of bridges per contract. At present, the

interpretation ofthe Ultraseismic records requires a seismic geophysicist/geogolist, or engineerwith

appropriate NDT experience. The estimated training time for the basic processing of the

Ultraseismic data is about one week.
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3.4.2 Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) Test.

The SASW test has applications for unknown foundation depth determination (where flat,

wide substructure access is available), for geometry determination of abutment wall thicknesses and

exposed footings/pilecaps, for determining substructure material properties vs. depth, and for

measurement of the variation of stiffrresses (velocity) of soils and bedrock with depth. The custom

equipment for the SASW method includes hammers ranging from I lb to l2lb sledgehammers

(vibrators can also be used), a dynamic signal analyzer, and two seismic accelerometers (or suitable

geophones for greater depths and for testing of soils). The estimated cost for this commercial custom

equipment with processing software (WINSASW, a windows program from the University of Texas

at Austin) is about $20,000 and includes a portable PC.

With the exception of the seismic accelerometers and processing software, all of the other

SASW system components are identical to those of the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and

Ultraseismic methods outlined above. Thus, if a combined commerciaVcustom system was

developed for all four stress-wave based surface tests, its total cost might be on the order of $35,000

to $40,000 with all needed software.

The cost of performing this test by a consultant, where applicable, is estimated at $2,000 to

$2,500 per bridge substructure unit for lz day of field testing and% day of analysis by a consultant

(assumes I DOT person for support at DOT cost) plus report time. Depending on access, ftom l-2

bridges and 2-4 substructures could be tested per day. Training time is estimated to be about l-2

weeks to train DOT technicians in proper field procedures and data collection. Data analysis must
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be performed by a specialist consultant or a trained DOT engineer.

3.4.3 Surface Ground Penetrating Radar.

Surface radar is primarily useful for determining the thicknesses of the breast walls of

abutments, exposed footings/pilecaps, and possibly the width of a footing toe or heel. It may also

be used to determine the depth to bedrock if suitable subsurface conditions are present for the use

ofradar (low conductivity soils and water). Commercial surface GPR antennae are available in both

monostatic (single transmitter/receiver) and bistatic (separate transmitter and receiver systems). The

fullsystem costs, including agraphical interface, range from $30,000-$80,000. A systemwith a400

to 500 MegaHertz (MHz) monostatic antenna is adequate for the required testing at a cost of about

$30,000. Radar processing software is available from the equipment manufacturer or other

commercial software houses for about $1,000 to $5,000. With processing software, costs are

t¡pically on the order of $40,000 to $50,000 for a system.

The cost of performing a GPR test is estimated at $2,000 to $2,500 lor yzto 1 day of field

testing in which 1-2 bridges and2-4 substructures could be surveyed with I day of analysis. Data

analysis must be done by a trained DOT engineer or geophysicist. Estimated training time is about

one week for training of technicians and engineers in the performance and analysis of radar survey

results.
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3.4.4 Parallel Seismic Test.

The Parallel Seismic test requires the drilling and casing of a boring to determine unknown

foundation depths. If a hydrophone receiver is used, a 2 inch ID schedule 40 PVC casing with saw-

cuts every feu' feet is capped on its bottom and installed in the borehole to keep it open. If a 3-

component geophone receiver is use, a2 inchminimum ID schedule 40 PVC casing is capped on

its bottom and grouted in the hole with a cement-bentonite mixture (this may kill the radar signal -

so clean sand backfill may be needed for radar holes). Steel casings can also be used, but the faster

wave of steel can complicate PS results, so steel casing is not recommended. No water is desired

for geophone testing, but tests can be done below water with water-proof geophones.

The commerciaVcustom equipment required for this method includes 3 to l2lb impulse

hammers (or similar size hammers with a triggering device to start recording on impact to the

substructure), a recording oscilloscope or digital data acquisition card in a pC or dynamic signal

analyzer, differential amplifiers/filters, and a hydrophone receiver and/or a 3-component geophone

receiver to go in the casings. The estimated sale price for a portable PC- based system for only

Parallel Seismic tests is about $15,000 with 2- hydrophones to $25,000 with 2- three component

geophones.

With the exception of the hydrophone and geophone receivers (with rods to orient the

geophones or casing wheel guides for inclinometer tlpe casing), most of the other system

components are identical to the Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Ultraseismic methods outlined

above. A multi-purpose commerciaVcustom equipment system could be developed to perform Sonic
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EchoÆmpulse Response, Bending Wave, Ultraseismic, Spectral Analysis of Surface 'Waves 
and

Parallel seismic tests with an estimated sales price under $50,000.

The cost ofperforming Parallel Seismic tests by a consultant is estimated at $2,000 to $2,500

fot % day of field testing in which 2-4 substructure units of I bridge could be tested (2 borings) with

% day of analysis plus any required time for the report. This assumes 1 person is provided by the

DOT to assist in the testing. The field testing can be done by a trained technician. It is

recommended that the data analysis be performed by an outside consultant or a trained engineer

within the DOT. Training time for DOT engineers and technicians is estimated at about l-2 weeks.

Drilling costs are estimated to be on the order of $1,000 to $2,000 per borehole if drilling can be

done with a truck-mounted rig through the bridge deck. Drilling costs will be much higher if a barge

must be used for drilling in water.

3.4.5 Borehole Radar Method.

At bridge sites with low conductivity soils and water, Borehole Radar may be used to

determine unknown foundation depths and attempt to estimate the thickness and lateral dimensions

of footings and pilecaps. Several custom Borehole Radar tools for geotechnical applications have

been assembled by the USGS in Denver. The borehole system used in this study was an omni-

directional l2}l\lftIz Borehole Radar system, after the USGS work, which sells for about $ 10,000

for the Borehole Radar antenÍì.ae, plus $50,000 for the high-end two channel recording/display

system ($23,000 for the single channel system). The monostatic system utilizes the same antenna

acting as both transmitter and the receiver in a borehole.
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Another borehole radar tool, one that is directional, is available from Sweden, but this system

is currently expensive, about $250,000. The Borehole Radar (BHR) method can be very useful in

discriminating vertical bridge members such as piles. It is, however, highly dependent on

environmental factors such as the presence of conductive and clayey soils and saltwater.

The cost ofperforming borehole radar tests for a consultant is estimated at $2,000 to $2,500

for 2 hours per borehole per bridge substructure unit so that 2 bridges or more may be done in a field

day with % day of analysis plus whatever report time is required. This assumes 1 person is provided

by the DOT to assist in the testing. It is recommended that data acquisition and interpretation be

performed by an outside consultant, or a trained geophysicist/engineer within a DOT. The required

training time for a Dor specialist is estimated to be about one week.

3.4.6 Induction Fietd Test.

This test is analogous to the Parallel Seismic test, but is only useful for determining unknown

depths of steel piles and reinforced concrete piles that are electrically continuous to the surface.

Custom equipment must be developed and assembled. Costs for this system are estimated at about

$20,000. The cost of performing Induction Field tests for a consultant is estimated at $2,000 to

$2,500 for 2 hours per borehole per bridge substructure unit so that 2 bridges or more may be done

in a field day with % day of analysis. This assumes I person is provided by the DOT to assist in the

testing' Drilling costs are estimated to be on the order of $2,000 per borehole if drilling can be done

with a truck-mounted rig. Drilling costs will be higher if a barge must be used. The required

training time for a DOT engineer/geophysicist is estimated to be about 2 d,ays.
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CHAPTER 4

suMMARy OF NCHRP 2t-s (2) PHASE rr RESEARCH

UNKNOWN SUBSURFACE BRIDGE FOUNDATION TESTING

During Phase II research, 27 bidge sites were selected in the States of North Carolina,

Minnesota, New Jersey, Michigan, Oregon, Massachusetts and Colorado (another bridge was

selected in the State of Texas, but no bridge plans are available) to evaluate the accuracy of the NDT

methods identified in Phase I research as potential methods for the unknown foundation problem.

An initial blind investigation was undertaken wherein the bridge foundation depths were known to

the DOT's, but not the researchers. This not only provided a check on the accuracy of the NDT

methods, but also allowed for post blind depth prediction research on the NDT methods that

significantly improved data interpretation and accuracy. The field work included the performance

ofthe selected methods (where possible) from the research planning stage at each bridge site. They

included the four surface techniques of Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending (Flexural) Wave,

Ultraseismic and Spechal Analysis of Surface Waves tests; and the two borehole techniques of

Parallel Seismic and Induction Field tests. The surface techniques require access from the exposed

parts of the bridge substructure as opposed to the borehole methods that require access from a nearby

boring.

In addition to the initial blind testing of 2l bridges, Phase II research involved development

ofrelated hardware and software. The TFS software of Olson Engineering was improved for Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response, Bending'Waves, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves and Parallel Seismic
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test data analysis' The "Bridgix" software was developed by Interpex House. The ..Bridgix',

software is fully dedicated to the analysis ofParallel Seismic and Ultraseismic test data. In relation

to hardware development, a prototype battery operated field computer was designed and built. A

prototype 8-channel hydrophone string was developed for rapid field parallel Seismic data

collection. Two prototype systems for Ultraseismic and Induction Field tests were assembled on a

custom basis.

Evaluation of several tlpes of sources for the Parallel Seismic method was also performed

as part ofthis research. Theoretical modeling for the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods was

also conducted. Presented below is a summary of the results ofPhase II research. Full descriptions

of the NDT data and results for Phase II research were presented in two Interim Reports submitted

in April, 1998 and February, 2000 (32.33).

4.I NDT RESULTS FROM A BLIND INVESTIGATION AT 2I BRIDGES.

A wide range of bridge types with varying geometry were investigated during the field

resea¡ch. The2l bridges tested were selected by State DOT's of North Carolina, Minnesota, New

Jersey, Michigan, Oregon, Massachusetts, Colorado and Texas and approved by the research team.

Bridge substructures included timber pile foundations, piers and abutments with either spread

footings or pilecaps supported by timber and concrete piles, steel pile foundations and concrete-filled

steel pipe foundations. The field experimental research findings are summarized,by bridge in the

remainder of this chapter. The most employed NDT methods in this investigation included the

Pa¡allel Seismic (PS), Ultraseismic (US), Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) and Bending
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'Waves (BV/) methods. A summary of the test results of the four methods mentioned above is

presented in Table VI. The Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASV/) method was employed at

two bridges. The Induction Field (IF) method was employed at two bridges with two piles, one in

Colorado and one in Texas (with this bridge, 22bndgeswere tested). The results from the Texas

bridge are described separately and were not included in Table VI because no bridge plans are

available. Detailed presentations of the field NDT results of Phase II research can be found in the

interim report submitted in April, 1998 @). The initial blind investigation of the NDT data

foundation depths and the post processed evaluation are reported in Table VI and in the next two

sections.

4.1.1 Accuracy of Initial Blind NDT Bridge Foundation Depth Predictions.

1- Parallel Seismic Method.

Depths of 12 out of the 19 bridge substructures tested with the Parallel Seismic method were

predicted to within + l3Yo of the actual bottom of foundation depths. Bottom foundation depths of

the other 6 bridges were incorrectly predicted.

2- Ultraseismic Method.

Depths of 8 out of the 18 bridges were predicted within + l4yo of the actual depths. Depths

of the other 4 bridges were incorrectly predicted. Ultraseismic test results were inconclusive on 6

out of the 18 bridges tested with the US method.
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3- Sonic Echo/Impulse Response Method.

Only one bridge in North Carolina showed an echo which corresponded to the tip ofthe pile.

Results were inconclusive on 14 out of the 15 bridges tested with the SE/IR method.
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Table VI- S

(r)

* Post Processed Predictìons

- Summarv of Predicted ths.
Bridge Actual

Depth
m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted
depth,

m
tft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
Vy'ave

predicted
depth,
m(ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage

Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS
predicted)

Comments

Wilson County
Bridge # 5, Bent l,

East Pile, North
Carolina

7.7
(2s.4)

8.1(26.6)
(Geophone)
8.t (26.6)
(Hydrophone)

7.6 (2s)
(upgoing
waves)

Inconclusive,
Possible echo
from SE tests
at a depth of
8.0m(26.2
ft)

Inconclusive Top of timber
pile

+5

(-2, based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Excellent agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Johnston County
Bridge # 33, Bent
l, East Pile, North

Carolina

10.8
(35.3)

8.0 (26.3)
(Geophone)
8.0 (26.3)
(Hydrophone)

7.e (26)
(upgoing
waves)

Inconclusive Inconclusive Top of timber
pile

-25
(-26, based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Surprising results: the
measured velocity
below a depth of 8.0 m
(26.3 ft) was equal to
1,490 m/sec (4,900
fVsec)

Wake County
Bridge # 25 l, North

Carolina

5.7
(r 8.7)

6.s (2t.2)
(Geophone)
6.s (2t.2)
(Hydrophone)

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Bottom of
Pilecap (top of
timber pile)

+13 Good agreement
between predicted and
actual depth,
Pile not accessible,
pilecap exposed
through excavation

Bridge No. 5188,
Minnesota Hwy 58,

Zumbrota,
Minnesota

9.4
(3 1)

Not performed 7 (23)
first
reflector
e.3 (30.5)
second

reflector

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of Pier -25 (blind,
based on
Ultraseismic
results)
-2 (post
processing,
based on

Ultraseismic
resuhs)*

During our first
evaluation, the second
reflector depth was not
reported.

Borehole not installed:
No Parallel Seismic
tests



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

5

* Post Processed Predictíons

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted
depth,

m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
'Wave

predicted

depth,
m(ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage
Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS

predicted)

Comments

Bridge No. 9798 on
Hwy 60, Minnesota

t2.2
(40)

lr.r (36.5) l l. r (36.6) Inconclusive Inconclusive Top of
pile/bottom of
timber beam

-9
(-9, based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Good Agreement
between predicted and
actual depth;
Geophone datasets not
collected because of
borehole diameter

Bridge # 55028,
Hwy 52,North of

Chatfìeld,
Minnesota

l0.l
(33.2)

Pile is deeper
than borehole

Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive Top of
concrete-filled
steel pipe pile

Successful,
predicted that
pile is deeper
than borehole

Excellent evaluation

North Abutment,
Structure # I 103-
l5l, Route I over

Shipetaukin Creek,
Lawrence Twp.,
Mercer County,

New Jersey

3

(e.85)
5.e (re.5)
(Horizontal Hit,
Hydrophone
Recording)

3.2 (10.5)
(Vertical Hit,
Hydrophone
Recording)

Inconclusive
(very weak
echoes were

reported in
quarterly
report)

Inconclusive
(echoes were
reported in
quarterly
report, may
be due to
reflections of
surface waves
from
boundaries

Tests not
performed

Abutment Seat +96 (blind)

+7 (post
processing)*

Vertical hammer hit
was not evaluated
during the first
round.

Geophone datasets

not collected because

of borehole diameter



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted

depth,

m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth. m fft)

Bending
Wave

predicted
depth,
m (fi)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage

Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS

predicted)

Comments

Stn¡cture # ll23-
152, Route 130

over Rock's Brook,
East Windsor Twp.,

Mercer County,
New Jersey

5.24
(17.2)

5.49 (18)
(Hydrophone)

s.72 (t8.7s)
Reported at
6.63 m(21.75
ft) in
quarterly
report

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of
borehole,
which is the
same as top of
roadway

+5

(Ifthe predicted
depth was equal
to 6.7 m(22 ft),
then the
percentage

difference
would be equal
to +28 (blind);
+9 (based on
Ultraseismic
results)
+5 (post
processing)*

Depth is mistakenly
stated at 6.7 m (22 ft)
in quarterly report,
because the signals
were not sufficiently
amplified

Geophone datasets not
collected because of
borehole diameter

Excellent agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Structure # 0324-
158, Route 206
over the North
Branch of the

Rancocas Creek,
Pemberton Twp.,

Burlington County,
New Jersey

6.65
(21.8)

7.31(24)
(Hydrophone)

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Top of
roadway

+10 Good agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Geophone datasets not
collected because of
borehole diameter

Structure # B0l of
33045A

Bridge on 1496 over
Red Cedar River,

Michigan

15.3

(50.2)
15.36 (50.4)
(Hydrophone)

Inconclusive Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of plint 0 Excellent agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Geophone datasets nol
collected because of
borehole diameter

(r¡

* Post Processed Predictions



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

Or

Post Processed Predictions

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted
depth,

m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
Wave

predicted
depth,
m(ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage
Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS
predicted)

Comments

Structure # B04 of
640158, Bridge on

US3l over
Pentwater River,

Michigan

13.26
(43.5)
Tip of
pile

7.77
(2s.s)
bottom
of pile
cap

ts.76 (st.7)
(Hydrophone)

Inconclusive
for pile depth
determination

7.62 (25) for
bottom of
pile cap

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of Pier
cap

+19 (for pile tip
from PS tests)

-2 (for bottom
ofpile cap
based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Unsuccessful for pile
tip determination (PS

tests), excellent
agreement between
predicted and actual for
bottom of pile cap
(from US tests)

Geophone datasets not
collected because of
borehole diameter

Structure # XOl of
250858

Bridge over
Fenton Road,
Thread Creek,

Michigan

9.97
(32.7)

r4.2 (46.s)
(Hydrophone)

t3.78 (4s.2)

9.7s (32)
not reported
in quarterly
report

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of Pier
cap

+42

-2 (based on an
echo in
Ultraseismic
tests not
reported in
quarlerly
report)*

Unsuccessful, may
be due to variable
soil velocities and no
saturation

Geophone datasets

not collected because

of borehole diameter

Santiam River
Overflow # 5
Bridge, Near

Salem, Oregon

I 1.3
(37)

r r.e (3e)
(Geophone)

l r.6 (38)
(Hydrophone)

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Top of
Pavement

+4 Excellent agreement
between predicted
and actual depth

*



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

\¡

* Post Processed Predictions

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted

depth,
m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
Wave

predicted
depth,
m (fÐ

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage

Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS
predicted)

Comments

Cordon Road
Overcrossing

Hwy.22 Bridge,
Near Salem,

Oregon

17.8
(58.4)
tip of
pile

8.35
(27.4)

bottom
of
pilecap

r3.ee (45.e)
(Geophone,

blind
evaluation)

t7.7 (s7.9)
Re-evaluated

13.3 (43.6)

8.6 (28.2)
not reported
in quarterly
report, echo
from bottom
ofpilecap

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Top of
Column

-21 (blind)

-0.8 (post
processing)*

-25 (blind,
based on
Ulhaseismic
results)

+3 (for bottom
of pile cap
based on
Uhraseismic
results)*

During our initial
evaluation, we relied on
the drop of amplitude
of compression waves

Excellent agreement
after re-evaluation
based on drop in
amplitude of shear
waves below tip of
pile, clear indication of
the bottom of the pile;

An echo from the
bottom ofthe pilecap
was not reported in the
quarterly report

Bridge on Dudley
Road, Bent l, Pile
lB, Structure # 0-

6-l l, Oxford
Massachusetts

12.4
(40.8)

7.62 (2s)
(Geophone)
Not very clear

Inconclusive
Limited
access

Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Top of
pavement

-39 Unsuccessful
Very weak signals
borehole is about 8 ft
away from the pile



Table VI- Summary of PredÍcted Depths (Cont.).

oo

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted

depth,
m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
'Wave

predicted
depth,
m (ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage
Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS
predicted)

Comments

Bridge on Route
122, Structure #

U-2-21, Uxbridge,
Massachusetts

6.28
(20.s9)

6.r (20)
(Geophone)

s.4 (17.7) Tests not
performed

Tests not
performed

Top of
sidewalk

-3

-14 (based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Excellent
agreement

between
predicted and
actual depth

No indication
of piles
below
abutment
because of
the massive
nature ofthe
abutment and the
borehole being l2 ft
away from the
abutment face

Johnston County
Bridge # 129, Benl

2, Pile 6, North
Carolina

4.29
(r4. l)

4.05 (r3.4)
Hydrophone
3.87 (12.7)
Geophone

3.96 (r3) Inconclusive Inconclusive Bottom of
beam/top of
pile

-8

-8 (based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Good agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Johnston County
Bridge # 145, Bent

l, Pile 5, North
Carolina

4.8
(15.7)

4.8 (r5.7)
Hydrophone
4.8 (15.7)
Geophone

4.6 (r5) Inconclusive Inconclusive Bottom of
beam/top of
pile

0

-4 (based on
Ultraseismic
results

Excellent agreement
between predicted and
actual depth



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

\o

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ultraseismic
predicted
depth,

m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
Wave

predicted
depth,
m (ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage

Difference (%)
(befween actual

and PS

predicted)

Comments

Wake County
Bridge # 207,Bent

4, Pile l, North
Carolina

t7.6
(rzs)

Tests not
performed

7 (23) 7.22 (23.7)
Sonic Echo
6.e (22.6)
Impulse
Response

Inconclusive Bottom of
beam/top of
pile

-8 (based on
Ultraseismic
results)

Good agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Actual depth is based

on borehole drilling
information

Borehole collapsed, no
Parallel Seismic tests

were performed

Bridge on US 287,
Structure

# C-16-C, over
Little Thompson

River, near
Longmont,
Colorado

r 0.5
(34.5)

e.e4 (32.6)
Hydrophone
e.66 (31.7)
Geophone

Not
Performed

Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Bottom of
beam/top of
pile

-7 Good agreement
between predicted and
actual depth

Induction Field (lF)
tests were performed at

this bridge; IF test
results showed that the
depth of the foundation
is equal to 9.66 m (3 1.7

ft)



Table VI- Summary of Predicted Depths (Cont.).

N)
O * Post Processed Predictions

Bridge Actual
Depth

m
(ft)

Parallel Seismic
predicted depth,

m
(ft)

Ulhaseismic
predicted
depth,

m
(ft)

Sonic
Echo/Impulse

Response
predicted

depth, m (ft)

Bending
Wave

predicted
depth,
m(ft)

Reference
(zero depth)

Percentage
Difference (%)
(between actual

and PS
predicted)

Comments

Bridge on US 52,
Structure #D-17-l
over South Platte
River, near Fort

Lupton, Colorado

I 1.8

(38.6)
e.2 (30.2)
Geophone

Inconclusive Inconclusive Tests not
performed

Top of pier -22 (blind)

0 (possible
boitom based on
drop of
amplitude after
receiving

feedbackfrom
Colorado DOT*

Unsuccessful

There is another
indication for a drop in
amplitude 8 ft below
the predicted depth;
Difïìcult to identify the
bottom of the
foundation, data is not
very clear



4- Bending Waves Method.

Results were inconclusive on all 7 timber pile bridges tested with the BV/ method.

5- Induction Field Method.

Tests were performed on two bridges, one in Colorado and one in Texas. The IF results

showed a drop in amplitude below the tip of the steel pile at the Colorado bridge with good

agreement with the depth predicted from Parallel Seismic tests. The IF results at the steel-pile bridge

in Texas were inconclusive.

6- SASW Method.

Test results performed at two bridges, one in New Jersey and one in Michigan, were

inconclusive. Due to limited lateral access, wavelengths in SASV/ tests greater than the depth ofthe

wall-shaped foundations were not generated, thus, the results are considered to be inconclusive.

4.1.2 Accuracy of NDT PS and US Bridge Foundation Depth Predictions after Receiving

Feedback and Re-Evaluating the Data (post Blind Analysis).

After receiving feedback from the State DOT's on our first evaluation and detail foundation

depths, the test results were reviewed again to check if there were any indications of foundation

bottoms that were mis-interpreted in the data during the initial evaluation. A summary of the post

blind depth prediction results after the second evaluation is given below for the Parallel Seismic and

Ultraseismic results where significant interpretation improvements were able to be made.
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1- Parallel Seismic Method.

Depthsof 16outofthe lgbridgestestedwiththePSmethodwerepredictedtowithin+ 13%

of the actual depths. There was no indication in the PS test results to support the actual depths for

the remaining three bridges.

2- Ultraseismic Method.

Depths of 11 out of the l8 bridges were predicted within t l4o/oof the actual depths. Test

results were inconclusive on 6 out of the 18 bridges tested with the US method. There was no

indication in the US data to support the actual depth reported for the Johnston County Bridge # 33.

Factors which may have contributed to the initial blind wrong PS and US predictions of

depths included:

1- The PS boreholes being away from the foundations and not in alignment with the piles

supporting a pier or abutment pilecap,

2- In some cases, the piles were inclined. This will add an extra variable as the distance

between the foundation and the borehole is not constant. Also the verticality of the borehole can

play an important role, especially in highly varying soil velocities,

3- The boreholes were not grouted properly. As a result, the Parallel Seismic test signals

were extremely weak,
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4- In some bridges, the analysis of the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic data analysis were

performed in conjunction based on two weak indicators to produce the same depth. It is

recom'mended that the databe analyzedseparately for each test. For example, in abridge abutment

supported by a pilecap and piles, the PS tests may be used to obtain the depth of the supporting piles

and the us tests may be used to obtain the bottom of the pilecap.

Descriptions ofbridge sites, performed tests, and results are presented in the Interim Report

submitted in April, 1998 along with graphical presentation ofthe results and the parameters used for

data interpretation. The data was interpreted without knowledge of subsurface conditions from any

borehole logging information or the knowledge of the surrounding soil velocities. Also the data was

interpreted without any knowledge about the possible existence of piles underneath a bridge

abutment or a bridge pier. If some of these parameters are available, they would assist in better

interpreting the data from both US and pS tests.
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NDT Method
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Total number of bridges tested with the PS method: 19 bridges
Total number of bridges tested with the US method: 18 bridges
Tot¿l number of bridges tested with the SEiIR method = 15 bridges
Total number of bridges tested with the BW method = 7 bridges
Total number of bridges tested with the IF method = 2 bridges (including Texas bridge)

Figure2l- Graphical Summary of Accuracy of Foundation Depth Predictions Based on

Blind Evaluations of the Field Data.
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4.1.3 Graphical Presentation of NDT Initiat Blind Results.

Figure 2l shows a graphical presentation of the accuracy ofpredicted depths based on initial

blind evaluations of the NDT data for all of the methods except SASW. The Spectral Analysis of

Surface'Waves (SASW) test results were inconclusive due to the limited lateral extent of the two

tested bridges relative to their depths where testing was performed. Wavelengths greater than the

depth of foundations were not generated due to the limitations imposed by the bridge geometry, thus,

the depth of the foundations could not be predicted. Consequently, the SASV/ results are not

included in Fig. 21.

As shown in Fig. 2l,theParallel Seismic (PS) method was the most successful method with

12 foundation depth predictions accurate to within l5o/o and,6 incorrect depth predictions. The pS

borehole test has the broadest application for predicting the depth of unknown bridge foundations.

The Ultraseismic (US) method was also effective in predicting the depth of specific types of

foundations, including columnar-shaped piles and wall-shaped foundations such as bridge abutments

and wall piers. However, the surface US method cannot detect the presence orpredict the depth of

piles underneath a buried pilecap, because the reflections from the bottom of the pilecap are

dominant in the response of the foundations to impact loading. Thus, 8 foundation depths were

accurately predicted within *15o/o of actual depths, 4 foundations depths were incorrect and 6

foundations produced inconclusive results with the uS method (see Fig. 2l).
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Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Waves tests were mostly inconclusive on all

foundations tested with 1 accurate depth, no incorrect depths and 14 inconclusive results for the

SE/IR tests and 7 inconclusive results for BW tests. This is largely due to the dominant reflections

from the structural members of the superstructure /substructure and reflections from soiVfoundation

boundaries. Interpretation of SE/IR and BW data relies on only one or two traces which makes it

extremely difficult to interpret the results in the common case of many reflecting boundaries in

bridge substructures. It should be noted that the multiple receiver locations of the US test and

geophysical processing resulted in much clearer identification of compression wave echoes than the

SE/IR tests did as well as for bending (flexural) wave echoes than the BW tests did.

The Induction Field (IF) method was accurate on one bridge in Colorado. The IF results on

a Texas bridge were inconclusive due to a possible direct electrical connection between the test pile

and the reference pile. This direct connection resulted in an unusual magnetic field down the test

borehole.

4.1.4 Graphical Presentation of NDT Post Blind Results.

The field results were re-evaluated after receiving feedback from State DOT's. Figure 22

shows the foundation depth predictions based on the post-processed results. No improvement was

made in the interpretation of the SE/IR and BW results as shown in Fig. 22. Reflections based on

the actual known depth of the foundations were not identified in the SE/IR and BW field records.

Post blind analyses of the Parallel Seismic data showed that foundation bottom depths were

apparent for 3 additional bridges which raised the total of accurate predictions to 16. The post blind
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I

interpretation was based on additional amplification of the PS data for massive abutments at the New

Jersey bridges and identification of drop of amplitudes in the shear wave arrivals at the Longmont

Bridge in Colorado. However, foundation depths were still not clear in the Parallel Seismic results

of 3 bridges. The criteria for interpreting PS results such as change in velocities or drop in

amplitudes below the bottom of foundations were not satisfied at these 3 bridges at depths

corresponding to the actual depths of the foundations.

Post blind analyses of the US data showed that foundation depths were apparent for 3

additional bridges with echoes not reported in the quarterly repofs due to a combined analysis of

the PS and US data. However, foundation depths were still not clear in US results of 1 bridge and

were still inconclusive for 6 bridges. This is mainly due to dominant reflections from structural

elements above ground and foundation-ground interfaces and in some cases were due to the limited

access where us tests were performed (limited receiver locations).

Post blind analyses ofthe IF data did not show any more accurate identification of the depth

of the steel BP piles in Texas. This was expected because of the poor data quality recorded at this

site due to unexpected conductive paths which distorted the magnetic field.
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Figure22- Graphical Summary of Accuracy of Foundation Depth Predictions Based on
Evaluations after Receiving Foundation Details from State DOT's.
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One of the most important pieces of information gained from the comparison of blind

predictions and the post-processed predictions is that analysis of the Parallel Seismic and

Ultraseismic data should be performed independently and based on dominant features in the records

of each test so that neither data set unduly influences the initial interpretation of the data. An

example of such an analysis approach is the case of a bridge with a massive pilecap supported by

piles. In this case, the Parallel Seismic results would best be used to determine the length of the piles

and the Ultraseismic results may be used to determine the bottom depth of the pilecap. It is also

important to note that the initial blind data evaluation was performed without any knowledge of the

foundation tlpe and surrounding soiVrock properties. Because of the complexity of the unknown

bridge foundation problem, knowledge ofthe expected foundation type and the surrounding soiVrock

properties would assist in the evaluation of the field NDT data.

THEORETICAL MODELING RESULTS.

To better understand the experimental results, one bridge with a pilecap supported by timber

piles (Wake County bridge # 251in North Carolina) was selected for theoretical modeling.

One ofthe crucialparameters needed forthetheoretical modeling is the shearwave velocities

of the surrounding soil. Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASV/) tests were performed on the

ground adjacent to the bridge bent tested with the NDT methods as discussed in the Section 4.2.1.

4.2
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4.2.1 SASW for Soil Shear Wave Vetocity profile

Receiver spacings ranging from 0.6 m (2 ft) to 9.75 m (32 ft) were used at the site. A

representative phase shift of the cross power spectrum between the two receivers spaced at9.75 m

(32 ft) at the Wake County brid ge # 251 and the corresponding coherence function are shown in Fig.

23. The variation of surface wave velocity with wavelength, termed as a dispersion curve, can be

easily determined from Fig. 23 and similar figures for other receiver spacings. The experimental

dispersioncurve determined from SAsWmeasurementsperformedattheWake Countybrid ge#251

is shown inFig. 24. After forward modeling of the SASW data, atheoretical dispersion curve

closely matching the experimental dispersion curve is determined based on an assumed shear wave

velocity. Figure 25 shows a comparison between the experimental and theoretical dispersion curves

from SASW tests at the V/ake County bri dge # 251. Asurnmary of the shear wave velocity profiles

determined at the V/ake County bridge # 251is presented in Table VII below. The shear wave

velocity of 350 ff/sec corresponds to loose/soft soils while the velocity of 850 ff/sec is that of a

medium dense/medium stiff soil.
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Table VII- Shear Wave Vetocity Profiles Determined from SASW Measurements
Performed at \ilake County Bridge # 2Sl, North Carolina.

Bridge Layer Thickness (ft) Shear Wave Velocity (ff/sec)

Wake County Bridge # 251 J

2

10

10

500
3s0
650
850
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4.2.2 Geometry For Theoretical Modeling.

The Wake County # 25l North Carolina bridge was selected for modeling because its

foundation consist of a pier column and a pilecap supported by timber piles. The modeling was done

to further assess the capability of the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods in predicting

unexposed pile depths existing underneath a pilecap. Figure 26 shows the geometry used to collect

the field data.

4.2.3 TheoreticalModelingResults.

4.2.3.1 Parallel Seismic Modeling. Parallel Seismic tests at the Wake County bridge # 2Sl

were simulated using a 3-D axi-symmetric program developed at the University of Texas at Austin

by Drs. Jose Roesset and Shu-Tao Liao. Only the pilecap and the piles were considered in the

modeling process. In the Parallel Seismic modeling, the geometry shown in Fig. 26 wasmodified

to produce acceptable data input for the axisymmetric computer program. The rectangular pilecap

and the 6 timber piles were represented by a circular footing and a circular pile rotating around the

axis of symmetry. The pile foundation was represented by a single pile and the soil shear wave

velocities and other properties were based on the SASW results and are summarized in Table VIII

below. The superstructure was not considered in the modeling. The vertical impact was assumed

to be on top of the pier column in the theoretical model with an assumed half cycle of a sine wave

loading with a maximum force of 5,000 lbs for a duration of 3 milliseconds.
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i

2.75 ft i<-
I

l5 R¡ceivers at intervats o16 inches
used in IJltraseismic Tests

Figure26-

12 in diameter timber piles

Borehole, Receivers used at intervals
of I ft in Pa¡allel Seismio tests

Geometry Used in the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic Field Testing performed
at the wake County Bridge # 251 (Modified for Theorctical Modeling), North
Carolina.
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Table VIII- Summary of Material Properties Used in the Parallel Seismic Modeling.

Pilecap and Column Properties Modulus (psi) UnitWeight
(pcÐ

Poisson's Ratio

4.8 E6 144 0.2

Soil Properlies Layer Thickness (ft) Modulus
(psi)

Unit Weight (pcf) Poisson's
Ratio

I 2 0.5584 100 0.3

II l0 2.08F,4 110 0.3

ru 25 3.57 E4 110 0.3
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Figure 27 shows the theoretical results for Parallel Seismic (PS) modeling performed for the

Wake County bridge # 25I. Note that Trace I is for a receiver located in the borehole at the same

elevation as the top of the pilecap. A pile length of 5.9 m (19.5 ft) was calculated based on the

change of velocity below the tip of the pile to correspond to the compression wave velocity of soil

of 550 m/sec (1,800 ft/sec). 'When 
compared to the experimental results, the theoretical results

looked similar with the exception that dry soil conditions were assumed in the modeling and the

experimental soils were saturated. A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was assumed and a compression wave

velocity was calculated from the measured shear wave velocity in the theoretical modeling

(saturationconditionscanalsobe modeled, but were not used). The theoretical modeling of pS

tests showed that the modeling can help in understanding and interpreting the experimental data.
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Comrhents:
Depth shown in Figure is depth below top of pilecap
Velocity of soil below a depth of 22 ft
Bottom depth :22 ft (reference is top of pilecap)
Top of pilecap is 2.5 ft above top of pile
Pile length :22 - 2.5 : 19.5 ft (reference is top of pile)

Compression Wave Velocity in
timber pile : 13,500 ff/sec

Compression Wave Velocity in soil: 1,800 fVsec below tip of pile

Figwe2T-

Pile tip at a depth of 22 ft

Parallel Seismic Data from a l2-lb Horizontal Hammer Hit
and Vertical Geophone Component (Theoretical Modeling)
Wake County Bridge # zsl,North Carolina.
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4.2.3.2 UltraseismÍc Modeling, Ultraseismic tests at the Wake County bridge # 251 were

simulated using a2-D frequency domain program developed at the University of Texas at Austin

by Drs. Jose Roesset and Chih-Peng Yu. The 2-D progftìm was selected because it allows for

horizontal hammer hits required to simulate the Ultraseismic tests. The geometry used for the

Ultraseismic model is shown in Fig. 26 withReceiver 1 being at 15 cm (6 in.) above the ground

surface and with receiver intervals of 15 cm (6 in.). The hammer hit was located horizontally at the

ground level. Figure 28 shows the Ultraseismic results obtained from the theoretical model. A

bending wave velocity from the initial slope of the bending wave arrival was calculated to be 1,370

m'lsec (4,500 ff/sec). A reflection at a At:2.3 ms was identified in the records which corresponds

to a depth of I .6 m (5 .2 ft) below Receiver 1 . This reflection was identified as a reflection from the

bottom of the pilecap which is actually at a depth of I.7 m (5.5 ft) below Receiver I . Another strong

reflection of downgoing waves from the top of the pile was identified at a At:6.5 ms at Receiver

1 which corresponds to an elevation of 4.5 m(14.6 ft) aboveReceiver l. The reflection was

identifiedas areflection fromthetop ofthe concrete column, whichis actually4.3 m (14.0 ft) above

Receiver l.

The Ultraseismic modeling results showed that the two reflections from the pilecap and the

top of the concrete column were dominant and it is difficult to identiff reflections from other

boundaries such as the tip of the timber pile. This would be one ofthe limitations of the US method

in identifting the existence or the length of the piles underneath a pilecap.
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Comrtrents:
Depth shown in Figure is height above ground surface
Two reflectors: one from the bottom of the pilecap at a Ât:2.3 ms and
another reflection from the top of the concrete column at At: 6.5 ms for
Receiver 1

Flexural Wave
Velocity :4,500 fUsec

Reflection from the
bottom of the pilecap

Reflection from the top
of the concrete column

Ultraseismic Test Results Obtained from Theoretical Modeling
V/ake County Bridge # 251, North Carolina.
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4.3

The experimental results indicated that the Bending Waves (BV/) and the Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) methods were problematic at most of the sites where testing was

performed. It should be noted that during BW and SE/IR tests, one is relying on only one trace to

interpret the test results. Reflections from boundaries above the ground surface tend to obscure

reflections coming from the bottom of the foundations.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTS.

As part of this research project, software for the Parallel Seismic (pS), Ultraseismic (US),

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR), Bending 'Waves (BW) and Spectral Analysis of Surface

Waves (SASV/) data analysis has been developed. The software included enhancemenrs to the TFS

software package previously developed by olson Engineering for sE/IR, Bw, sASw and pS data

analysis for applications to unknown bridge foundation depth determination. The Bridgix software

package was developed by Interpex House of Golden, Colorado under the direction of Olson

Engineering and is devoted to PS and US data analysis with geophysical data processing techniques

for multiple channel data.

4.3.1 SoftwareDescriptÍon.

All the dataplots presented in this report for the above methods were produced using the TFS

and the Bridgix software. To better understand how the software works, example results and user

manuals for both the TFS and Bridgix soflware were presented in the Interim Report of April, 199g

(32). Discussions of the program capabilities are presented below.
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4.3.1.1 TFS Software for SE/IR BW. SASW and PS NDT Methods. The TFS software

was first developed by Olson Engineering, Inc. for its own internal use and data analysis of stress

wave based nondestructive testing data that was taken with a PC. In order better perform the

NCHRP 2I-5 (2) research, it was proposed to build on the TFS code for NDT methods that were

applicable to determination ofunknown bridge foundation depths. The TFS software runs under the

Microsoft DOS 6.22 operating system, or from a DOS prompt in Microsoft's'Windows software.

Software modules include SE, SE Averaging, IR (compression and bending wave analysis), BW

(short kernel method), SASV/, and PS data acquisition and analysis capabilities. The software was

written to analyze digital data (hexadecimal format) from 1 to 8 channels of source and/or receiver

voltage inputs from the NDT equipment with time, frequency and transfer function analyses. The

time-voltage data was gathered with an RC Electronics, Inc. (Santa Barbara, California)

Computerscope data acquisition card with a maximum sampling rate of I microsecond per point and

12 bit Analog/Digital data conversion accuracy.

A digital oscilloscope progr¿ìm supplied for the RC card was used to obtain the raw data

during the research, and then analyzed with the TFS software. Significant additional advancements

include the following: data acquisition and analysis within the TFS software, semi-automatic testing

modes, and adaptation of the TFS software to a National Instruments (Austin, Texas) data

acquisition card.
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4.3.1.2 Bridgix Software for PS and US NDT Methods. This software differs from the TFS

software in that it is not used to take the data, but only for analysis. The raw data can be recorded

by equipment that uses several different geophysical data formats, as well as the RC Computerscope

or TFS data format. The software allows for plotting ofmultiple receiver locations of uni-axial, bi-

axial and tri-axial receiver data to track upgoing and/or downgoing wave energy in pS and US data.

Geophysicalprocessing operations include lowpass, bandpass andhighpass filtering, Êkprocessing,

averaging, signal amplification, data integration from acceleration to velocity to displacement units,

and establishment of elevation references to predict foundation depths. Bridgix runs under DOS and

is best used on a 486 or faster microprocessor with a VGA or better color screen.

4.4 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS.

Equipment research and development was proposed and performed during NCHRp ZI-5 (Z)

because of the lack of commercially available equipment for some of the NDT methods applicable

to determination of unknown foundation depths. Discussions are presented below of the prototlpe

instrument PC, Parallel Seismic hydrophone receiver string, and Induction Field equipment, as well

as evaluations of the PCB Piezotronics triaxial accelerometer and repeatable source.

4.4.1 Prototype Instrument PC.

Because of the desire for a more universal, field portable NDT system for unknown

foundation depth determination, a portable instrument PC was researched and developed. A

photograph of the prototype PC is shown in Fig. 29. Theprototype PC was designed as a Single

Board Computer (486DX2-66) plugged into an ISA backplane chassis where the data acquisition

card was installed. The screen is an LCD monochrome VGA 640x480 backlit display that provides
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for excellent viewing in sunlight to dark conditions. The PC includes a covered keyboard, internal

harddrive and floppy drive, and can be operated by intemal batteries, an external 12 VDC source

such as the cigarette lighter of a vehicle, or a ll0/220 VAC power source with an external power

supply. The computer hardware is mounted in a ruggedized case which is water and air tight when

closed. The PC can be connected to an extemal color monitor and also has serial and parallel ports.

The operating system is Microsoft DOS 6.22,or it can be run with Microsoft's Windows software.

4.4.2 Prototype Parallel Seismic Hydrophone Receiver String.

The construction of an 8 channel hydrophone string was undertaken to provide a highly

sensitive receiver string for detection of weak compression wave arrivals traveling down bridge

substructures and foundations into the soils from surface impacts with 3 to 12 lb hammers.

Also, testing is faster and the data more consistent if 8 channels of data are acquired at a time,

rather than measuring the response of a single hydrophone receiver. A photograph of the

hydrophone receiver string is shown in Fig. 30 along with the power supply amplifier box. The

hydrophone receiver string consists of 8 piezoceramic hydrophones which are about 10 cm (4 inch)

long and 4.45 cm (1.75 inch) in diameter and are spaced I m (3.3 ft) apart on the shielded cable. The

piezoceramic hydrophone elements are bonded with urethane to aluminum cases with downhole

electronic amplification of received signals of x200. The hydrophone power supply/amplifier box

has gains of xl, xl0 and xl00 for total gains of x200, x2000 and x20,000. Further amplification

would only ampliff noise. The hydrophone string is capable of clearly recording a foot stomp on

the ground surface when the string is at a depth of 60 meters (200 ft) in a borehole. The 8 channel

hydrophone string was successfully researched and developed to fit inside a 5 cm (2 inch) ID casing,
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and it did provide for faster PS tests with greater sensitivity as desired.
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Figure 29- Photograph of the Prototype PC.

Photograph of the 8 Channel Hydrophone Receiver String.
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4.4.3 Prototype Induction Field System.

A prototype Induction Field system was assembled using a coÍrmercially available triaxial

magnetic field sensor and power supply unit as shown in Fig. 31 by Bartington Instruments Ltd.

(Oxford, England) as the downhole search coil system. The magnetic coil sensor is nominally 30

cm (1 ft) long and2.5 cm (1 inch) in diameter. The field was set up using a power amplifier (audio

range) with a function generator and leads to connect to the test pile and another pile (or electrode

driven in the ground). The data was recorded using the RC Computerscope card in a pC. The

triaxial magnetic field sensor worked well. More work is needed to evaluate power amplifier

requirements as it was heavily loaded at one site where the soils were likely saturated and very

conductive.

4.4.4 TriaxialAccelerometer.

The PCB Piezotronics, Inc. triaxial accelerometer is shown in Fig. 32. This accelerometer

attached easily to the bridge substructures, and performed well. It can be conditioned by a27 volt

DC power supply from battery powered units. The accelerometer was attached most often by grease

coupling, particularly to concrete, or a screw/spike and magnetic mount on wood or steel

substructures.
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Figure 31- Photograph of the Induction Field Sensor and power Units.

Figure 32- Photograph ofthe Triaxial Accelerometer Used in Ultraseismic Tests.
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4.5

4.4.5 Repeatable Source for SE/IR, BW and US Tests.

The repeatable source was a solenoid operated haûtmer also manufactured by PCB. The data

collected with the solenoid operated hammer at the Coors bridge in Colorado (tested in Phase I) did

not differ from the hand held hammer after averaging. We concluded that 0.2, I and 3 lb

instrumented and non-instrumented hand held hammers are adequate for Ultraseismic, Sonic

Echo/Impulse Response and Bending'Waves tests. The much greater expense of the automated,

repeatable source did not result in a noticeable improvement in data quality. Also, it is important

to remember that the use of an instrumented hammer (force transducer built-in) allows for

normalization of the data to the impact force, and thus variation in the data is clearly canceled out.

PHASE IIB RESEARCH RESULTS.

The Phase IIB continuation of the NCHRP 2l-5 (2) research effort was authorized to focus

on research to improve the application of the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods for

determination of unknown bridge foundation depths for scour safety evaluation purposes.

4.5.1 Evaluation of Energy sources for Parallel seismic Testing.

A previously tested bridge substructure consisting of steel H-piles below a concrete pilecap,

and anotherpreviously tested bridge substructure with exposed timberpiles were to be selected for

Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic testing, respectively. Arrangements were made with the Colorado

Department of Transportation (CDOT) to test one bridge near Fort Lupton, Colorado for the pS

research that had been previously tested. Unforlunately, the borehole casing was bent and the

hydrophone string could not be inserted for falling weight deflectometer and Olson drop weight

tests. Parallel Seismic (PS) tests were performed with jackhammer and fired stud sources on the l6th
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Street bridge over the South Platte River in Denver, Colorado. This bridge had two concrete

abutments underlain by footings on timber piles and had previously been tested by Olson

Engineering.

Parallel Seismic (PS) tests were performed at the Coors bridge on Highway 58 at Golden,

Colorado, using the Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) provided by the Colorado DOT pavement

section. This is the same bridge that was tested in Phase I of this research project and its foundation

consists of a concrete pilecap on steel H-piles. The PS results are discussed below.

Hilti Stud-Gun and Jackhammer Sources - 16th Street Bridge. The use of a Hilti concrete

steel stud-gun and a Hilti jackhammer as possible Parallel Seismic sources were investigated at the

16th Street bridge in Denver, Colorado. This bridge was tested to evaluate potential new sources by

firing studs and impacting the massive concrete abutment to send energy into the concrete pilecap

and underlying timber piles. This was done as part of the evaluation of different sources in

generating energy for PS tests on substructures that consist of massive concrete elements with piles

underneath. In addition, 3-lb and 12-lb hammer sources had been used successfully to determine

the timber pile depths with PS tests by Olson Engineering in a previous consulting investigation.

Based on the analyzed PS data, neither the HILTI stud-gun or jackhammer sources generated

suffrcient energy to justiff their use as more powerful sources than the typical 3-lb and 12-lb

hammer sources used in the earlier Parallel Seismic tests.

A Colorado

Falling weight Deflectometer (FWD) was used to impact the bridge deck

l5l
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columnofpier4attheCoorsbridge. Impactforcestothedeckrangedfrom5,000 to22,O¡¡pounds.

For comparison' a 12-lb impulse sledgehaÍtmer was also used to impact the deck. Unfortunately,

due to the attenuation of the relatively high frequency energy through the bridge bearings, it was

concluded that the FWD source is not a feasible source to excite the piles encountered below a

massive bridge substructure because the FWD loading is always applied from the top of the bridge

and the bearings will likely act as filters of the desired high frequency energy. The relatively high

frequency energy is needed to obtain useful data in the piles underneath a massive bridge

substructure.

Consequently, a swinging 70-lb weight with a plastic tipped head, a l2-lbimpulse hammer

and a3-lb impulsehammerwereusedas sourceswithbothhorizontal and verticalhits appliedbelow

the bridge bearings to the pier column as close as possible to the ground surface on the Coors bridge.

An 8-channel hydrophone string and a single hydrophone were used as receivers (triaxial geophone

receivers were used in the original research and were not repeated). The 70-lb weight was swung

in a pendulum fashion from a large tripod to impact the bridge column horizontally for evaluation

of higher energy impacts as compared to the impulse hammers.

The single hydrophone receiver produced the clearest PS results for horizontal impacts to the

bridge column as shown for the 3-, 12- and 70-lb sources in Figs. 33,34 and 35, respectively.

Examination of these figures shows the strong tube wave energy propagating in the cased borehole

at a velocity of 490 m/sec (1,600 ff/sec). The faster traveling compression v/ave energy that

propagates down the steel H-piles is not visible at shallow depths in any of the figures as it is

dominated by the high-amplitude tube wave energy that came from the pilecap into the ground into
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the PVC casing.'The pilecap is so much larger in size than the steel H-piles, that most of the energy

from the impacts stays within thepilecap and column above it. Very little ofthe energy is coupled

into the comparatively small area of the steel H-piles because of the large difference in size and

acoustic impedance (mass density * velocity * area) between the piles and the pilecap. Although

not visible, some ofthe wave energy reached the bottom of the pile and was diffracted causing tube

wave energy to be generated and measured by the hydrophone receiver. The diffracted energy is

clearly apparent at the pile tip depth in Figs. 33-35 as this energy arrived at the hydrophone depths

before the pilecap generated tube wave front arived. Analysis of the bottom diffraction event

indicates the pile tip to be at a depth of 8.8 m(29 ft) which agrees well with the actual depth of 8.78

m (28.8) ft from bridge plans. This diffraction is an important new finding that greatly improves the

detection of pile depths below pilecaps.
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Figure 33- Parallel Seismic Data from a 3-lb Hammer Horizontal Hit
and Single Hydrophone Recording,
Steel H-Pile Foundation with Concrete pilecap on Top
Coors Bridge, Golden, Colorado.
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Figure 34-
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Velocity:
1600 ff/sec

Parallel Seismic Data from a l2-lb Hammer Horizontal Hit
and Single Hydrophone Recording,
Steel H-Pile Foundation with Concrete Pilecap on Top
Coors Bridge, Golden, Colorado.
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Parallel Seismic Data from a 70-lb Swinging Weight Horizontal Hit
and Single Hydrophone Recording,
Steel H-Pile Foundation with Concrete Pilecap on Top
Coors Bridge, Golden, Colorado.

Figure 35-
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4.5.2 Additional'Parallel Seismic TheoretÍcal Modeling Results.

The theoretical modeling for the borehole based Parallel Seismic (PS) test was focused on

a model that was designed to be similar to the South Column of Pier 4 of the Coors bridge on

Colorado State Highway 58 over 44th Avenue in Golden, Colorado (CDOT Structure No. E-16-HI)

where the experimental work was performed. The 3-D finite element modeling (FEM) program used

in the research was first written by Dr. Shu-Tao-Liao during his Ph.D. research under Dr. Jose

Roesset at the University of Texas at Austin. The program was modified to simulate an

axisymmetric column-pilecap-pile section, instead of the single pile in the original version. Since

the 3-D FEM program uses 4-node, isoparametric, axisymmetric elements to model both pile and

soil materials, it can be used to simulate the Parallel Seismic tests. The impact load, however, is

applied to the center ofthe pile top in the vertical direction only due to the axisymmetry. Therefore,

the 3-D FEM program cannot be used to simulate the Bending Wave test. In contrast, the 2-D FEM

programwrittenbyDr.Chih-PengYualsounderDr.Roesset'sdirection(seeApril,1995DraftFinal

NCHRP 2 1-5 report) allows the impact loads at any nodes in both vertical and horizontal directions,

but soil elements in the 2-D FEM program are simplified to be a spring with a damper at each node

in the soil. As a result, the 2-D FEM program can be used to simulate the Ultraseismic horizontal

impact and Bending 'Wave 
tests, but not the Parallel Seismic tests. A user-friendly interface

computerprogram was developed to prepare the input data file for the 3-D FEM program and also

to output the simulated pile and soil data for input into the Interpex Bridgix software as shown in

Fig. 36. Also shown in Fig. 36 are the cylindrical dimensions and properties input for the bridge

column (truly round), pilecap (truly square), and pile (truly 5 BP12x53 piles) for the South Column

of Pier 4 of the Coors bridge.
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Figure 36' Soil Profile and Pile Geometry to Simulate Parallel Seismic Tests
at Coors Bridge, Golden, Color¿do.
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The program requires axisymmetry (cylindrical element shapes about the pile-column

centerline)tomaketheruntimesreasonableonaPC. Atotal of 93,259 axisymmetric elementswith

each element size of 2.16 in. x 2.16 in. were generated for the PS tests on the Coors bridge

substructure. Execution time was about 8 hours for a 550 MHz AMD K6-2 processor.

Theoretical evaluations were made ofthe effects ofvarying the energy ofsource impacts, and

the results are presented in Fig. 37 for impacts of 2000, 4000 and 8000 pounds force from a depth

of 24 ft (Fig. 37a) and32 ft (Fig. 37b) below the ground surface in the soils. These figures indicate

that for a linearly elastic system, increasing impact force will generate a greater response in the soil,

as expected. Unfortunately though, due to the axisymmetric limitation of the 3-D FEM program,

the actual borehole could not be modeled. Consequently, the tube wave phenomena in which wave

energy from the pilecap and pile causes waves to travel up and down the borehole/casing water

column could not be modeled. It is these high energy tube waves that dominate the Parallel Seismic

hydrophone receiver responses in field experiments. Fortunately however, tube waves generated

from diffraction of the impact energy from the pile bottom were also found to clearly indicate the

foundation bottom depth in the field work at the Coors bridge. Thres is aprogram that could model

the Coors bridge boring and the Parallel Seismic called DYNA3D and it allows for true 3-D

modeling of wave propagation in solids. This program is normally run on a mainframe or

workstation computer to minimize lengthy execution times, but was not used in this research.
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4.5.3 AddÍtional'Sonic Echo/Ultraseismic Theoretical Modeling Results.

The Ultraseismic (US) theoretical modeling was designed to be similar to pile 2 of the

northeast wing wall of the Franktown, Colorado bridge. This actual timber pile is 30.5 cm (12

inches) in diameter and 8.5 m (28 ft) long with about 2.7 m(9 ft) of the pile above grade where a

wood retaining wall is loosely attached to it with spikes. Because the pile is in a wing wall, there

is no beam on its top, so it is the simplest case to analyze and test. Spectral Analysis of Surface

Waves (SASW) tests were performed on the ground adjacent to the Franktown bridge. The soil

profile at this bridge site consists of clay and streaks of sand and the water table was at about 5.2m

(17 ft) below the ground surface according to Colorado DOT information. The SASV/ results from

Phase I results showed an average surface wave velocity of 104 m/sec (340 ft/sec), which is a low

value representing soft material. Since the 3-D FEM program uses 4-noded, isoparametric,

axisymmetric elements to model both pile and soil materials, it can be used to simulate the vertical

impact US tests. The impact load, however, is applied to the center of the pile top in the vertical

direction only due to the axisymmetry requirement. Therefore, the 3-D FEM program cannot be

used to simulate the horizontal impact US and Bending Wave tests. In contrast, the 2-D FEM

program allows the impact loads at any nodes in both vertical and horizontal directions, but soil

elements in the 2-D FEM program are simplified to be a spring with a damper at each node in the

soil. As a result, the 2-D FEM program is best used to simulate the horizontal impact US and

Bending 'Wave 
tests, but is not as accurate for the vertical US and SE/IR tests, and is not suitable for

the Parallel Seismic tests.
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The 3-D

axisymmetric finite element modeling (FEM) program from the University of Texas at Austin was

used to simulate the US testing for vertical impacts to the top of a 8.5 m (28 ft) long pile with a

velocity of 5,180 m/sec (17,000 ff/sec) and a soil shear wave velocity of I22 m/sec (400 ft/sec)

(based on the surface wave velocity). The response on the top of the model pile corresponds to the

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response test geometry, and additional responses were calculated down the pile

side to simulate side mounted receivers for tracking wave travel down and up the pile. Sonic Echo

results (topmost receiver in US test) are plotted in Figs. 38-40 for pile embedment of 0.3, 3 and 5.g

m(l,10and19ft),respectively. FortheS.5m(2Sft)longtimberpilewith0.3m(1 ft)embedment,

very clear multiple echos from the pile bottom appear at the pile top as shown in Fig. 38. For the

8.5 m (28 ft) long timber pile with 3 m (10 ft) embedment, Figure 39 shows that the velocity

response at the pile top is dominated by the echo from the ground level and no pile bottom echo is

clearly apparent as it is obscured by the ground echo. The simulation for the actual pile of 5.g m (2g

ft) long with 5.8 m (19 ft) embedment is presented in Figure 40, resulting in no clear echo identified.

The pile was shortened so that its embedment would be 5 .8 m ( I 9 ft), but it would stick up only 0. I 5

m (0.5 ft) above ground, thereby minimizing any ground echo. Figure 4l shows that a 5.9 m (19.5

ft) long timber pile with 5.8 m (19 ft) embedment has no clear echoes at all. Consequently, it is

concluded that the model pile case closest to the actual pile has no compression wave echo from the

pile bottom when it is embedded 5.8 m (19 ft) deep.
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Figure 40- 3-D Finite Element Modeling Results for vertical Impact, Top
Response ultraseismic (Sonic Echo) Tests at Franktown Bridge, Colorado
(28 ft long timberpile with 19 ft embedment) (Timber Velocity: 17,000
fps) - no bottom echo apparent.

Figure 4l- 3-D Finite Element Modeling Results for vertical Impact, Top
Response ultraseismic (sonic Echo) Tests at Franktown Bridge, colorado
(19.5 ft long timber pile with 19 ft embedment) (Timber Velocity : 17,000
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Horizontal Impact and Response Ultraseismic Modeling Results (.Bending Wave ). As shown

in Figs. 42-44, three cases with embedment of 0.3, 3 and 5.8 m (1 ft, 10 and 19 ft) were modeled for

a 8.5 m (28 ft) long timberpile 0.3 m (1 ft) in diameter. The impact was applied horizontally at the

pile top and the receivers were placed horizontally at 0.3 m (1 ft) intervals from the pile top down

to just above the ground surface. A bending wave velocity from the initial slope of the bending wave

arrivalwascalculatedtobeT2?m/sec (2,370fflsec)usingtheBridgixsoftware. ExaminationofFig.

42 shows the development of the compression, shear and bending wave energy traveling down the

pile for the case of almost no soil embedment (0.3 m (lft)). The spreading out of the energy

(dispersion) is also apparent with increasing travel down the pile for the bending wave energy. Even

in this ideal case, the reflected bending wave is not that apparent in Fig. 42. As the embedment

increases, no clear identification of the bending wave reflection from the pile bottom is possible,

only a ground surface reflection can be seen in Figs. 43 and 44. This problem of ground reflection

and severe attenuation ofbending wave energy at comparatively shallow depths and short length to

diameter ratios was first discussed by Chih-Peng Yu under Dr. J. M. Roesset's supervision in the

report "Determination ofPile Lengths Using Flexural Waves" that was presented in Section D.3 of

the August,1995 NCHRP 2l-5 Final Report (f). More recent research that supports this finding on

the limitations of the bending wave method was done by Mary Leigh Hughes in her ph.D. thesis

entitled'1.[ondestructive Determination of Unknown Pile Tip Elevations Using Modal Analysis" at

the Georgia Institute of Technology, March, 1999.
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Figure 42- 2-D Finite Element Modeling Results for Bending wave Tests
at Franktown Bridge, Colorado (28 ft long timber pile with 1 ft embedment).
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Figure 44- 2-D Finite Element Modeling Results for Bending'wave Tests
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4.5.4 Ultraseismic Experimental Results.

Pile 2 of the northeast wing wall of the Franktown bridge was tested again to compare the

experimental results with the theoretical model results. Both vertical and horizontal hits were

applied at the pile top in the Ultraseismic (US) tests. The triaxial accelerometer used as the US

receiver was installed at seven locations below the pile top at 0,3 m (1 ft) intervals to allow tracking

of compression and bending wave energy up and down the pile. Both uniaxial and triaxial

accelerometers were used to collect the acceleration response of the pile to the impacts in both

vertical, radial and tangential (relative to the impact) orientations. Data was also collected using the

Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) method (simple vertical impacyresponse US test) by

impacting the pile top at its center and recording the vertical response of the pile with top mounted

accelerometer and geophone receivers. Both 3-lb and l2-lb impulse hammers were used in the US

and SE/IR tests to provide medium to large excitation forces. For the Bending Wave (BW) tests

(simple horizontal impact/response US test), the pile was struck horizontally at its top with a I lb

claw hammer, and the 3- and 12-lb impulse hammers. Uniaxial accelerometers were positioned at

1.1 and 2.2m (3.5 and 7 ft) below the top ofthe pile on the opposite side ofthe pile from the impact.

No water was present at the time of testing, but the ground was likely frozennear the surface for a

foot or two as snow was present by the pile.

Vertical Impact/Vertical Response Ultraseismic Test Results. The US record presented in

Fig. 45 plots the vertical velocity response of receivers from 0.3 to 2.2 m (l to 7 ft) below the pile

top versus time in milliseconds. While the propagation of the compression wave energy down the

pile is clearly apparent, there is no clear reflection from the pile bottom. The use of the greater

impacts from the 12-lb hammer also did not result in any clearly identifiable echo events
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colresponding to the pile bottom. The earlier testing did show some apparent weak echoes. The lack

of echoes in this dataset may be due to the frozen ground reflecting the compression wave energy

such that less energy reached the bottom of the pile thereby preventing even weak reflections from

being identified. Although not presented herein, detailed analyses of the SEÆR data likewise did not

show any compression wave reflection events that corresponded to a clearly identifiable echo from

the pile bottom. This result ofnot identiffing an echo of the compression wave energy from the pile

bottom is consistent with the theoretical modeling results of Section 4.5.3 (see Figs. 40 and 4l).

HorizontallmpactÆIorizontal ResponseUltraseismic TestResults. TheUS recordpresented

in Fig. 46 plots the horizontal acceleration responses of 7 receiver positions located at from 0.3 to

2.2 m (1 to 7 ft) below the pile top versus time in milliseconds. While the propagation of the

bending wave energy down the pile is clearly apparent, there is no clear reflection from the pile

bottom, but instead a strong ground reflection from the frozenground. This was found to be the case

in the earlier US horizontallhonzontal tests as well. The use of the greater impacts from the l2-lb

hammer also did not result in any clearly identifiable echo events corresponding to the pile bottom.

The earlier testing did show an apparent echo using the Short Kernel Method (SKM) to analyze

bending wave data in the time domain. The BW data collection with SKM analysis was repeated

in this study with a long time record. Although not presented herein, careful analyses of the longer

BW time records shows that possible reflections are noise, and do not track as having come from the

pile tip, except again for the strong echo from the ground surface. The lack of echoes in this dataset

may be due to the frozen ground reflecting the bending wave energy such that less energy reached

the bottom of the pile thereby preventing even weak reflections from being identified. It is also
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possible that the apparent echo in the earlier BW records was a misleading noise event. No

resonances indicative of a BW echo were identified with Impulse Response analyses of the data

either. This result of not identiffing echoes from anything but the ground surface in the horizontal

impact/horizontal response US and B'W tests is consistent with the theoretical modeling results for

bending waves as discussed in Section 4.5.3 which also only produced identifiable echoes from the

ground surface (see Fig. 44).
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Figure 45- Ultraseismic Compression Wave Data from a 3-1b Hammer Vertical Hit
and velocity Integration of vertical Response and Trace Max.
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Figure 46- Ultraseismic Bending'Wave Results from a 3-lb Hammer (Black plastic Tip)
Horizontal Hit and Radial (opposing horizontal) Accelerometer
Receiver Response (4 hits averaged with F-K filtered and AGC amplification).
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS AND ASSESSMENT OF RESEARCH NEEDS

Prior to this resea¡ch, only four NDT methods had been previously used to determine

unknown foundation depths; the surface methods of Sonic Echo and Bending Wave, and the

borehole methods ofParallel Seismic and Induction Field. Only the Sonic Echo and Parallel Seismic

methods had been used much by engineers to determine the depths of foundations. The Bending

Wave method had only been initially researched for application to exposed timber piles, and the

Induction Field method was limited to piles with continuous steel, typically steel H-piles and steel

pipe piles. No theoretical modeling of the NDT methods had been done either.

Accordingly, the NCHRP 21-5 Phase I project research was conceived and executed as a more

basic research project. Phase I research was to first evaluate the capabilities and limitations of the

existing methods, and second to research the potential for application of other nondestructive testing

and evaluation (NDT&E) methods for determination of unknown bridge foundation depths.

Following the successful completion ofthe Phase I research, the NCHRP 2l-5 (2)phase II project

was funded to validate and advance the most promising NDT methods ofUltraseismic and parallel

Seismic with initial field evaluation of the Induction Field method. During this research, the four

existingmethods and severalNDTmethodsnotpreviously appliedto theunknown foundation depth

problem were investigated including stress wave, magnetic and electromagnetic methods. The

findings and conclusions of the field research are discussed below in Section 5.1 with specific

discussions ofthe Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods. Theoretical modeling conclusions for

the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods are discussed in Section 5.2. In conclusion, a
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discussion of a proposed technical approach to conducting unknown foundation investigations is

presented in Section 5.3.

5.1 FIELD TESTING RESEARCH FINDINGS AIID CONCLUSIONS.

Several NDT methods were investigated on 7 bridges with known foundations in the Phase I

research in relation to their application to depth determination of unknown bridge foundations. The

surface methods that were evaluated included Sonic Echo/Impulse Response, Bending Wave,

Ultraseismic, Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves, Ground Penetrating Radar and Dynamic

Foundation Response. The borehole methods that were evaluated included Parallel Seismic,

Borehole Radar, and Borehole Sonic. Summary evaluations of the applicable surface and borehole

NDT methods are presented in Tables I and II ofthe Summary section at the beginning of this report.

Based on the results ofPhase I research, the Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods were found

to be the most promising methods for determining unknown foundation depths for the largest

populations ofbridge substructure types. Accordingly, it was recommended that these two methods,

along with the bending wave and Sonic Echo/Impulse Response be further investigated in Phase II

to evaluate their accuracy in determining depths of unknown bridge foundations. Field evaluation

of the Induction Field method for steel piles was also performed for the first time in the phase II

research.

The Phase II evaluation of the accuracy of the Parallel Seismic, Ultraseismic, Sonic

EchoÆmpulse Response and Bending 'Wave methods was achieved by initial blind testin g of 2l

bridges inPhase Ilresearch and comparingthepredicted depths fiomtheNDTmethods to the actual

known depths after the predictions were reported to the NCHRP 2l-5 (2) panel. The results of the
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initial blind and post blind NDT predictions showed that the Parallel Seismic was the most accurate

method for determining the depths of unknown bridge foundations. The Ultraseismic method was

found to be accurate and applicable to finding the depths of the first foundation element of the

substructure, but cannot see the depths of buried piles below pilecaps, abutments and piers. The

results ofthe Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending Waves tests were inconclusive in almost

all cases due to the complexity of the problem with too many reflecting boundaries and the limited

data that is acquired in these tests. A summary of the blind and post blind prediction results is

presented in Table III of the Summary section at the beginning of this report. A discussion of the

Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic experimental field results is presented below.

5.1.1 Parallel Seismic (PS) Method.

The Parallel Seismic method provided the greatest accuracy b lind (63%) and post-processed

(84%) as shown in Table III for the widest range of bridge substructure types in terms of post blind

foundation depth predictions in the Phase II research. The subsequent discovery of the diffracted

tube wave phenomena from the pile tip greatly enhances the detection of pile bottom depths below

pilecaps for cases when initial compression wave arrivals from the pile are not apparent. The use

of greater impact energy can also help in identifying pile depths in PS tests. The use of larger

impacts and the diffracted tube wave phenomena will further improve the accuracy and reliability

ofthe PS method in interpreting unknown foundation depths. In conclusion, the research shows that

the PS method is the single best method in terms of accuracy and applicability to determination of

unknown bridge foundation depths.
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The PS test and data interpretation are the most straightforward to apply when the ground is

saturated. Data interpretation becomes increasingly compiicated when soils are partially saturated.

This is due to the resulting variation in wave velocity forpartially saturated soils, unlike the case for

saturated soils which have a constant compression wave velocity of 1,500 m/sec (4,900 ft/sec).

Thus, PS test results in saturated soils of a vertical pile with a parallel and vertical, water-filled,

plastic cased boring will provide the pile velocity since the wave velocity is constant in the soil

between the foundation and the boring. PS data interpretation is still possible in partially saturated

soils, but care should be taken, and ifpossible, downhole seismic tests should be performed to obtain

the soil compression and shear wave velocity profiles to aid in interpretation of the pS data. Also,

the use of geophones in PS tests at sites with unsaturated soil conditions can aid in the data

interpretation. Massive abutments and piers on piles can also make it difficutt to determine pile

depths due to the large size (impedance) contrast between the massive substructure and small piles

that results in very little energy propagating down the piles. Hoyever, as discussed above, the use

of larger impacts and the diffracted tube wave phenomena have been found by the researchers to

greatly aid in identifting pile bottoms in this case both in the research and consulting projects.

5.1.2 Ultraseismic (US) Method.

The US method was the second most accurate method in terms of foundation depth prediction

with post blind predictions that showed 11 accurate (610/o), 1 incorrect and 6 inconclusive

predictions. The inconclusive predictions are attributed to the inabitity of the surface stress wave

methods to detect piles below buried massive substructures and/orpilecaps. The US results are also

dominated by reflections at the boundaries ofpier/abutmenlcolumn substructure, pilecaps/footings,

superstructure elements and foundation/soil interfaces that can mask any very weak echoes from
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foundation bottoms in US test analyses. The use of 8 or more triaxial accelerometer receiver

positions spaced 15 cm (6 inches) vertically apart from the ground/water surface up the exposed

substructure was the most common receiver configuration. Impacts were applied with a 1.4 kg (3

lb) hammer horizontally near the top and bottom, and vertically to exposed beams and pilecaps to

generate the wave energy. The use of a repeatable solenoid impact hammer did not show any

noticeable improvement in data quality. It should be noted that the Ultraseismic test can be done

as either a multiple vertical or horizontal receiver location test with either vertical or horizontal

impacts to monitor the travel of compression (used in the Sonic Echo test) or flexural waves (used

in the Bending Wave test) down and up exposed foundation substructures. Thus, the Ultraseismic

method is amultiplereceiverapproachtoboth Sonic Echo andBending Wavetests withgeophysical

processing to better track whether reflections are coming up from a foundation element boundary

as desired, or down from overhead substructure/superstructure boundaries.

5.2 PARALLEL Ai\D ULTRASEISMIC THEORETICAL MODELING CONCLUSIONS.

Theoretical modeling was performed to simulate Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic tests. The

theoretical modeling was performed using programs developed by Drs. Liao, Yu and Roesset at the

university of rexas at Austin as documented in the phase I final report (7).

5.2.1 Parallel Seismic Modeling Results.

The theoretical modeling for the borehole based Parallel Seismic (PS) test was focused on a

model that was designed to be simila¡ to the South Column of Pier 4 of the Coors bridge on

Colorado State Highway 58 over 44th Avenue in Golden, Colorado (CDOT Structure No. E-16-HI)

where the experimental work was performed. The 3-D finite element modeling (FEM) program used
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in the research was first written by Dr. Shu-Tao-Liao during his Ph.D. research under Dr. Jose

Roesset at the University of Texas at Austin. Theoretical evaluations \ryere made of the effects of

varying the source energy for impacts of 900, 1800, and 3600 (2,000, 4,000 and g,000) pounds force.

The PS results indicate that for a linearly elastic system, increasing impact force will generate a

greaterresponse in the soil, as expected. Unfortunately though, due to the axisymmetric limitation

of the 3-D FEM program, the actual borehole could not be modeled. Consequently, the tube wave

phenomena in which wave energy from the pilecap and pile causes waves to travel up and down the

borehole/casing water column could not be modeled. It is these high energy tube waves that

dominate the Parallel Seismic hydrophone receiver responses in field experiments. Fortunately, tube

lryaves generated from diffraction of the impact energy from the pile bottom were also found to

clearly indicate the foundation bottom depth in the field work at the Coors bridge.

In addition, theoretical modeling was performed for V/ake County Bridge # 2Sl in North

Carolina. The theoretical results looked similar to the experimental results with the exception that

dry soils were assumed in the modeling and the experimental soils were saturated. An easy to use

interface was made for the 3-D axisymmetric finite element program for modeling compression

wave propagation in the Parallel Seismic test. Overall, the theoretical modeling ofpS tests showed

that the modeling can help in understanding and interpreting the experimental data.

5.2.2 Ultr aseismic Modeling Results.

Ultraseismic theoretical modeling was performed at V/ake County Bridge # 2SI in North

Carolina and at the Franktown bridge in Colorado for both compression waves (3-D axisymmetric

finite element program by Liao) and bending waves (2-D finite element program by yu). The US
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theoretical modeling showed that dominant reflections from structural elements connections above

ground and substructure/soil interfaces make it difficult to identiff weak reflections from the bottom

of small size foundation elements such as piles for both compression and bending waves. In

addition, the US modeling showed that the US method cannot identi$ piles underneath a pilecap,

a wall pier or a massive abutment. The attenuation of the bending wave energy was found to be

particularly severe with increasing embedment ofpiles and stiffer soils as compared to compression

waves in this research. Similar work on bending waves by Dr. Hughes at Georgia Tech also supports

this finding as discussed in Section 4.5.3. As piles become long and slender, and soils stiffer, the

shength of any reflections of compression wave or bending wave energy from their bottoms will be

attenuated to the point where the reflections are not identifiable from the background noise of the

tests. The Ultraseismic, Sonic Echo and Bending wave tests are most applicable to piles and other

testable foundation elements that are comparatively short and/or in comparatively soft soils.

5.3 TECHNICAL APPROACH TO UNKNOWN FOUNDATION INVESTIGATIONS.

The main advantages of any surface method is that the cost of a boring is eliminated.

However, the research has shown that even the best surface method, Ultraseismic, is not applicable

to many bridge substructures, particularly for any substructure where there is a major change in

cross-section below exposed portions of a bridge such as piles below a pilecap of a bridge, pier or

abutment. At best in these cases, the Ultraseismic test will indicate the depth to the first major

change in cross-sectional properties. Even in the simplest case of exposed concrete, steel or timber

piles, the research has shown that there are many combinations of foundation materials, geometry

and subsurface conditions where the Ultraseismic test was not successful.
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The borehole method of Parallel Seismic was found to be the most accurate method for

unknown foundation depth determination in the research, but there is the additional cost of drilling

a boring to drilled and casing it with PVC plastic. However, the boring does provide an opportunity

for sampling of the soils which further aids in scour safety evaluations of unknown bridge

foundations.

Considering the above, the researchers recommend that at least one pier or abutment

substructure of an unknown foundation bridge with exposed piles be initially tested with both the

Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic methods. If the two tests agree, then the less costly Ultraseismic

method can be used to check for variations in pile depths of other piers/abutments on the bridge.

Otherwise, the Parallel Seismic test should be used to determine unknown foundation depths of other

piers/abutments. Forbridge substructures with unknown foundations other than exposed piles, the

use of both methods can be helpful to determine the depth of the first change in cross-section of a

bridge substructure with the Ultraseismic method, and to check for deeper foundation elements such

as piles with the Parallel Seismic method.

Other nondestructive testing methods evaluated in this study such as Spectral Analysis of

Surface Waves, Ground Penetrating Radar from the surface and borings, Borehole Sonic and

Induction Field, may also be useful in evaluating unknown foundation conditions in special caries

as discussed herein. In order to provide specifications for equipment and test procedures, the

researchers have prepared a document entitled "Guideline Document for Unknown Subsurface

Bridge Foundation Testing". A more complete discussion of the specification and performance of

Parallel Seismic and Ultraseismic tests is presented in the guideline document. The guideline
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document is intended to provide sufficient information for State Departments of Transporation to

both speci$r and./or perform unknown bridge foundation studies.
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APPENDIX A

BRIDGE DESCRIPTIONS

4.1 NCHRP 21-5, PHASE r BRTDGES

A wide range of bridge types with varying geology and hydrology conditions were

investigated during the field research ofPhase I. The seven bridges selected for field nondestructive

testing were proposed by the research team and approved by the NCHRP 21-5 Panel. Testing was

performed of 7 bridges for the NCHRP 21-5 field research: 4 in Colorado (Golden, Coors,

Franktown, and Weld County), 2 in Texas (old and new Bastrop bridges) and 1 near Prattmont,

Alabama. A listing of the nondestructive test methods applied at each of the bridge sites is

presented in Table A-L

In terms of foundation substructures and materials, concrete substructure bridges which were

nondestructively tested included spread footing (Golden), wall concrete pier and stub abutment

supported by steel piles (Weld), shallow spread footing and pilecap supported by steel BP piles

(Coors), a concrete pile foundation with apile cap (old Bastrop), a concrete caisson foundation (old

Bastrop), and a concrete drilled shaft foundation (new Bastrop). A timber bridge with a timber pile

pier and abutment (Franktown) and a steel BP pile bridge (Alabama) were also tested. Descriptions

of the 7 tested bridges are given below.
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Bridge

Location

Tested

Unit

Applied NDT Methods

Substructure NDT Soil NDT

US SE/IR BW SR DFR PS BHR BHS CH SASW

Golden

(Colorado)

North

Pier

x X X

Coors

(Colorado)

Pier 4 X X X X X X x
Pier 2 X X X X X

Franktown

(Colorado)

Northeast

Wingwall

X X X X

Middle

Pier

x X

Weld

(Colorado)

West

Abutment

x X

West Pier X

Alabama Bent 4 x X X X

Old Bastrop

(Texas)

Caisson X X X X X X X

Piles X X x X X

New Bashop

(Texas)

Drilled

Shaft

X X X X X x

Table A-I. Aþplied NDT Methods on Seven Bridges in Colorado, Alabama and Texas.

US : Ultraseismic; SE/IR: Sonic Echo/Impulse Response; DFR: Dynamic Foundation Response; pS : parallel

Seismic; BHR:Borehole Radar; BHS:Borehole Sonic; CH: Crosshole Seismic of Soils; SASV/: Spectral Analysis

of Surface Waves of Soils; BW: Bending Wave Method; SR: Surface Radar.
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4.1.1 Golden Éridge, Colorado.

This bridge is located on Colorado State Highway 6 over Clear Creek near Golden, Colorado

(Structure No. E-16-EF, Colorado Department of Transportation). The bridge consists of a 3-span

(62'x76'x62') continuous concrete slab 30'wide on steel l-beams. The superstructure is supported

by two concrete abutments and two concrete piers resting on embedded spread footings. The

following surnmary substructure dimensions were extracted from the engineering drawings:

Abutments. Cap; 4' 2 7l8 high,2' Ll y2" wide, 34' g" long. Columns: 2 columns (three

verticalsidesandonebattered),29'Iong,2' thick, 70'2y2" wideatbottom and.2'llyz" wideattop.

The two columns are connected by a transverse beam. The beam is 4' thick, 2' wide and2l,6" long.

The top of the beam is at 16' 6" from the bottom of the columns. Footings: 2 spread footings

I5'x7'x2'. Part of the columns and all of the footings are buried in sand and gravel.

Piers. Cap:4'8 11/16" high,2314",37' wide, 34'9" long. Columns: 2 columns (battered

on sides), 35'long, square cross-section (3'9 218" x3' g 218" at bottom, 2' 3 314 x2'3 3/4', attop).

Footings: 2 spread footings: l0'x 8' 6" x2'. Two photographs of the Golden Bridge are shown in

Fig.4.1.
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a. North Pier (South Face)

b. South Pier (North Face)

Figure 4.1- Photographs of Golden Bridge, Colorado State Highway 6 over Clear
Creek, Colorado.
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A.1.2 Coors Bridge, Colorado.

This bridge is located on State Highway 58 and crosses W. 44th Avenue near the Coors

brewery in Golden, Colorado (Structure No. E- 1 6-HI, Colorado Department of Transportation). An

irrigation canal is located immediately to the south of this bridge. The bridge consists of a 4-span

(74'xll7'xll7'x66' 6") continuous concrete slab 82' 6" wide on steel I-beams. The superstructure

is supported by two abutments and three piers resting on either spread footings or piles. The

following summary substructure dimensions were extracted from the engineering drawings:

Abutments. 128P53 bearing piles of lengths varying from 39 to 49 fr,.

Piers 2&3. Cap: 4'3" high, 3'4" wide, 133' 10" long. Columns: 6 circular columns 3' 0" in

diameter, 19' to 3l' long. Footings: buried spread footings 8'x 8' x2' 6". Tests were performed

on the north column of Pier 2.

Pier 4' Cap: 4'3" high, 3'4" wide, 135' 6" long. Columns: 6 circula¡ columns 3' 0" in

diameter, 16'to24' long. Footings(undereachcolumn):pilecap6'x6'x3'4",fivel2BP53piles25'

long. Tests were performed on the south column of Pier 4. Two photographs of the Coors Bridge

are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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a. Views of Pier 3 (Left) and Pier a @ight

b. Testing at Pier 4 with 12 lb Impulse Hammer and bi-axial accelerometers
Dynamic Foundation Response Testing

Figure 4.2- Photographs of Coors Bridge, Colorado State Highway 58 over West 44th
Avenue in Golden by the Coors Brewery Colorado.
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4.1.3 Franktown Bridge, Colorado.

This timber bridge is located on State Highway 86 across a dry wash near Franktown,

Colorado ( Structure No. G-17-W, Colorado Department of Transportation). 'Water was observed

flowing in the wash in Spring, 1994. This bridge consists of a 2-span continuous slab 25' wide. The

superstructure is supported by 2 abutments and 1 pier. The following summary dimensions were

extracted ûom the engineering drawings:

Abutments. 2 similar abutments consisting of treated timber piles 12" in diameter driven to

a depth of 28 ft (14 piles at each abutment: 6 piles for the breast wall of the abutment, 4 piles at the

left wing wall and 4 piles at the right wing wall).

Pier. 5 treated timber piles 12" indiameter driven to a depth of 28 ft. It should be mentioned

that the upper 4 to 5 feet of the piles are exposed.

Subsurface Conditions. The materials encountered at this bridge site consist of clay and

streaks of sand. The water table was at 17 ft below the ground surface. Spectral Analysis of Surface

Waves (SASW) measurements at this bridge site showed an average surface wave velocity of 340

ft/sec, which is a low value representing soft material. Two photographs of the Franktown Bridge

are shown in Fig. 4.3.
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a. Sonic Echo/Impulse Response and Bending
Wave Testing at Pile 2 of the Northeast Wing
With 3 lb Impulse Hammer

Figure 4.3- Photographs of the Franktown Bridge, state Highway 86, Colorado.

b. Center Pier Supported by 5 timber piles
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A.1.4 Weld Coûnty Bridge, Colorado.

Thisbridgewas constructedduringthisprojectonWeldCountyRoad 8 overthe SouthPlatte

River in Weld County, Colorado north of Brighton. The bridge consists of a 3-span (66' 2"'x66'

2"x66'2") continuous concrete slab 34' 6 wide on precast concrete box girder. The superstructure

is supported by two abutments and two piers resting on steel piles. The following summary

dimensions were extracted from the engineering drawings:

Abutments 1&4. 34' 6 Long,2'6" wide and approximately 6 ft thick; Four 12HP53 steel

piles approximately 35 ft long. Tests were performed on Abutment I which was referred to as the

west abutment in this report.

Piers 2&3.. Wall: 35'long, 3'wide and 16'thick; Cap: 36'long, 6'6" wide and 3'thick.;

Twelve 12HP53 steel piles approximately 22 ft long. Tests were performed on Pier 2 which was

referred to as the west pier in this report.

Subsufface Conditions. The materials encountered at this bridge site consist of brown silty

sand with scattered gravel followed by grey silty claystone bedrock. The materials encountered in

one of the test holes were as follows: 7 ft of fiIl, primarily a brown to dark brown, silty sand with

scattered gravel; 23 ft of brown silty sand with scattered gravel (blow counts ranging from 7 to 2I);

6 ft of brown silty sand and gravel (blow counts of 29) underlain by grey silty claystone bedrock.

Two photographs of the V/eld County bridge are shown in Fig. 4.4.
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a. West Abutment

b. West Pier During Construction (Pilecap is Shown)

Figure 1.4- Photographs of the New Weld County Bridge, V/eld County Road 8 over the
Platte River bear Brighton, Colorado.
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4.1.5 Alabama River Bridgeo Alabama.

This bridge is located near Montgomery by Prattmont, over the Alabama river on Alabama

State Highway 37 connecting Hunter Station to Prattmont, Alabama (Structure No. FI-ll7 (2),

Alabama Department of Transportation). This bridge consists of a 38-span concrete slab deck that

is 28 ft wide and is supported by 108P42 steel H-piles. Some ofthe spans are suppofed by concrete

piers resting on steel piles. The majority of the spans are supported by steel piles which extend to

the bottom of the supporting beams. The embedded depths of the piles varied from 38.5 to 39 ft as

shown on the as-built plans with splices at 4 to 5 ft below the ground surface.

Subsut:face Conditions. The materials encountered at this bridge site consist of 9.4 ft of stiff

brown clay underlain by 24.6 ft of brown tan clay with sand underlain by 6 ft of dense sand with

some silty clay underlain by 20 ft of very dense sand. Two photographs of the Alabama Bridge are

shown in Fig. 4.5.
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a. Parallel Seismic Testing at the Center Pile of Bent 4 with the l}lb Impulse Hammer

b. Ultraseismic Testing at the Center
Pile of Bent 4

Figure 4.5- Photographs of the Alabama Bridge, Highway 31 over the Alabama River Near
Prattmont, Alabama.
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4.1.6 Bastrop Bridges, Texas.

A historic old bridge is located over the Colorado River on Texas State Highway 3A (now

Loop 150) in Bastrop, Texas. The bridge consists of 6 bents each 39 ft long and 3 steel truss spans

each I92 ft long. The old Bastrop Bridge is now owned and used for pedestrian traffic by the City

of Bastrop. A new concrete substructure and steel girder bridge was recently built to the north of

the historic bridge by the Texas DOT on Loop 150.

Three types of foundations were tested at the Bastrop bridge. A caisson foundation and a

foundation with concrete piles were tested at the old Bastrop bridge. Two photographs of the two

types of foundations of the old Bastrop bridge are shown in Fig. 4.6. A drilled shaft foundation

which is apart of the new Bastrop bridge was also tested. A photograph of the new Bastrop bridge

is shown in Fig. 4.7.

Subsufface Conditions. The materials encountered at this bridge site consist of sand, loam

andclayintheupper l0ftunderlainby l0ftofsandunderlainby l0ftofsandandgravelunderlain

by 8 ft of packed sand underlain by shale. Crosshole Seismic (CS) tests were performed between

Boreholes 2 and 3 near the caisson foundation. The CS results showed an increase in the shear wave

velocity (decrease in the time arrival) from the surface to a depth of 35 ft. Below a depth of 35 ft,

which is considered to represent the beginning of the shale layer, the shearwave velocity remained

constant. The depth of 35 ft is close to the 38 ft depth of the shale layer obtained from the boring

shown on the plans. The boring on the plans is located about 150 ft away from the caisson

foundation.
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a. Pile Pier, Old Bastrop Bridge

b. Caisson Pier, Old Bastrop Bridge

Figure 4.6- Photographs of the Old Bastrop Bridge Caisson and Pile Piers, Old Texas
Highway Loop 150, Now a National Historic Landmark Serving as a Pedestrian
Bridge over the Colorado River for the City of Bastrop, Texas.
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Figure A'7- Photograph of the New Bastrop Bridge, Texas Highway Loop 150 over the
Colorado River, Texas.
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A.2 NCHRP'21-5 (2), PHASE II BRIDGES

A wide range of bridge types with varying geology and hydrology conditions were

investigated during the field research of Phase II. The 21 bridges selected for field nondestructive

testing were proposed by the research team and approved by the NCHRP 21-5 Panel. Testing was

performed of 21 bridges for the NCHRP 21-5 (2) field research: 6 in North Carolina, 3 in Minnesota,

3 in New Jersey, 3 in Michigan,2 in Oregon, 2 in Massachusetts and,2 in Colorado. A listing of

the nondestructive test methods applied at each of the bridge sites is presented in Table A-II

including the additional bridge in Texas with no available plans.

In terms offoundation substructures, thebridges whichwerenondestructively tested included

the following:

1. Exposed timber pile foundations (5 bridges in North Carolina, 1 bridge in Minnesota),

2. Timber piles buried below concrete piercap or concrete abutments (1 bridge in North

Carolin4 2 bridges in Oregon, 2 bridges in Massachusetts, and 1 bridge in Colorado,

3. Massive concrete abutments (3 bridges in New Jersey),

4. Shallow footings (1 bridge in Minnesota and I bridge in Michigan),

5. Cast in place or driven concrete piles below massive concrete pilecaps (2 bridges in

Michigan),

6. Concrete filled steel piles (1 bridge in Minnesota), and

7. Steel H-piles below concrete pilecaps (1 bridge in Colorado and 1 bridge in Texas).

Descriptions of the 7 tested bridges are given below.
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Table A-II. Aþpüed NDT Methods on Twenty one Bridges, Phase II Research,
NCHRP zt-s (2).

Bridge Location Tested
Unit

Applied NDT Methods

PS US SE/
IR

BW

Wilson County, Bridge # 5, North Carolina Bent 1, Timber Piles X X X X

Johnston County, Bridge # 33, North Carolina Bent l, Timber Piles X X X X

Wake County, Bridge #25 l, North Carolina Pier, Buried Concrete Pilecap
Over Timber Piles

X X

Bridge No. 5188, Hwy 58, Zumbrota, Minnesota Pier, Concrete Columns
Supported by a Concrete

Footing

X X

Bridge No. 9798, Highway 60, Minnesota Pier, Timber Piles X X X X

Bridge # 55028, Hwy 52, North of Chatfield,
Minnesota

Pier, Concrete filled Steel
Pipe

X X X X

Bridge # 1103-151, Route 1 over Shipetaukin
Creek, Mercer County, New Jersey

Concrete Abutrnent x X X

Bridge # ll23-152, Route 130 over Rock's Brook,
Mercer County, New Jersey

Concrete Abutrnent X X X

Bridge # 0324-158, Route 206 over Rancocas
Creek, Burlington County, New Jersey

Concrete Abutrnent X

Bridge # B0i of 33045A,1496 over Red Cedar
River, Michigan

Concrete Plint Supported by
Cast in Place Concrete Piles

X x X

Bridge # 804 of 64015E, US3l over Pentwater
River, Michigan

Concrete Pier # 2 Supported
by Concrete Driven Piles

x X x

Bridge # X01 of250858, Fenton Road, Th¡ead
Creek, Michigan

Concrete Pier Supported by a
Shallow Strip Footing

X X X

Santiam River Overflow # 5 Bridge,
Near Salem, Oregon

Abutnent, Concrete Pilecap
Supported by Timber Piles

x

Cordon Road Overcrossing Hwy 22 Bridge, Near
Salem, Oregon

Concrete AbuÍnent Supported
by Treated Timber Piles

X X

Bridge on Dudley Road, Structure # 0-6-11
Oxford, Massachusetts

Concrete Pilecap Supported
By Timber Piles

x X

Bridge on Routc 122, Structure # IJ-2-21,
Uxbridge, Massachusetts

Concrete Abuûnent Supported
By Timber Piles

X X
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Table A-II. Aþptied NDT Methods on Twenty one Bridgeso Phase II Research,
NCHRP 2l-S (2), Cont.

t* These two bridges were tested with the Induction Field Method

PS : Parallel Seismic; US : Ulhaseismic; SE/IR: Sonic Echo/Impulse Response; BW: Bending Wave;

Bridge Location Tested
Unit

Applied NDT Methods

PS US SEi
IR

B\ry

Johnston County, Bridge # 129, North Carolina Bent2, Timber Piles X X X X

Johnston County, Bridge # 145, North Carolina Bent 1, Timber Piles X X X X

Wake County, Bridge # 207, North Carolina Bent 4, Timber Piles X X X

Bridge on US 287, Structure No. C-16-C, Over**
Little Thompson River, Longmont, Colorado

Concrete Pilecap Supported
by Steel H-Piles

X x

Bridge on US 52, Sfructure No. D-17-I, Over South
Platte River, Fort Lupton, Colorado

Concrete Pier Supported by
Timber Piles

x X X

Additional Bridge: Over Bethel Creek, Snook**
Texas, No plans available

Abutrnent Consisting of a
Concrete Beam Supported by

Steel H-Piles

X
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A.2.1 Wilson iounty Bridge # 5, North CarolÍna.

The bridge substructure consists of steel l-beams resting on timber pilecaps supported by

timber piles. Figure 4.8 shows a photograph of Bent 1 of the bridge which is supported by a 6

timber pile foundation. Shown in the photo also is the borehole used for Parallel Seismic tests on

the East Pile of Bent 1. This is a maintenance bridge, only pile driving records were available with

bridge plans not available. The driving records are presented in the interim report submitted in

April, 1998.

Figure 4.8- Photograph of Bent 1, wilson county Bridge # 5, North carolina.
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4.2.2 Johnstori County Bridge # 33, North Carolina.

The bridge substructure consists of steel I-beams resting on timber pilecaps supported by

timber piles. Figure 4.9 shows a photograph of Bent 1 of the bridge which is supported by a 6

timber pile foundation. Shown in the photo also is the setup for Bending Waves tests on the East

Pile. This is a maintenance bridge, only pile driving records were available with bridge plans not

available. The driving records are presented in the interim report submitted in April, 1998.

Figure 4.9- Photograph of Bent 1, Johnston County Bridge # 33, North Carolina.
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A.2,3 Wake County Bridge # 251, North Carolina.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and four piers. Figure A.10 shows a photograph

of the bridge. Shown in the left of the photo also is the pier where testing was performed. The

substructure of the pier consists of concrete beams supported by concrete columns. The columns

are supported by concrete pilecaps and timber piles. The top of the pilecap was exposed to allow

vertical and horizontal hammer hits for Parallel Seismic tests. The available bridge plans are

presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

Figure 4.10- Photograph of wake county Bridge # zsl,North carolina.
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4.2.4 Bridge No. 5188, Minnesota Hwy. 58, Zumbrota, Minnesota.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and one pier. Figure A.1 I shows a photograph

of the pier of the bridge. The substructure of the pier consists of a concrete beam supported by two

concrete columns. The columns are supported by spread footings. The available bridge plans are

presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

Figure 4.11- Photograph
Minnesota.

of Bridge No. 5188, Minnesota Highway 58, Zumbrota,
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4.2.5 Bridge No. 9798, Hwy. 60, Minnesota.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and two piers. Figure A.12 shows a photograph

of the pier of the bridge where testing was performed. The substructure of the pier consists of a

timber beam supported by ten timberpiles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim

report submitted in April, 1998.

Figure A.l2- Photograph of Bridge No. 9798, Hwy 60, Minnesota.
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A.2.6 Bridge No. 55028, Hwy. 52, North of Chatfield, Minnesota.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and two piers. Figure 4.13 shows a photograph

of the pier of the bridge where testing was performed. The substructure of the pier consists of a

concrete beam supported by 5 concrete-filled steel pipes. The available bridge plans are presented

in the interim report submitted in April, 1998.

Figure 4.13- Photograph of Bridge No. 55028, Hwy 52, North of Chatfield, Minnesota.
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4.2.7 Bridge No. 1103-151, Route I over Shipetaukin Creek, Lawrence T*p., Mercer County,

New Jersey.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and one pier. Figure 4.14 shows a photograph

of the massive concrete abutment of the bridge where testing was performed. The available bridge

plans are presented in the interim report submitted in April, 1998.

FigureA.l4- Photograph of Bridge No. 1103-151, Route 1 over ShipetaukinCreek,
Lawrence T*p., Mercer County, New Jersey.
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4.2.8 Bridge No. 1123-152, Route 130 over Rock's Brook, East Windsor Twp., Mercer

County, New Jersey.

This bridge is supported by two abutments. Figure 4.15 shows a photograph of the massive

concrete abutment of the bridge where testing was performed. The available bridge plans are

presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

Figure 4.15- Photograph of Bridge No. 1123-152, Route 130 over Rock's Brook, East
Windsor T*p., Mercer County, New Jersey.
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4.2.9 Bridge No. 0324-158, Route 130 over Rancocas Creek, Pemberton Twp., Burlington

County, New Jersey.

This bridge is supported by two abutments. Figure 4.16 shows a photograph of the massive

concrete abutment of the bridge where testing was performed. The available bridge plans are

presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

-",:r.ì -,
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Figure 4.16- Photograph of Bridge No. 0324-158, Route 206 over Rancocas Creek,
Pemberton T*p., Burlington County, New Jersey.
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4.2.10 Bridge No. 801 of 330454, Bridge on 1496 over Red Cedar River, Michigan.

This bridge is supported by two abutments and 4 piers. Figure 4.17 shows a photograph of

Pier # 3 of the bridge where testing was performed. The substructure of Pier 3 consists of concrete

beams supported by concrete columns. The columns are resting on a concrete plint supported by a

concrete pilecap and cast-in-place concrete piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the

interim report submitted in April, 1998.

..-? \t

Figure A.l7- Photograph of Bridge No. 801 of 330454, Bridge onl496 over Red Cedar
River, Michigan.
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4.2.11 Bridge No. 804 of 64015E0 Bridge on US31 over Pentwater River, Michigan.

This bridge is supporte dby 2 abutments and 2 piers. Figure A. 18 shows a photograph ofpier

# 2 of the bridge where testing was performed. The substructure ofPier 2 consists of concrete beams

supported by concrete columns. The columns are resting on a concrete pilecap supported by driven

concrete piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim report submitted in April,

1998.

Figure 4.18- Photograph of Bridge No. 804 of 64015E, Bridge on US31 over Pentwater River,
Michigan.
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4.2.12 Bridge No. X01 of 250858, Bridge over Fenton Road, Thread Creek, Michigan.

This bridge is supporte dby 2 abutments and 6 piers. Figure 4.19 shows a photograph ofpier

# 3 ofthe bridge where testing was performed. The substructure ofPier 3 consists of concrete beams

supported by concrete columns. The columns are resting on strip footings. The available bridge

plans are presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

",:",e¡':.,ÀffiJ
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Figure A.19- Photograph ofBridge No. X01 of 250858, Bridge over Fenton Road, Thread
Creek, Michigan.
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A.2.13 Santiam River Overflow # 5 Bridge, Near Salem, Oregon.

This bridge is supporte dby 2 abutments and 4 piers. Figure 4.20 shows a photograph of one

of bridge abutment where testing was performed. The substructure of the abutment consists of a

concrete pilecap supported by timber piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim

report submitted in April, 1998.

Figure A.20- Photograph of Santiam River Overflow # 5 Bridge, Near Salem, Oregon.
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4.2.14 cordon Road overcrossing Highway 22 Bridge, Near salem, oregon.

This bridge is supportedby 2 abutments and 2 piers. Figure A.21 shows aphotograph of one

of the bridge piers where testing was performed. The substructure of the pier consists of a concrete

beam supported by concrete columns. The concrete columns are resting on a pilecap supported by

16 treated timber piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim report submitted in

April, 1998.

Figure A.2L- Photograph of Cordon Road Overcrossing H!vy. 22 Bndge, Near Salem,
Oregon.
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A.2.15 Dudley Road Bridge, structure No. 0-6-11, oxford, Massachusetts.

This bridge is supportedby 2 abutments and 4 piers. Figure A.22 shows a photograph of

Bent 1 where testing was performed. The substructure Bent 1 consists of a concrete pilecap

supported by timber piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim report submitted

in April, 1998.

-_; ; :' ;:, :Ìì .;'Gii+Ëì'S
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Figure A.22- Photograph of Dudley
Massachusetts.

Road Bridge, Structure No. 0-6-11,Oxford,
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4.2.16 Bridge on Route 122, structure No. lJ-z-zl, uxbridge, Massachusetts.

This bridge is supportedby 2 abutments. Figure 4.23 shows a photograph of one of the

bridge abutments where testing was performed. The substructure of the abutment consists of a

massive sloping concrete wall with concrete wings supported by 80 timber piles. The available

bridge plans are presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

Figure A.23- Photograph of Bridge
Massachusetts.

on Route I22, Structure No. U-2-2l,Uxbridge,
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^.2.17 
Johnston County Bridge # 129, North Carolina.

The bridge substructure consists of concrete beams resting on concrete pilecaps supported

by timber piles. Figure 4.24 shows a photograph of Bent 2 of the bridge which is supported by a

6 timber pile foundation. Shown in the photo also is the borehole used for Parallel Seismic tests on

Pile 6 of Bent 2. This is a maintenance bridge, only pile driving records were available with bridge

plans not available. The pile driving records are presented in the interim report submitted in April,

1998.

Figure A.24- Photograph of Bent 2, Johnston County Bridge # l2g,North Carolina.
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4.2.18 Johnstori County Bridge # l4S, North Carolina.

The bridge substructure consists of concrete beams resting on concrete pilecaps supported

by timber piles. Figure A.25 shows a photograph of Bent 1 of the bridge which is supported by a

5 timber pile foundation. Shown in the photo also is the borehole used for parallel Seismic tests on

Pile 5 of Bent 1. The pile driving records and bridge plans are presented in the interim report

submitted in April, 1998.

1, Johnston County Bridge #
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A,2.19 Wake County Bridge # 207, North Carolina.

The bridge substructure consists of timber beams supported by timber piles. Figure

shows a photograph of Bent 4 of the bridge which is supported by a 3 timber pile foundation.

pile driving records and bridge plans are not available.

Figure A.26- Photograph of Bent 4, wake County Bridge # 207,North Carolina.

4.26

The
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A.2.20 Bridge oh US 287, Structure No. C-l6-C, over Little Thompson River, near Longmont,

Colorado.

This bridge is supportedby 2 abutments and 5 piers. Figure 4.27 shows a photograph of one

of the bridge piers where testing was performed. The substructure of the pier consists of a concrete

beam supported by 7 steel H-piles. The H-piles are encased in concrete above the ground level. The

available bridge plans are presented in the interim report submitted in April, 199g.

Figure A.27- Photograph of Bridge on US 287, Structure No. C-16-C, overlittle
Thompson River, near Longmont, Colorado.
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4.2.21Bridge on US 52, Structure No. D-17-I, over South

Colorado.

Platte River, near Fort Lupton,

This bridge is supporte dby 2 abutments and 8 piers. Figure 4.28 shows a photograph of one

of the bridge piers where testing was performed. The substructure of the pier consists of a concrete

wall supported by timber piles. The available bridge plans are presented in the interim report

submitted in April, 1998.

Figure 4.28- Photograph of Bridge on US 52, Structure No. D-17-I, over South platte
River, near Fort Lupton, Colorado.
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4.2.22 Bridge Oïer Bethel Creeko Near Snook, Texas.

This bridge is supported by 2 abutments and 1 pier. The tested abutment substructures

consist of a concrete beam supported by steel H piles. Bridge plans are not available, but this bridge

was tested to try the Induction Field method at a second site.
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